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THE BOY DETECTIVE;
OR, THE

CHIEF OF THE COUNTERFEITERS.
CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION.

Oun story opens in the great metropolis-the
city of New York.
Two persons were seated upon a rustic bench,
in the park, conversing earnestly.
" Will you be mine, dearest, when I return
from this journey?"
The young girl to whom this question was
addressed looked up in the tace of the speaker,
with a glance of trusting confidence, as she an·
swered blmhingly:
" Yee, dear William, if you wish it so."
William Wilson was as fine and noble·look·
ing a youth as you would wish to see-tall,
and well built, with a most pleasing expression
of countenance.
A high, noble forehead, surmounted by curl·
ing, wavy hair. His mustache, drooping over
his mouth, almost completely hid the expres·
sion of that organ. Yet the square chin, and
the determined look of his eye, showed him to
be of a strong mind and will; one who could
not be deterred from his object by any ob·
stacles in his palh.
His companion, Mattie Templeton, was petite
in figure, with a fair complexion, and hair as
dark as midnight, while her eyes, black and
sparkling. fairly danced in her head as she
conversed with her lover.
Thev were seuted, at the time, upon one of
the rustic benches in the park.
It was the monlh of June, and the earth was
teeming with verdure.
Though ~.he heat in the city was almost over·
poweriug that day, yet, in the park, beneath
the shade of the spreading trees, the weather
was delightful.
It was Saturdav afternc>on, and from where
tiley were seated ·they could hear the strains of
the band as they floated upon the still air.
It was a firting place in which they might
t10mmnne with ea<' h other.
William held Mattie's small, soft hand in bis
own , as be said:
"You have made me very happy by those
words, Mattie. But what do you 1hink your
father will say to my suit?" he l\flked, present·
)y. " I fear he does not seem to care enough
f6r me to regard me as his future son-in-law.

•

Ii may he but an idle fancy, but I have thought
that be seems to think a good deal of Samuel
Perry, who has a large income, and who would
he able to surround you with all those comforts
which it is your privilege to possess."
An expression of sadness crossed the features
of the girl as she answered:
" I fear that It will be difficult to induce him
to give us bis consent. But we must do what
we can toward it.
"As for Samuel Perry, he seems to have the
faculty of reading others' characters; for by
seeming to sympathize with father in bis
views, and by humoring him in his weak
points, he bas completely won his good graces,
and he seems to think there is no one in the
world ths.t is as pleasant a companion as Perry.
"For my part, there is something about the
man that l do not like. I have in vain at·
tempted to fathom the meaning or cause of my
aversion to him, but without success. When I
am in his presence, I endeavor in vain to throw
off a feeling of dislike which will invariably
come over me.
•· His eyes remind me somehow of a snake's,
they are so black and glittering; and I always
dread to encounter his gaze."
"Well, " answered William," J know noth·
ing against the man; but I perfectly agree with
you in your dislike for him; he has not the
look of an honest man, and somehow or other
I feel as if he is to be in some manner connect·
ed with my future career."
" I earnestly hope not," said Mattie, with a
grave face; "but perhaps we are only borrowing trouble, instead of looking upon the bright
side."

" But we must be going," spoke the young
man, as he glanced at his watch; "it will be
dusk before we reach our homes."
So saying, they both arose, and left the spot,
continuing their conversation as they walked.
" Did you not say you were going to leave
me for awhile?" she asked.
" Yes," was the rei.ily ; " my employers de·
sire me to take a trip to Savannah to attend to
some business there, by which, if I am succe~s
ful, I shall be able to advance myself greatly in
their interests."
" And when do you leave?"
" The steamer sails Monday afternoon."

" So soon as that?"
.
"Yes, darling; my employers wished it sct.,. '.
'' Then I shall not see ·you again until you
return?"
"I shall try and see you to-morrow evening
and attend church with you, if you wish me
to.''
" Certainly, dear William," answered the
girl, with a frank smile.
'' And now how long do you expect to be
gone upon this trip?"
" Well," he answered, " that is a rather diffi.
cult question to answer, but I think the business
will take about a month to attend to."
" Oh, what a long time to he absent from
you!" she said, with a blush.
.
" And it may be," continued the young
man, " that my employers will wish me, if
succeS!<ful, to stay there permanently, and, in
that case, I shall soon return for my little treas·
ure, and take her back wit1 me. Will she
come?" he asked, playfully tapping her cheek.
Vl'ith a look of perfect trust and confidence,
she turned her face to him, as she answered:
" Whither thou goest, I will go, if it be unto
the uttermost ends of tlle earth."
"Your faith in me shall never have cause to
regret," he said, gravely and earnestly.
'l'bey .had now reached the park entrance
upon Eighth ·Avenue, and taking a car, they
~ere soon hurtied into the heart of the great
city.
Reaching Twenty-t hird Street. they alighted.
and soon came to the home of Mattie Temple·
ton, a fine large mansion owned by her father.
Bidding bis betrothed an affectionate good.
evening, Wilson wended bis own way to hiS'
boarding-house, situated in West Twenty-ninth
·
Street.
.
He was a young man of rising abilities, and
his employers had done well in selecting him aii
the proper person to be sent upon their busi·
n0S11. The firm was that of "Perkins &
Jones," one of the wealthiest anu most influ.
eutial in South Street.
~
The future was therefote one of bright pros-_
pects to the young man, as he hoped soon to be
able to claim the fair Mattie as his bride, for in .
that case her father could have no objections
·
·
to offer.
Ono thing troubled the young man'li mind
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seriously, and that was the pertinacity with him; her will was as nothing compared to his conduct that evening ; but she refrained, think.

which the man Perry attempted to force his
company upon her.
He determined, however, to give no further
thought to the matter, " for," said he to him self, ·' if he makes himself too obnoxious, Mattie will surely appeal to her father, and then his
impertinence will be corrected.'' •
He had now reached his apartments, and
' passed direct)y to his room.
CHAPTER II.
THE INTERVIEW.

As Mattie passed the parlor, the door of
which was slightly ajar, she heard the voice of
Samuel Perry in conversation with her father.
She proceeded immediately to her own chamber, and removing her wrapper, she seated herself in a luxurious arm-chair and gave herself
up to thou"'ht.
Long an~ earnestly <lid she endeavor to solve
the question-how to best communicate to her
father the news of their engagement.
She glanced down at the ring placed upon
l•n finger that day by William, as if that would
c·ive her a clew as to the best way to proceed;
iiut tile ruby, sparkling and flashing back the
my~ from the chandelier overhead, was silent.
"Well," she finally murmured to herself,
" I will try and see what inll.uence there is in a
(laughter's love. I will do my duty toward
ll im, as far as lies in my power, provided. of
r,mrse, that he does not interfere between
William and myself."
Presently she heard the voice of her father
callino- her name.
He 'aesired to see her for a few minutes in
the sitting-room.
Hastily arranging her toilet, ~he descended
the stairs and entered.
AJJ she opened the door, she was dismayed
to find that Sam Perry was the only occupant.
Making a stiff bow, in a few constrained
words she greeted him, and seated ilerself by
the--window, and busied herseif in watching that
pedestrians as they passed.
She could feel that the eyes of Perry were in·
tently fixed upon her, and not caring to meet
~is gaze, she resolutely looked ou1 of the win) dow.
' Presently ile addressed her in a smooth, ~ lip ' pery tone, which would cause 11. person in voluntarily to think of a serpent.
"Miss Templeton, I had hoped that my visit
would have been morn welcome to you . "
" The friends of n1y father are always we!come·to the house," she replied.
" Yes; but I would desire more; J. would
v.-ish that my coming would be of more interest to the fair occupant of the house."
Mattie made him no ans'iyer.
PPrry now drew his chair to the window,
wlirre she was seated, aLld in a ti11ely moduL1tPrl voice, be. began a conversation upon indiff •rent subjects.
'.fe was a fine talker, and his conversation
~ howed him to be well ver;ed in th e ways of
1lte world.
rm:onscious almost of the fact, Mattie was
··1•011 interested in his remarks and his accounts
.if tra vel and dangers by land aud sea.
So ,he time passed quickly away.
Perry flattered himself that he had made a
decided impression upon the young lady.
E\elf-conceit is always blind to tile truth.
Finnlly, he begged that she woul<l favor him
Iv playing, as he must shortly depart.
)Tat tie politely consented, and seating ilerself
"' the instrument; rattled off one of tilose airy
, ., 1hi11g< with which the country is tlooded.
.« aving tinished the piece she arose from the
&nt.
"Will you not favor me also ?" she asked,
gal.ly.
•Certainly," he laughed, as he took the vacant stool.
After a few p11·liminary flourishes, he struck
off in a weird. gypsy-like air.
Keeping his eyes steadily fixed upon Mattie,
· who stood beside him, he kept on playing: the
10unds now rising hi gh and te111pestuous, then
tal.ling, low, soft, and plaintive.
; His was a master hand that governed the in· a&rument.
' Biill more those magnetic eyes held the girl
, as in a spell.
1
It flashed through the maiden's mind that
I j>erry was a mesmerist.
~ la vain she struggled io avert her face from

I

own.
Yet theJeeling was not a disagreeable onP to
her: it seemed as if she were standing a'lone,
while far in the distance she could hear the
most entrancing music. The place was one of
extraordinary loveliness, flowers of the most bewitching beauty were budding and blossoming
all around her; bright-hued birds were singing
amid the branches; a beautiful fountain was
throwing up its clouds of silver spray, as it
flashed and sparkled in the sunlight. One object only in the whole scene disturbed her; a
large serpent seemed to be coiled directly in
her path. His body was coiled up, and his
eyes, fixed upon her n·ow, were emitting dazzling sparks of light.
Presently a rude, discordant jar in the music,
and she came to herself.
Those evil eyes of Perry's still met her own
as be asked her, " If she was pleased with the
music?"
She madjl him no answer, but took a scat
near by.
.
A step was shortly heard upon the stairs, and
Mr. Templeton entered the room just as Sam
Perrv arose to leave it.
"What! going so soon?" he asked, in a
frank, hearty voice. "Well, you must call
again shortly."
" I shall be most happy to do flO," snid
Perry, as he glanced at the maiden to see if she
would say anything ; but Mattie was silent; so,
bidding them good-evening, Perry left the
house.
After he had departed, Mr. Templeton turned
to his daughter, saying playfully: "He is a
floe fellow, Mattie ; just such a man as I should
desire to have for a son-in.Jaw;" and he smiled,
complacently.
" God forbid that yon should ever have such
a son-in-law as 1hat man would make," thought
Mattie to herself, but she said nothing.
" By the way," he exclaimed, " I hear that
your friend, William Wilson, is to sail for Savannah in a few days ; have you heard anything about it?"
"He leaves on Monday, I believe," she anS\~red, with a conscious blush.
Well , I can not say that I shall be very
souy for it," he >aid, "for I was beginning to
fear that be was paying altogether too much
attention to yon for a poor man."
" And does being poor make him any the
les noble?" asked Mattie, spiritedly.
"Well, not exactly," answered her father,
surprised at the vehemence of her manner;
" but then you know wilat societ.y would say
about such a thing; not that I dislike the young
man, for I deem him honorable, and all that
sort of thing; but tilen, you know, it will be a
number of years before he will be able to make
much of a name for ilimself, and then, think
how the world would talk."
"And am I to be governed by what tile socalled world may say concerning me?'' she
asked, as her eyes flashed. "Is the ilappiness
or misery of two persons to be decided by the
wor<l of two or three rulers of society? I care
not for their idle words; and now, fotiler," she
co ntinued. "l have a secret to. tell yqu: I love
William Wilson, and-"
"Love him!" said the old man, aghast.
" Ann," continued llfattie. not heeding the
interrnption, "I am engaged to him."
The old man's face expressed his astonisilment ; finally he said~ scornfully, •·And you
cnred not enou9h for your father to inform him
of this before.'
"Nay, father," she answered, gea1ly, "it
did not O<'Cur until 1his af1ernoon. William
intende<l to nRk yom consent ere he sailed.''
"I shall not gra nt it," said the old man,
testily. ··What! a dan l!h ter of mine contract
an alliance against. my wishes. I did not tilink
it po•sible," ile ~aid in a griei-ed voice.
"Father," said .l\1attie, earnestly, as she
arme, and put her arms around her parent's
neck," would you have me marry 11 man whom
l <lo not. nor never cou ld, lo've ? And Perry is
just such a man. I loathe the !•ight of him.''
l\Ir. Templeton made no reply, but groaned
deeply.
Mattie continue<l to plead with him; yet his
~tubborn spirit still fought against it, and finally he arose to leave the room.
Tbe girl saw it would be useless to remonst~e with him further, so she did not attempt.
it.
. She was half tempted to tell him of Perry's
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ing it would only annoy him while in tilis hu·
mor, without being productive of the least good.
Bidding each other good-night, he. in a
grieved voice, her!!, calm, and affectiona1e
they retired to tbeir separate apart.ments, and
were soon lost in sleep.
CHAPTER III.
THE CONSPIRATORS.

THE night was a dark, cloudy one the fog
hanging heavily in the air as the ferry-boat
" Fulton " left her slip in the East River, on
her trip to Brooklyn.
The passengers, what few there were at that
late hour, were nodding and dozing in the cabins, to pass the time, until tiley could reach the
other side. 'fhe decks were totally deserted.
Did I say totally? I was mistaken; for another glance would convince us of the fact '
tilat a solitary person was leaning upon the rail
forward.
He wore a heavy cloak, and a hat slouched
down over his eyes.
For what purpose is he traveling in this
stealthy manner? And who is be?
Now he gives utterance to his darkly forming thoughts.
·
"Let me see," he mutters, "how am I to
get this Wilson out of my path, for it is plainly
to be seen that I can do notliing while he is
around. Curse him I he seems to be my evil destiny; first, he obtains possession of the papers
which are of so much value to me, and not
satisfied with that, he must love the girl whom
I have set my mind upon gaining for my wife.
But never mind, young man;" and his white
teeth grated fiercely together-" never mind,
you and I have an account to settle yet; but
first I must have those papers you hold, and
after that I will talk about revenge.
" Thank fortune," he exclaimed, presently,
" that she is out of my path. She will never
trace me here by my name-'twouid be no use
to her it she did, for to save my life I don't
know what became of the child."
'' But now for business,'' for the ferry boat
was entering the slip. " If I can find Jones at
the old place I will be well paid for the uncomfortable trip;:• and !\tepping ashore, he drew
bis hat still lower over his eyes, and walked
rapidly on through the driving rain.
Re had proceeded on about a dozen blocks,
when he came in violent contact with a person
coming from the opposite direction.
The sudden collision tilrew the new-comer to
the ground, sn'd . nearly ~ccompHshed ilie same
,
end for Perry.
Rough words were about to be indulged in
between them, when Perry sudrlenly exclaimed:
" Why, Tom Jones, you are just the man I was
looking for."
,
•· Blast my eyes," said the stranger, " yer
needn't have intro<luced yerself so suddint !
How the deuce was I ter know yer in tilat rig?
I rePly thort you was in Philndelfy, Sinclair."
"Hist!" growled P erry; "don't you ever
breathe that name again. I have dropped it
forever."
" And wot name do you sail under now?"
"You are t~call me Perry-Sam Perry," was
the reply.
"All right, cap: anrl now for the business
you wanted to see me about. "
"I will tell you that presently," nswered
Sam; " but let us get out of this CQnfonnded
rain, for lam wet tilrough to tile skin."
"Wily the deuce didn 't yer bring an umberil wh ile yer was about?" said Tom; "but
It ';. too late now to gruml.Jle, I suppose, so let
tis step in the resterant, and we can talk over
affairs."
" Agreed," said Perry; aud th ey entered the
saloon together.
The proprietor and a sleepy-looking waiter
were all the occupants to be seen.
Seating tilemselves iu a private box, they
called for refresilments.
Sam Perry appeared to be a deep rogue, for
he drnnk but very little, though he contiLlted
to press it upon his companion, wilo, notiling
loath, drank deeply.
It was not long before the effects of the
liquor began to ~-}pea r in his countenance; his
eyPs shone firec.. ;iy, his hreath came quicker,
and his tongue became loosened.
He was just in that mood which would make
ordinary persons beware how they angered
·
him.
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Sam now drew his chair close up to him, character. hobuled up tn the bar, and paying
and seemed to be endeavoring to win him over for his refreshments, tottered out in the dark to some purpose of his own: but Jones appeared ness.
"Quite an old cuss, that, to be traveling
to be unwilling to undertake the job.
He continued to shake his head and mutter: alone at thi s time of night," 8aid the proprietor
"No, indeed ; there's too much risk to be run; to his sleepy servant, who nodded acquiescence
I darsn 't try it."
•
to his master's remark, and once more the room
"Very well," said Perry ; "then I have became silent.
Upon reaching the street Thompson remained
something to tell r,ou that will ca11.se you to
clrnnge your mind. '
a few moments in a state of indecision, fill fin.
So saying, he leaned over and whispered
ally a blue-coated guardian of the night tapped
few words in his ear.
him on tile shoulder, and in a gruff >oice he
The effect upon the villain was mallicnl. growled out:
Springing to his feet, and his whole altitude
"Time you were at home, old codger, instead
that of a wounded animal at bay, he drew a of standing here in the street. Must m9ve on
large dirk-knife from his breast, and seemed out of this."
ready to plunge it iuto the h eart of Perry.
An amused expression flitted across the face
Quick as his motions had been, yet he was of the deteqtive, but he merely answered in a
behind those of Sam, who, with th e rapidity of thin, piping voice:
a fl.ash, had drawn a revolver from his pocket,
"Very well, very well, young man. I'm goand cocking it, had coolly laid it upon the ing; but I would advise you to pay more retable, within reach of his hand, while, with spect to gray hairs."
his eyes fixed upou Tom, he sternly command"Ea! ha! pretty good joke!" laughed the
ed him to take his seat. For a moment th e vii- policeman. " But gray hairs ought to be in
lain wavered, but dhly for a moment, and then bed by this time;" and he strolled off in the
he sunk back upon bis seat, co111pletely cowed gloom.
under the 9aze of Perry.
The detective proceeded in an opposite direc.. Well,' growled Jones, sullenly, "wot are tion, and, after ten minutes' walk, he ca me to a
1,.er going to do with Rll yer informa1ion.? quiet-looking house which stood a little back
Spose you are goin',to give me up ter the per- from the public street.
Glancing around him in the darkness, to see
lice, ain't yer?"
"Not if you do wliat I wish you to," he re- if any one was near, he cautiously applied his
pl iPd " If the job is done satisfactorily, I key to the door, and quickly entered.
As he passed in the hall, no appearance of
will keep your secret, and not only that, but
will pay you a handsome sum besides."
age was in his movements. On the contrary,
Tom's eyes glittered as he heard the mention he was stealthy and gliding in all his maof money; but ip a moment he asked, in a fa!- neuvers; not a sound was heard as he ascended
tering voice, " ls it more-is it like what-like the stairs, and touching a spring, a door flew
what you spoke of a-a minute ago?"
open, and he entered the apartment.
As he spoke, his eyes glanced restlessly
A glance shows that it is his room. Hanging
around the room, as it he expected to see a sud- upon the walls are innumerable costumes,
den apparition.
dresses, etc.; one might almost fancy it to be
"No," replied Sam, with a start; " it is not the dressing-room of a theater.
Upon the bnreau in the corner were wigs of
so bad as that, this time, unlefs "-and he
hesitated-" unless you should happen to fail all kinds, false beards of all kinds, false musaud be in danger of capture; ~nd in that case, taches, etc.
·
you must do whatever you tlnnk best; but reH astily closing the door behind him, the demember, if you are r.aug\lt I will have no mercy tective pulled off his boots and co3t, and proon you, but will aid in your prosecution. And ceeded to divest himself of his disguise.
now, is there any one whom you can take inA glance at the boots, as they lay on the floor,
mlour confidence to assist you?" he asked.
reveals the secret of his silent movements. The
fter thinking a moment, his companion an- soles are covered with felt.
awered:
'He next took off his white wig, disclosing his
" Jerry Williams would have hen jest the j own raven black hair beneath.
After washing the wrinkles from his face, and
feller, brtt I don't know where to find him, so
I ·~pose I will have to do the job alone."
removing a false spine, which had caused him
" Ver;r well," was Perry's answer;" and now to assume a stooping posture, he stood erect! will meet you to· morrow night, at.-"
a splendidly formed man in the prime of life,
The rest of the sentence was whispered in and about thirty years of age. His frame dethe ear of the other.
noted him to be of strong physical powers. He
" And now," he continued, " do not fail next removed from his breast a mysterious
me, or your life will be a forfeit;" and as he leather case, which he always carried with him,
eroke, he beut. a glance full of meaning upon and the use of which will be seen ere long in
'
'l'om which made him ~brink further from our story.
him.
The door through which he had entered was
" I shall not back out, after I sed I would a peculiar one. The knob was so arranged
take the job," was the retort.
that upon being touched by a person outside it
And so they parted.
rang a bell at the head of the bed. The lock
was also constructed so that in case of a key
being introduced into it it connected the two
CHAPTER IV.
poles of a powerful galvanic battery, and thereTHE DETEC 'flVE,
fore giving the would-be intruder a shocking
IN the next box to that in which the con- reception.
!pirators had been seated, and concealed from
The true character of Thompson was un110 ordinary view by the curtain, w11s an odd- known in the house; they supposed him to be
looking personage. His appearance, his wrin· an eccentric old mnn, and rich, for he always
kled fac•\ and white hair, together with the had money at l.Jis command, and his board bill
trembling limbs, would denote him ,to be about was always promptly paid.
But to go back to our story:
the age of seven ty. His garments, though
threadbare, were scrupulously neat.
The detective now seated himself at a small
A slight rep11st was spread before him, but it black walnut desk that stood in the corner of
had hRrdly been disturbed.
the room, and drew forth from one of its reIn fact, he had but entered the saloon a few cesses a small pocket diary, and rapidly jotted
minutes before Perry and his companion, and down notations in hieroglyphic characters, the
this strange-looking individunl was none other key to which was known only to himself.
than Gus Thompson, one of the most noted de"Let me see," he mused; "what could it
tectives of the day.
have been that. caused Jones so much uneasiWhen the voice of Perry had just reached his ness; can it be possible that be was ' implicated
ear, ~ di&regardfd the meal before him, and in the attempted murder of old Hawkins, the
,placing himself in a listening position , so that clergyman?' " So saying, he drew forth from his
he migl.Jt catch every word that was dropped, desk a number of diaries, exactly similnr to the
he had heard all tliat passed between them, one which be had been m:ing, and opening one
with the exception of the secret that had causer! of them, he studied it carefully.
Jones so much nn ensiness, and also the direc" Yes, that must have been it," he said pres·
tions wher'l the meeting was to be held.
ently, "for he left the city two days after th e
" Sb, so," he muttered; ... I shall have to look occurrence, so he could not have heard that the
out for you, Sam Perry. I'll bet my Ill.St dollar clerl!'yman did not die, as was first r•ported.
that you are up to some of your old tricks
"I'll bet any amount of money that Jones
again. But wait, my fine fellow; I will block qad a hand in that Rffair. No wonder he fled,
your game yet."
for no one co11ld h•we possib!y believed that a
Perry and his accnmplice hn<l now departed, man could have liveci after such an ugly wound
and the detective, in keeping witlJ his .assumed as that was.

I
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"i wonder where Hawkins is. .Now, let me
see," he said, thou ghtful ly ; "it 1s now some
eight or niue months since I saw him last, and
then he was living in New York. I shall hav P.
to hunt him Up. Perhaps be may giv<.: .. ~e
some clew to the matter, and so I shall do a
double service by preventing a double evil. I
wonder where that boy ca11 be though," he sr,id,
glancing at his watch; "it is past the time I
told him to be here."
Hardly had the words passed his lips before a
gentle knock was Ilea rd at the door, followed
by a peculiar double rap.
This seemed to satisfy the detective, for open·
ing the door, he admitted the boy whom he hac
been expecting to see. The appearance of the
new-comer was, to say the least, a strange one;
of medium stature for bis age, which was about
fifteen, light curling 11air, which at present was
matted and tangled, and a face which was of ll
highly intellectual cast of features, and which
possessed the power of ):Jeing transformed into
numerous expressions at the will of the owner
thereof. His eyes were bright and piercing,
except on certain occasions, when they would
assume a dull, sleepy expression for a moment,
and then fl.ash out again full of fire and energy. ·
Entering the room in an easy, careless manner, the lad threw himself in a large easy-chair,
and coolly awaited his employer's pleasure.
Among his acquaintances be was known by
the " sobriquet " of " Butts."
"Well, what news?" asked Thompson; "are
you going to sit gazing at the ceiling all day,
mstead of making your report ?"
" Well, fact is, gov'nor," said Butts, " I ha in 't
much news to tell, you see. I spotted the feller
you told me to, but I think he tumbled to it, for
he tuk a hack, and I lost sight of it in the
crowd: but I know the cove that drives it. and
I kin find out from him to-morrer whar he
tuk the feller, and if you want-"
"Enough of that slang," interrupted the de·
tective. " How often have I told you not to use
such language while you are with me; now go
on ."
" Well," said the boy, in a changed v11lct
and most perfect accent, " you see, Mr. j
Thompson, I have to make urn of these slanr
phrases so much that I forget myself some
times. But who do you think I rnw to-day?" I
"Who?" asked the detective. quickly.
"Well, you remember )lr. Hawkiu11, or old
Barker, as I used to call hilL, the fellow who
you saw about a year ago when he was nearly
murdered in New York; well, it was him I
saw."
"Do you know where he went? Can you
find him to-morrow?" asked Thompson, all in
the same breath.
'' One quest.ion at a time, sir, if you please,"
said the boy, coolly: "as I was unaware of the
fact thst you wished to know his whereRbouts,
and as I alreatly had one person to follow up,
I paid no further attention to him."
"Bother!" ejaculated the det ective: "you
have been of no service at all to-day; you
should have followed the carriage at all hazards; but never mind, if you know who the
c.lriver is, I suppose you ca n find out everything to-morrow that I care ahout for the present.; but now you must go, and if by anv
chance you should see old .Mr. Hawkins ,,,_
morrow, follow him, and Jet the other g-ame /!".
for it is an unimportant affair-a casa of bu r~·
lary-while I have something else on hand of hr
more import>Jnce. Meet me hne again to-mn ,.row evening, and do your best to hear moie
news."
•· I will do so if possible." answered Butt~.
as he turned to leave the room. " By the way,"
he remarked, as some thought entered his min rl,
·· I nearly forgot to tell you something; you re·
member Jerry Williams tl\at. you had sent up
for passing counterfeit money, and who broke
jail? W ell, he will not cause any one any
further trouble on this earth, for I saw his bodJ
fished out of the East River to-day. I suppost
he got drunk and fell overboard, so there is OM
rascal less iu the world."
" Are ou certain it was he?" asked Thompson.
"Of course I am, for I saw the long red scar
on his forehead he got at that big fight of his
in the bar-room, and I could tell him J!>y that
scar anywhere "
'
"What was done with the body?" asU'ed the
detective.
·
/
" I believe they tL>ok it to the Morgue. i '
"And now," !'Rid his employer, "be ciareful
how you talk ; remember your charactersl at the
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With a sudden movement, the intruder freed
proper time, and do not get them mixed up to"S'pose yer climb up then an' see," said the
gether. Have you money enough?"
" Plenty," wa.s the reply.
" All right, then," said pis employer; " take
good care of yourself."
" I will," answered Butts; and in a moment
more he was gone.
After the boy had gone, the detective sketched
out a rough plan in which occurred the names
of Sam Perry, Tom Jones, and Mr. Hawkins.
"Well," he muttered · to himself, "I will
have to let that South Carolina robbery case
rest for awhile!"
For a few moments nothing disturbed the
stillness of the room, but the loud scratch of
his pen, as it rapidly moved over the paper.
" I guess that will do," he said, finally, ·a s he
folded the letter, sealed and addres~ed it.
" Sorry to keep them waitini;; but the old say·
ing is, • an ounce of prevention is better than
a pound of cure,' and it applies in this case."
So snyiQg, he threw aside the letter, and throw·
ing himself upon the bed, he was soon sound
asleep.
CHAPTER V.
A MIDNIGHT ATTACK.

WILLIAM WILSON passed the best part of the
•ight in arranging his effects, so that he might
be enabled to leave at any moment.
So intent was he with his packing, that he
did not see 1he eyes of a stranger, who was
peering through the blinds.
The person to whom the eyes belonged was
crouched upon a long balcony, which, ran along
the whole row of houses, in one of which Wilson boarded, and was about ten feet from the
ground.
The man who was so clesely watching Wil~ n n was a thick-set fellow, whom face was half
covered by a mask, and whose form was en ·
veloped in a cloak.
In fact, it was no less than Tom Jones, whom
Sam Perry had met in Brooklyn the night be·
fore.
Finally, Wilson had arranged his things to
his satisfaction, and lying down upon the
lounge, he lay for a long while in thought;
finally, however, worn out with his day's exertious, he dropped off to sleep.
The eyes of the watcher now lighted up with
an eager expression, and waiting a little longer,
to make sure that the young man was sound
asleep, he commenced bis operations.
The blinds through which be bad been
watching were fastened upon the inside: but
Jones seemed to be a man well used to the lmsiness.
j By means of a small saw, which was almost
noiseless in its operations, he soon cut out 1wo
slats. and passing his band through the opening, he unfastened the blind.
The night was pitcby dark, and favored his
design to the utmo>t.
He next tried to raise the window, but 1hat
also was fastened.
Drawing from bis pocket a small roll of cloth
which wati covered with some ad!!esive mixture, be pressed it against the glass, ann allowed
it to remain a few moments, so that it would
adhere firmlv, then drawing a diamond point
across the piwe, such as is ordinarily u>ed by
glaziers, he listened intently, to determine
whether h.is operations had aroused the sleeper.
But the young man, tired and weary, s!ill
•lept soundly.
Now, holding firmly to a corner of the cloth
·vi th one hand, with the other be pressed firmly
11
u!!:1inst the pane.
' lL was pushed in; but the hold he retained
11 ~" 11 the cloth prevented it from falliug.
Drawing the pane of glass through again, he
liLirl it up()n the balcony.
Passing his hand through the opening, he
::n1shed back the window fastening, and raising
lhe window, be entered the room.
No sooner 11ad he done so, than the window,
which was without weights, and remained up
while the burglar raised it, dropped heavily
down, waking up Wilson with a start.
Quick as thought, be sprung from the lounge,
md grappled with the intruder.
; Not quite fully awake to the nature of the
attack, be fought blindly.
In the midst of the strnggle, the light which
had been burning dimly was overturned and
extinguished, and they were left.in total de,rk·
ness.
In vain the young man endeavored to floor
his opponent; he was much too strong for him
physically.

bis arms from Wilson, and drawing a large
knife, he raised it aloft, and was about to
plunge it into the young man.
But Wilson bad divined the intention, and
catching bis arm as i1. was descending for the
blow, the knife was sent flying across the room.
Steps were now heard hurrying toward the
room, and a loud, imperative knock beard upon
the door.
'
"Open! Open!" was the cry, accompanied
with heavy blows upon the panels, which threat·
ened soon to demolish them.
" Keep quie1 !" sbou1ed William, hoarsely,
for the villain's grasp was upon his throat, and
bis breath came hard.
"Cur~e you!" hissed the rascal, "I have
failed; but you shall suffer!" and he drew a re·
volver, and fired.
With a moan, the young man fell backward,
and fainted.
At the same moment, the door was burst
open, and an officer sprung into the room.
Without stopping to raise the window, the
burglar sprung through, carrying glass and
sash through with him.
Running the length c>f the balcony, he threw
himself over, and hanging for a moment by his
hands, be dropped.
As he touched the ground, another policeman
seized him by the ~houlder, and two men held
on to him.
" Not so fast, my beauty," said the policeman; '' you might as well come along peaceably as not."
"All right," gruffly answered Jones; "I surrender to sooperior numbers."
The two men let go, thinking that the policeman could take charge of him alone.
But no sooner were their hands off of him
when he suddenly jerked himself clear of tbe
policeman's grasp, and giving him a tremendous blow on the head with 1he butt end of his
revolver, be darted off.
Another man grasped him by the shoulder
and detained him, but for an instant only, for
the wretch, placiug his revolver against the
man's breast, fired, and he dropped.
No one was before him now, but the whole
crowd was at his heels, and no time was to be
lost.
Darting down the street with the rapidity of
a deer, he soon reached a large lumber-yard
which s1ood close to the river.
The crowd was now close after him, scream·
ing: "Catch the murderer! catch the murderer!" ·
They were fast gaining upon him.
Jn vain he looked for some vlace which might
offer a safe hiding-place: but be could see none.
The crowd had spread out as they reached
the yard, and be knew it would be useless to
attempt to get out again, while every moment
the cries of his pursuers sounded nearer.
Finally a bright thought entered his mind,
and he immediately put it in execution.
At the head of the dock, and close to the
edge, stood a . large and high lumber pile: the
ends of the lumber were of uneven length, and
using them for steps, Jones quietly clambere'd
lo the top, and lay down flat upon it, with his
eyes over the edge, to watch the movements of
those below.
The moon had now come out, and by its
faint gleam he could see the shadowy forms of
his pursuers darting hi1her and thither among
the lumber in their search for him.
He chuckled to himself as be watched them,
to think how cleverly he had outwitted them,
and taking some cartridges from his pocket, he
loaded the empty chambers of his revolver.
The crowd below had increased alarmingly.
and by the vigorous manner in which they con·
ducte.cl 1he search , seemed fully determined not
to let him escape them again.
A small knot of them gathered at the foot of
the pile on which Jones lay, and discussed the
ways and means best adapted to discover the
fugitive.
"Tell yer wot it is, Bill," said a rough-looking fellow to his companion, "that feller was
a buffer, and no mistake; blamed if he didn't
do rnree tall traveling down this way."
The villain above them grinned maliciously.
" Three men as good as killed," said another
speaker.
"I don't see where be could have gone to,"
added another; " but we will never find him
if we stand here talking all night."
Suddenly one of them exclaimed:
" Perhaps he is on top of some of these lumber piles."

first speaker.
"All right," was 't he reply; " and look out
he don't get away when I tell you which pile
be is on;" and he laughed, and commenced the
ascent.
1
Slowly lie mounted. Not dreaming of the possibility of the fugitive being on top of that pile,
he looked for no danger.
As his head appeared over the top, he felt the
cold muzzle of a pistol pressed against his tem·
pie, while a voice, whose earnestness be did not
for a moment doubt, whispered in his ear:
"Speak but one word, an' I will blow yer
brains out! I'm desperate!"
The man knew by the events of the last hour
that he meant what be said, so he made no reply, but clambered over the edge, and stood on
top.
"Now, kin yer swim?" asked Jones, gruffiy.
" Yes," said the man, turning pale. " Why?"
"Well, it is a good thing fur yer, otherwiae
yer might be drowned;" and he grinned horri·
bly.
"· Now," he continued, "l've no objections to
tell yer wot I am going to do. I will give yer
just one minnit to jump overboard in, and
when yer ~ump, I will boiler •there he goes,'
and they will think it is me, and will grab you,
and while they are busy pullin' you out, I will
get clear.
''Now, ready," he said, drawing a watch
from his pocket with bis left band, while with
his right be held the revolver at the other's
head. Jump before I count ten. Now; onetwo--three-four-''
The man looked into Junes's face, and seeing
be could hope for no mercy, he glanced over
the edge of the lumber into the water beneath,
ann just as the villain uttered five, he sprung
off.
"Catch himl catch him!" shouted Jones,
looking over the edge, and waving his hand to
the spot where the man had disappeared.
The crowd, thinking it was the man they
were in search of, rushed to the end of the dock,
to seize him wben be should coJDe to the sur·
face.
1
. ., • s
Taking advantage of his opportunity, the
villain descended the pile, and stole away unperceived.
The crowd at last succeeded in hauling the
poor fellow out, and would have handled him
roughly, when suddenly one of the m n recognized him as 1be man who had ascended the
lumber to look tor the murderer.
Finally the man recovered his breath enough
·
to gasp out:
" On top of t.be pile-the murderer!"
"Duped!" yelled the crowd, in a breath.
Several mounted 1be lumber to find it vacant,
and they slowly dispersed, cursing their luck.
Meanwhile, the murderer had passed up to
the fourth dock above, and pulling a small
boat from its hiding.place underneath the
dock, he took to the oars. and was soon far ouf
in the stream, and shooting down the river.
CHAPTER VI.
'fHE COUNTERFElTF.HS' DEN.

TnE next day, Sam Perrv was proceeding
leisurely np Broadway; and ibough he seemed
to be indifferent to surrounding objec1s, yet a
close observer would have known that lie was
ill at eose.
"I wonder," he muttered to himself, uneasily, " if Tom was successful last night in
obtaining the papers. Cutse that Wilson; what
does be want to cross my path for. and how did
he come to get the documents from Hawkins?"
He bad now reacl.Jed City Hall Square, and
crossing it, be dropped into a small restaurant in
Park Row, and called for some refreshment.
While waiting for them to be brought to
him, he took up the Hem/,d, to see the news,
until suddenly a paragraph arrested his attention, and he perused it eagerly.
•
It ran as follows:
" ATTEMPTED

ROBBR:RY

AND MURDER.-

About twelve o'clock lllh"t nig;b• n. attempt
was made by some unknown peh;un to rob the
premises No. - West Twenty-ninth Street.
Being awoke by the robber's entrance through
the window, one of the boarders attempted to
seize him. The robber drew a knife upon him,
but being disarmed, he fired at the young man,
inflicting a wound which it is feared will prove
fatal. A policeman ·who attempted . .; stop his
flight, was shot dead, and another one severely:
wounded. The murderer escaped, but the
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police are upon his track and are confident of
:success.''
Perry read this paragraph over twice; then
.he laid the paper down w~th an oath, muttering: "I'll bet anything be did not get the papers,
.after all bis fighting; but he knew better than
to be caught after what I told him last night.
I guess he woul~ not be .so f~ightene~ }f he
knew ~1at Hawkms was still alive; but 1t snot
Jikely that be will ever find that out, for even
l have lost sight of where he is now."
A few minutes later and a newsboy brought
in a letter, and without saying a word, he hand.edit to Perry.
" How did you .blow my name?" asked
Sam. 1.uspiciously.
•• Well boss the :felfor wot guv it ter me
telt'd me':wot ~rt of a chap yer was."
i3am eyed the boy sharply, but he stood with
his hands in his pockets, and dull, sleepy-look·
ing eyes, not half as bright-looking as. the ordi·
.nary run of newsboys, and he was satisfied. .
'S'fi'!'Ping a. quarter in the boy's palm, he bid
dlim be o:lf.
He then turned >to '1.lile window to read the
.note.
It was written in a sctawly hand, and ran as
:d'ollows:
"MR. P.-Am 'in ·grate danger. Be keerful
yer ain't follered to-'llight. Burn this up wen
)'er re&d it. Yours truly,
Tmi:."
"Curse him! I ~pecthis hlunderingwork will
:get me in trouble it I am not careful. He must
.have been watching me this morning or be
would not have known I was here. Very well;
<they can't say •that they saw Sam Perry come
.out of the saloon, anyhow."
Taking fr11m his pocket a pair of spectacles,
,he put them on, then paying his bill, he started
mp the ste1)s to the street level.
· .At the foot of -the stairs be stumbled, seem·
'ingly accident~lly, but when he straighten~d
rhimself up agam, a heavy beard completely d1s;guisell •him, and he might have been taken for
.a Jul!,blooded Englishman.
'Ile •then cressed ·the p ark, and started up
lBroall wny.
Had be looked •behind him, he might have
,eee:;i •that the newshoy was closely following
!him.
It ·wns 10nr •young friend, Butts, who had
•chanred to be near when Jones saw Perry, and
-who bad been commissioned to carry the note.
The name Perry reminded him of the man
•whom he had heard Thompson speak so often
·.about ; and be determined, after seeing him, to
follow him up f<_>r a short space of time, and
!learn the result. 1
He had not been deceived by Perry's dis:guise, for he understood such dodges, and he
·had taken in Perry'ti general appearance at a
:glance. and could not mistake him.
He was walking a.tong, in a careless sort of
·manner, stopping eve ry now nnd then to look
·io
window; but still keeping the same distance to the rear of Perry. and never once los·
ling sight of hmm in tbe crowd.
Upon reaching Catml Street, Perry turned
<down toward West Street.
As they reached tl:,e corner of West Broad-way and Canal, Butts noticed a tall, pale-look•iog lady tiurldenly start as she saw Perry, anrl,
:after a moment's hesitation, she titarted on after
.him.
"Well, here's a go," said Butts, to himself ;
" ' won rler wot's in the wind now;" and with·
-out losing sight of Perry, Butts stole an earnest
;glan~ at the face of the wournn .
She see1\1ed to be about tllirty.five years of
:age; tall, and with hair of raven blackness.
.An expression of much mental suffering had
>IDa rired tile regular outlines of her feature!> . .
She seemed indifferent to surrounding objects; only anxious to keep the man in view,
;as if to speak to him, when they got out of the
•crowd.
Rel\ching West Street, Perry turned up, still
·tracked by the woman and newsboy.
Jn_ "OSSiog Houston Street, the woman's foot
.sli, ~~. and she fell directly in front of a team
of l.orses.
.
The driver of the team reined 11p his animals
just in time to save Iler from being trampled to
.death.
Butts sprung to her rescue: b11t she had fainted; and they bore her tenderly to tl.1e nearest
drug store.
Upon examination, it was found that her
:ankle was badly sprained by the tall; and she
-iwas t.old that it would necessitate that she
0
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should remain quiet for three weeks, at least,
if not much longer.
Upon being told this, she appeared greatly
agitated, and moaned pitifully .
A carriage was now brought, and giving the
driver her instructions, she was assisted in(J:> it
and driven off.
Meanwhile,. the newsboy, after assisting to
carry the pale lady to the druggist's, had immedi·
ately run back to find Perry again; but after
running a long distance, and seeing nothing of
him, he gave the search up in despair, and re·
turned to the druggist's.
By that time the lady had gone away in the
carria~e, and the druggist knew nothing of the
direct10n she had taken; those who had assisted her into the carriage had departed, and the!
newsboy, thoroughly disgusted at the manner
in which he had lost his game, started back in
the same direction from which he had first
come.
Perry, meanwhile, unaware of all that had
been transpiring behind him, proceeded rapid·
ly along some five blocks further, till he came
to a low, dilapidated frame ho11$e which stood
on a corner, and which was occupied as a liquor
store, and kept by a hag old and frightfully
ugly.
As Sam entered the place, the old woman
started up from her seat behind the counter
with alacrity, exclaiming:
" Good-afternoon to yez, Misther Burney;
an' I was jist wonderin~ fhat had become of
yez; how is yer blissid h1lth?"
•· Oh, first rate," answered Sam, laughing;
"and how are the boys?"
" Shure, they are all right," said the old hag,
with a grin; " some of thim are in the mill, and
some haven't come in yit."
" All right," said Sam; and passing into the
rear room, he pushed back a panel in the wall,
disclosing to view a fiight of stone steps which
led into a cellar.
Descending these, he turned to the right, and
stood before what seemed to be the foundation
wall of the house.
Stooping, he felt along till he touched a
spring, when the seemingly solid wall flew
back, disclosing another opening·-a long, narrow passage-way.
On stepping into the passage, the door
slammed to after him, leaving no trace of its
existence as a door.
Groping along the passage, Sam, or Burney,
(as we shall call him, in this capacity, for by
that name he was known in that place). groped
his way till he came to another door. Here
Burney gave a peculiar rap, upon whir.h a small
wicket was operred, and a voice demanded who
came. " Le Capitaine " was the answer. accompanied with some other words in a low tone;
and presently the heavy iron door swung open.
A. general exclamation of : "How are ye,
cap," greeted him as be entered the place.
It. was a low, underground place. that looked
as if it might have once served for vaults, as
n<1 doubt it had.
Seated around a long table, in the center of
the room, were about eight or ten of the most
villainous faces tl.iat could lie found in a day 's
walk. Beforn them were numerons tools, dies,
presses, stamps, engravers' materials, and in
fact everything that was necessary in rarr)' iug
out their nefarious business; while up9n one
end of the table lay a pile of bank-notes.
They were an organized band of counter·
feiters, of whom Burney was the head or chief.
" What news, boys1" asked Burney. as he
threw himrnlf in a chair and ligh ed a cigar.
"Well," replied a big. burly·looking fel low, who seemed to be in charge in the cllief's
absence, "I am afraid that they are foll eriu '
us up pret1y close; if it badu't bin for qnietin'
a cop with two hundred ot the real stuff, I
would have bin nabbed sure to-day; I told him
tb1Lt I got it. from a tailor, whom I did not
know, so he let me off. Ha! ha!" he laughed.
" I bet he will try to pass it himself. "
"By tile way," broke in another speaker.
"I heard to-day that Gus Thompson, the detective, is in the cit.Ji, and trying to discover
our [ang; I don't know how true it is."
"The devil!" exclaimed Perry.
" I think you are mistaken, Phil," said an·
other; "for I heard as how he was on another
lay, something about some bonds as was stole
in Savannah some years ago."
" How much valyert'' asked one.
" Somewhere about eighty thousand dollars'
worth," said the other; " and they say tllat
Thompson knows who took: them, and is watch·
ing for them."

The chief seemed very uneasy while this
1
versatiolt was carried on, but said, finally: . s
" I guess, boys, we'll have to keep quiet for
some time, till we find out if we are really shad·
owed.''
. He now arose, and passing to a large iron
safe which stood in one corner, he opened it,
and drew forth a large roll of genuine notes.
He divided them equally among the men, telling
them to go on with their work; but to use no
more of the " queer" till he gave them further
orders. Then, giving a few extra instructions
to his lieutenant, he arose, and bidding the boys
good-bye, he started off for the rende?.vous,
where had had promised to meet Tom Jones.

•

CHAPTER VII.
A PROPOSED VISIT.
MATTIE passed the next day after her lover's
departure very melancholy indeed.
Seated by the window, in an attitude of deep
thought, she passed the greater part of the day.
Finally she was roused by the servant's
knock upon the door, and bidding her enter,
the girl handed her a note, which she said had
just been brought.
Glancing at the superscripition, she reco~
nized it as William's handwriting. Tearing 1t I
open, she soon mastered its contents.
Wilson said in the note that he had been
sli!!htly injured the night before in an OO·
counter with a burglar, but nothing at all seri·
ous; and not t-0 be alarmed by any news she
might see in the papers.
There was much more in the note-lovers'
talk such as we all deal in some time in our
lives, and ending up by saying that " circumstances would prevent him from seeing her be·
fore be left on his ·trip, but to keep up her
spirits till she heard from him again," and
.signing himself, " your own William."
Mattie read the letter through twice, and de·
rived much comfort frQm its tone, but the allusion to the wound made her quite anxious; for
knowing that he might fear to tell ' her all the
particulars, she was alarmed Jest he might be
much worse than he represented himself in hi11
note.
Hearing a knock at the door, she hastily
thrust the note in her pocket, and Mr. Temple·
ton entered the room.
Seating himself by her side, and taking her
small hand in bis own, he said:
" l fear my Mattie is unwell; is it not so?"
he asked, anxiously.
" I am not fo the best of spirits," faltered
Mattie.
Tile father's heart failed him as he looked
at her pale features, and be said, presently:
" I must send you off in the country for 11
short ti me, and see if the fresh breezes will not
bring the ros s back agaiq to your cheeks."
And he tapped 1hem playfully as be spoke.
"Oh!" he exclaimed, suddenly, "I forgo1 t•
tell you. I heard that my young friend Wil·
son was severely hnrt last oi~ht."
Mattie asked for the particulars, but her fa.
ther knew no more about the matter than she
did herself.
" I understand," he continued, " that be in·
tends to go upon his trip to Savannah, the same
as if nothing had occurred. I admire his pluck.
The police are on the traclt of 1be bur<Tfar,
but I much doubt whether tlley will be abTe to
secure him. I suppose he must have been after
the money that William is about to take out
with him. If they catch the scoundrel I hope
they will try him for murder."
" What?" asked Mattie, in an alarmed tone.
" Why, yes," said the father, "he shot a
policemau in escaping, and instantly killed
him."
·
Mattie drew a deep sigh of relief.
"I have been informed by my young friend
Perry," continued Mr. Temple1on, " that he is
obliged to leave the city, to be gone some time.
And as two of our best friends will be gone
now, I desire that you should go in the country
to speo_sl a short time. Now where do you want
to go,' my daugh1er?" he asked.
" I should like very much to visit Cousin
Green's, in • Rhode Island," she answered.
"You know I have not been there now for
nearly six years, and I should dearly love to see
t.he old place again.''
And Matt.ie's eye lighted up in.anticipation of
the pleasure she should derive from a visjt t<>
her cousin, Lucy Green, who had always beea
to her a dear friend and sister.
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Mattie's father approved of her choice, saying, as be kissed his daughter and rose to leave
the room, "I mu ~ t now retire to Dty library,
Mattie, and I shull write directly to Cousin
. Lucy, and tell her you will be on there soon to
visit her. So you may get your clothing and
whatever other articles you will need in readi·
ness.''
As he reaC"hed the door, he turned and said:
"Mr. Perry is to call this evening. As it is to be
the last he will spend in the city before he
·leaves us, I hope you will make yourself as
agreeable to him as yon did the other evening,
for Sam is a fine young fellow. " So saying. he
left th e room.
Mattie sat silently thinking.
" ~ least," she thought, " I shall be free
from th e attentions of Sam P erry after to-night.'
And in t.he seclusion of Cousin Green's house
she wo uld be enabled to pass the time comparati vely easy until the time when William should
return for her.
· Then her mind went castle-building, and a
vision of a brigh t home an d a happy life, to be
spent with William, arose in her mind.
)3he was roused from her brief reverie by a
servant nn'nouncing Mr. P erry, and a moment
afterward Sam entered, bpwing politely, and
extendi ng bis band.
" Good -evenin g, M.iss T empleton," he said,
" I hope I find yQu well, but you are lr.oking
quite pale," he exclaimed, 11fter a closer glance
at Ler features.
' · I am slightly indisposed," she ans~ered,
coldly.
" I am very sorry to hear it, " be said ; and
then they relapsed into silence, broken only at
intervals by some slight remark. It was e>ident that Sam f erry had something which
rested heavily u pon his mind to the exclusion
of lighter matters.
Finally, as if by an effort, P erry drew his
chair closer to that· on which Mattie was seated,
and began:
" Miss Templeton, or Mattie, if you will allow me to call you by that name, I beg you will
listen for a few moments to what I have to
say."
Mattie, fearing the result of his prelimin ary
speech. would have restrained him. but seizing
hold of her hand, he went on rapidly :
" In the length of time in which I have
known you, Mattie, I have felt a more th an
ordinary feeling of in terest in you, which feeling has been gradually growing stronger until
it has ripened. into the deepest love for you.
May I ask, may I hope, that it has not been in
vain ?" he said, fixin g his black, piercing eyes
full upon her.
'
1
If his intention bad been to bring her will
into subjection with his own, he had failed, for
the very horror of the proposition had awakened every faculty of Mattie's, as she replied
coldly:
·•Mr. Perry, I have always considered you
as a dear friend of my father, and am very
sorry that you should ever have been led to re gard me in any other light but that of a friend,
for more than that I can never be to you; let
this answer suffice you."
"Is your decision irrevocable?" asked
Perry, bis eyes flashing as he noted the cool
manner of the girl.
" It is," was the simple answer.
" May I ask, if it be not deemed impertinent,
if you love another?" he asked, cuttingly.
Her cheeks flushed as she replied: "Your
question, sir. ls highly impertinent, but l will
answer it. I do love another, and even were it
not so, it would make no difference in the an·
swer which I have given you."
·
" So be it, then," exclaimed Perry, in a meaning tone; "you have rejected me; ~o on with
your love. Marry 'Wilson (if he hves to return,") he muttered under his breath, " and settle down to a life of poverty."
" Enough," interrupted Mattie ; "you have
said too much already; and only my forced respect for one who calls himself my fath er's
friend prevents me from having you forcibly
removed from this house. Now go!" and she
pointed to 'the door.
"
"Very well," he said, scowling darkly as he
spoke, " this is your hour of triumph ; but mine
will yet come, remember, and when that time
does come, do not blame me for being as
domineering in manner as you are now your11elf. For the present, I bid you adieu;" and
with a mocking bow to Mattie, he closed the
door behind him, and departed.
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CHAPTER VIII.
BUTTS MAKES A REPORT.
THOMPSON was seated in his room on the
next evening, busily engaged in thought. His
endeavors to find a trace of Perry the day before had proved unsuccessful; l;mt one thing
hE! bad discovered, and that was one of the
stolen bonds which had been id~1ified by him.
It had been sold to a broker whonad not noticed
the number until thP. man had gone, when his
clerk called his attention to it as one of the lot
th at hnd been advertised as stolen.
He uescribed the person who sold it to him as
a moo of medium hei12:ht, dark complexion and
heavy beard, and who looked as if he was
recently from a southern climate. He also descri bed him as having a peculiarly restless pair
of black eyes .
Thompson had remained in the vicinity of
the broker's office for the entire day; but RS the
man did not call again, he returned to his lodgings that night considerably out of humor with
himself and the world in general.
"I might have known," l:egrowled, "that the
fell ow would not come bnck to the same place
again; but if' he wss from the South, as the
broker said, perhaps he did not know the
bonds had been advert.ised."
Presently a loud rap at the door announced
the arrival of our fri end Butts.
Upon entering the room, he threw himself
lazily into the chair he had occupied before,
and waited for Thompson to spea k.
It was one of the boy· ~ peculiarities that he
never volunteE)red the information he possessed,
but always required to · be questioned to bring
out th e fa cts in his possessio? .
"Well !" growled Thompson, presently,
" why don't you say somethin g."
" W aitin' for you to ax me," be re~li ed, in
his slang way of speaking, " and wot do yer
want to know fust; look as if yer might be out
of humor, guv'nor."
"Never mi.qd how I look," growled the detective int errupting him ; "what I want to know
is, what luck ha ve you had to-day; did you fi nd
Mr. Hawkins ?"
"No, " returned Butts; "but I will tell you
exact.ly how I passed the day : first I went down
to the pier where they had fished up the body
of J erry Williams, to see if I could learn an.v
more particulars;' but there was no one around
that knew anything about it.
"Just as I was coming away, I chanced to
look down at my feet (l was standing where
the body had lain the day before), and I picked
up from between the planks this;" and he produced an old diary which was saturated with
salt water, and gave it to Thompson, who took
it, merely saying, " Go on with your story."
"Well," continued the boy, "I suppose it
must have been dropped from his pocket while
they were moving him away, and they did not
notice it. Well, I next went up Beekman
Street to City Hall, when a rough looking fellow tapped me on the should er, and asked me
if I wanted to make a quarter ; of course I told
him yes, and then he gave me a letter to be
given to a man that he said I would find in a
restaurant in Park Row. The fellow seemed
to be afraid of being watched, or something,
for he kept gazing around him and watching
every one that came near him.
" I started across the street before I remem·
bered that I had not been informed as to the
man's name or what sort of man he Was;. then
I thought of the letter in my hand, and to my
surpri$e I found it was for-who ·do you
think ?"
" I don't choose to think," said Thompson,
qui ckly; " go on."
" Well " answered Bu.Us, "it was Sam
Perry. " '
"The devil!" ejaculated the detective, start·
ing from his chair.
" Y Ps, I suppose he· is," said the boy; " but
I didn't happen to see his horns; however, I
reco~nized him in a moment, for I have heard
of him and seen him before to-day.
"Well, I gavP. him the note, and he looked
at me pretty sharp as he~ked me where I got
it. I told him, then he gave me a half a dollar, and I left him."
" What next?" asked the detective, impatiently.
" If you give me time, I will tell you," replied the boy. "I waited till he came out, and
I nearly missed him, for he had disguised his
tace in a heavy beard and eyeglasses, and if it
had not been that I took particular attention lo
his dress, he would have slipped m.t;. 1lut 1 fol·

lowed him. When we got as far as Canal an4
West Broad way, a pale lady aho tracked him."
And Butts went on to narrate fhe facts connected with her, which are already known to
the reader.
Thompson rapidly dotted 'dov:
a shorthand, the boy's account.
Butts finally came to that part of the account
where he described the manner in which he
bad lost trace of both of them.
" Well,'! said the detective, who was now in
a much better humor, " I am sorry that you
lost them; but you have done preNy well tor
one day, for I have got a clew by whi ch I may
be able to follow up my search. But I'm
han ged if matters are not getting more and
more complicated. I wonder who holds the
clew, fqr I should like to find that person."
Then, turning to the boy, be said : "I want.
you to do your best to-morrow to find out
where any one of these parties is li ving. I am
not particular as to which one it is, for I think
if I get hold of one I will be able to succeed in
unraveling the mystery, and lay bare the whole
plot, whatever it may be.
" And no'l7, Butts, " he said earnestly to
the boy, " if we succeed in this job, it will be
the making of you. I have stron g hopes that
you will one of these days, ·and th itt day not
far distant, make a fir st-class detective. And
I shall do nil in my power to help you alon g."
"Tlrnnk you, guv'nor," replied the boy;
"I shall do my best ;" and his eyes lighted up
with professional pride.
" Now," said the detective, Rs he rose to
bring the interview to an end, " lest you should
be in danger, and need a friend, take this ;" an d
he took from t.be drawer a small 8mith & W esson revol~ e r. "Be careful how you use it, and
never take a life, except in selt-detense. Should
you be taken into custody by any mea ns, s'e nd
a line to me, and you will instantly be released .
And now, good-night;" and bidding him to call
again as soon as he could report pr og res~. they
parted.
After the boy had gone, Thom pson sat for
some time thinking over what he had just
heard.
Then he opened ,the diary, wl1ich was thoroughly soaked with water, and after much difficulty he succeeded in deciphering the last entry,
whi ch was as follows :
" I fear that Perry will kill me oue of theee
days; be threatened me that he would if I made
myself known in jhe city; he seems to be afraid
that I will tell the truth about old Hawkins. I
told him that if I was missed that I had left
papers with a certain party in Savannah that
would tell the whole truth. But I dq not think
he believed me, for he did nl\t look as if be did.
Then I got mad, am! I told him that I knew his
secret; and if ever I saw a man .angry in my
life, Perry was then. I was almost afraid he
would kill me on the spot. H e cooled dowlll
finally, and then we went to a place in South
Street, and took a drink togP.ther; then-" but
the rest was so blurred by the uction of the
~ater, that the detective could not decipher it.
"I shall make something out of this, anyhow," he said to himself RS he carefolly closed
the book, and placed it in a small saie that
stood in his room.
·
"Now, I wonder who the pale Indy was tbai
Butts spoke about, and what she could have
known about, or wanted with P erry. That is
more than I cnn see through. If I only knew
where she could be found, I would won satisfy
myself on that head, anyhow,
"But I have one consolation; this is the hardest job that I ever undertook to unravel,41nd if
I succeed, why, the better will be my reput n1ion
when it is done. But I don't know bow l
should have succeeded if it had not been for
the boy's assistance; he is indeed an invaluable:
aid to me."
CHAPTER IX.
THE RENDEZVOUS.

AFTER leaving the den of the gang, Perry
started for the rendezvous where he was to
meet Jones. .As he walked along be mused.
upon the events of the last tew days.
"Well, I have got one off m1 h11nds," he:
muttered, savagely. " It. was his own fault,
though; he should not have told me he knew so
much ; but I should really like to know if
there is any truth about the papers that he-said
were in Savannah?" and his brow darkened
as he thought of it.
It was now nearly one o'clQCk in the mom·
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As they did so, Butts gave a hasty, suppressed
"I s'pose it's rats "answered Jones coolly·
ing, two hours after the boy had left the detective to return home, for he lived in the city.
Perry now quickened his pace, as if he were
anxious to rid himself of the gloomy thoughts
which would intrude upon him in spite of all
.be could do to prevent them.
Following him silently like a shadow was
!he figure of a boy making his way cautiously
.after him.
It was Butts, who had accidentally sighted
him after he had left the den, and who recognized him instamlv.
Finally Perry arrived at a house seemingly
unoccupied. The blinds were off, the front
door hung by a sin~le hinge, and in fact the
whole house was rapidly falling into decay.
Passing up a rickety tligbt of stairs. which
creaked dismally beneath his feet, he finally
reached the top, and giving a peculiar tap upon
the door, it. swung open, and the voice of Tom
.Jones called to him to " come in."
He was greatly changed in his appeamnce
from what he had been on the night when
Perry first met him, and would hardly have
t>een known as the man who had such a short
time before been engaged in such a desperate
.conflict.
His eyes were sunk far back in his head, ,/lS
if he bad known no sleep tor a week back; and
his restless eye and anxious look showed him
to be in a state of great mental anxiety.
Perry noted all this as his eye rested upon
him; and taking a chair, he sat down.
Meanwhile, Butts bad quietly stole past, and
seeing tba:t the room next to that in which
Perry had gone was open, he stole in.
Jones, after seeing t bat the door of his room
was securely fastened, drew his chair close to
that of ferry's.
" Are you sure there is no one near to hear
us?" asked ::lam.
" Yes." returned Jones; " for there is no one
lives in this house;" but a ceriain fear seized
him as !le spoke, for he next said: " I guess I
will go and, take a look anyhow, and be posi-.
1ive."
Butts had overheard this conversation, and
wns prepared for the result. Slipping behind
a.he door, which stood open. he placed his hand
'Upon the revolver, ready for instant use, and
waited.
Jones merely glanced in tl~e room, which was
faintly lighted by the moonlight, and apparently satisfied that everything was all right, he
slammed the door to, and returned to Sam
Perry.
Butts was rejoiced that he had escaped so
·e asily, and he was now douhly safe; for they
were uninvare of his proximity, and the door
could not be opened again without giving him
timely warning and allowing him again to get
out of sight.
"Everything's all right," said Jones, as he
sgain entered. "No one would suspect that
any person would enter this house at this time
of the night; and it they did I fancy they
would meet with 11 warm reception if they at1empled to intrude."
He grinned as he took his seat.
He now proceeded to give Perry all the partieulars of his adventure, and of its unsuccessful termination.
" You see," he began, in a confidential tone,
every word of which was plainly audible to the
listener in the next room, " I got into the room
where the young fellow was sleeping, and was
about looking for the papers, when the c· nfounded sa~b fell, and the young fellow woke
'Up, and tackled me. I would soon have got the
best of him, b11t the light was knocked over and
went out. The young fellow yelled so loud, finally, that I tried to quiet him with the knife,
but he knocked that out of my lumd, and then
l fired upon him."
"Did you kill him?" interrupted Perry,
-eagerly.
" l don't know," said Jones, "hut he dropped
very sudden ;" and then he described his excit·
iin7 escape, which the reader rcrr.embers.
' Well," said Perry, after a long pause. in
which he seemed to be thinking, " 1 beard torlay that the police are upon your trnck, nnd I
:suppose the best thing that you ran do at pres{ent will be to leave the city until this affair
'blows over."
Jones nodded assent to this pwpnsition. for
:he lrnrl hr.en thinking the ~ame thing himself.
"I shall want you to go to Savannah; for I
have a small job on band there that must be atteodP.d ~o as soon-"
" What's that?" he exclaimed, as the noise
•l railing mortar was hearli in the next room.

" lots of them here,' run over a fello'.w whil~
he's asleep; but I'd rather have them around
than the 'cops;' they would not let me rest so
quietly.
" Now, tell me all the partic:ulars ot the job
I am to take in hand; where's the money to
come from, and how much?"
"There is two hundred," said Perry, drawing that amount from his pocket. and giving it
to his companion: "when you have finished
the job we will talk about the rest. When you
get there. write to this direction," and he gave
him a card.
" So you are not going to stay in the city,"
said .Tones, as he took the card and glanced at
the directions.
"No," replied Sam, with a forced laugh;
" things are becoming too warm for me here
just at present, so I am going to rusticate for
awhile."
" Well," said Jones, "I am all ready to go
in the next stettmer that sails. And now, what
am I to get in case I am successful in this
job?"
"Five thousand dollars," was the reply.
"In good moneyl" asked the villain, eagerly.
"Yes."
" And in case I fail, what then?"
"You are to know of no such word as fail;
if you do. then beware;" and he flashed a
glance at him full of meaning.
For a moment .Tones seemed to be cowed, but
only for a moment; then he leaned toward his
companion, and whispered : "If you should do
that, I would reveal your secret;" and he leaned
forward and whispered a few words in Perry's
ear.
Sam leaped to his feet, and his hand sought
his pocket in search of some weapon.
" N"oae of that, " said Jones; and with the
rapidity of thought he drew his own revolver,
and there they stood, each covered by the other's
weapon.
" Y011 see," said .Jones, " that is a game that
two can play at; but you need have no fear, for
I shall do nothing unless you yourself force me
to it. So put up your shooter, and let's talk
reasonable."
Perry fingered his revolver nervously, but
finally concluded to do a11 Jones bad said, and
put the weapon back in his pocket.
Jones did the same.
They then entered into details of the intended
trip, and finally Perry rose to go.
At the same time the form of Butts glided
noiselessly by the door and out into the street.
Perry passed out, and walked rapidly away
in the darkness till he reached the Metropolitan
and passed directly to his room.
Butts was close behind him; but as he came
into the light he could scarcely be known by
his own employer, so completely had he changed
his identity.
If any personR had been watching him, they
would not have had the least suspicion that be
was tracking any one; his eyes had a sleepy,
vacant look, and his walk was that of one thoroughly tired or lazy.
He stumbled on carelessly after he bad seen
Perry disappear iu bis room, and as be passed,
gave a quick, sharp glance at the number, and
lazily sauntered by and out again into the
street.
" Well," exclaimed Butts, after he bad
reached the street and resumed bis ordinary
gait, "the guv'nor can't say but that I have
been of some use this time. Lucky I spotted
him as I did, or I would have missed much
valuable information;" and his face expanded
into a broad grin of satisfaction.
"::!'pose I must make a report this mornin~;
but I'm dreadful sleepy;" and he rubbed bis
eyes as if to assure himself of the fact.
As he did so, not seeing where he was going. be ran against an old white-haired man
with ronsiderable violence.
Butts was about to make use of some strong
l'Xpressions of his opinion of the 0tber's careles~ness; but seein~ only an old person before
hi:;,, he checked lumself and said:
" Beg yer pardin, old man; but I did not see
you."
" 'Tis partly my own fault." said the old
man, in a trembling voice that denoted the extreme nge of the speaker; "but my eyes are
not so strong as they med to be when I was of
your own age. I know you did not mean it,
so let's shake bands and go our own ways."
Butts held out his hand, while his face expressed the wonder be felt at such a request,
and they shook.hands.

exclamation of surprise, at the same time peer·
ing closer in the old man's face as he said:
,
" Why, guv'nor! who would have thought'
1
of seeing you here, and in that dis~ise."
"Hush!" said the detective, for 1t was indeed
he; "say nothing here, but let us step inttt
one of these private supper rooms, where we
can talk without the danger of being overheard."
After a short search, they soon found one,
and giving their orders, they waited until they
should be served before entering upon their
conversation.
Butts was turning over in his mind the
thoughts as for what business had brought bis
master over on that night. And as he glanced
across the table at the old, feeble - looking person opposite, he could hardly reconcile
himself to the fact that it was indeed Thompson.
" W P.11," said Butts to himself, in an undertone, " he knows the grip, so it must be the
gu v'nor, anyway.''
At this moment the voice of the old man was
heard as be said :
"Well. nephew, and how is your mother,
and how have all the folks been to home since
I was here before?"
But.ts r.aught the cue from him, and answered
accordingly, for the waiter was there, arrang·
inu the table.
~inally they were left alone.
CHAPTER X.
PllltPARING FOR pEPAllTURE.

WnEN Wilson fell from the shot of Jones, he
had not been mortally wounded by any means.
'l'he ball had struck him in the fleshy part of
his arm, and passed clean through it.
He was then raised up, and placed upon the
bed, while a physician was immediately sent
for.
Presently he came; and after examining the
wound, and skillfully binding it up, he left,
after telling Wilson that it would soon be all
right again, providing he did not exercise his
arm too much for the present.
The young man's effects were already packed,
and he ordered an express sent for, to convey
them to the steamer, which was to sail that day.
He then seated himself at his desk, and dispatched a parting note to Mattie, bidding her
be of good cheer till he again returned home.
After sealing and directing this, he drew
forth from his desk a packet of folded papers;
and untying the string that bound them, he
spread one open upon the desk. It read as follows:
" This is to certify that on the twenty-seventh
day of February, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and ljfty, George Sinclair, of
New York City, and Clara Studley, of Savannah, were by me joined in the holy bands of
matrimony.
.. J. c. HAWKINS.
(Signed)
"JEREMIAH WILLIAMS,
Witnesses.''
"THOMAS JONES.
The document bore the marks of age, and
the letters were difficult to deciP.her.
"I wonder!" exclaimed Wilson, softly, to
himself, " why this paper was left in my
charge, and what could have ever become of
the o1d man who placed so much confidence in 1
me as to place these sealed pa.ckages in my
possession, and authorized me to break the
seal · if I did not hear from him in six month.I
from the time.he gave me the documents.
"Well," he continued, thoughtfully, "the ·
time has nearly expired, and no news of him ·
yet; but I am wasting valuable time when I ·
should be preparing for departure."
So saying, he turned his attention to his busi- 1
ness letters.
1
The night was far advanced ere he folded 1
and sealed his papers, and carefully collecting \
them, be placed them in a small safe which
stood in the room, and locking the door, he retired to rest.
The oext morning he awoke, much refreshed ·
both in mind and body.
The steamer was to sail that day, and after
settling his board, and bidding his landlady
farewell, be took a coach, and was driven down
to the steamer.
Securing a i;asrnge. and seeing hi~ baggage
was safely on board, Wilson strolle<l up to
Broadway, and crossing over to South Street,
he proceeded to the office of Perkins & Jones ',
his employers.
t.
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They received him cordially, and expressed
much 11.nxiet.y as to the condition of the wound
ha had received from the burglar.
After informing them that he had received
but a slight scratch, and that it would in no
manner interfere with his proposed journey, he
spent a considerable time in listening to their
plnns and instructions.
1t was now one o'clock, and the steamer was
to leave at half past two.
Mr. Jones proposed going with Wilson to see
him off.
Arriving at the- steamer, a scene met them
which is familiar to travelers.
Whistl ~ s were blowing-cabmen shouting,
and truck-drivers quarreling. int e r~ persed with
the creaking of blocks and ra•,tling of chains.
At last the hubbub g radually cearnd.
The last bale had been hoisted on board.
The wh eels were tnrniug, and the steam er was
only held to her dock by a few strong cables.
At last the bell rang to start, tile lines were
cast off, the last adieus were said. Friends
were separated, perhaps, for aught they knew,
never to meet again in this life.
And slowly the noble vessel moved out from
her dock.
Then arose the cheers of the friends on
shore, answered by the waving of her pocket' handkerchiefs from those on the deck of the
steamer.
Young Wilson stood aft, waving his hand to
his employer on the dock.
Then he saw him become suddenly agitated,
and then, with an exclamation of pain, he
dropped on the dock.
Then he saw a gentleman assist him to his
feet, and he could see no more, for they were
rapidly lost to si~ht.
Wilson stood m the same fixed position for a
long time after they bad left the dock.
His thoughts were busy endeavoring to ac. count for his employer's manner.
Finding no explanation, he concluded it must
have been an apoplectic fit, and dismissing the
subject from his mind, he went below into the
cabin.
Since the moment the steamer started, a man
of ugly visage had been closely watching WiJ.
son, ai;id heedless of any one else.
It was the face of this man that had caused
the merchant's excitement.
" Well," he muttered, " hang me if I like
this business! He's a nice young fellow, and
I hate to have anything to do with the jobbut five thousand is a good round sum of
money, eh, Tom?" he chuckled to himself.
"But," he added, "how I am to do anything
before we get to Savannah, is more than I can
see into; however, I'll try."
·So, discussing the subject in his own mind,
he walked forward, andf'as soon chatting with
one of the crew.
CHAPTER XI.
THE MYSTEIUOUS LADY.
THE lady having recovered her consciousness
in the drug store, ordered the coachman to
drive to No. - West Twenty-sixth Street, a
few doors below Eighth Avenue.
She was soon driven there, and, amid the
wondering gaze of those who - had gathered
Bround the carriage to see what was the matter, she was carried into the house.
As she was assisted up the steps, a gentleman
in the crowd, who had been unable to pass, and
with idle curiosity was gazing on the scene,
·
suddenly exclaimed, ''It is-"
Checking himself as he saw the wonclering
looks of lhe crowd fastened on him, he added,
"It is a friend of mine."
The crowd stood there a few moments longer,
staring at the door through which the la<ly had
disappeared. and finally coming to the conclusion that nothing further was to be seen,
they dispersed.
The gentleman remained .a few moments
longer in a seemingly undecided state. ·
Once he approached the door, as if he intended to ring the bell, then changing his mind, he
glanced at the number; as if to remember it, and
with the air of a man who has finally come to a
decision, he walked off toward Eighth Avenue.
The next morning th~ gentleman was again
seen standing before the door.
The lady who had been injured was lying
UJ)"n the lounge, and trying to pas~ away the
tiine in readin g, when she was interrupted by
the ringing of the door bell.
Presently the ~irl came up with a card on
· which was inscnbed the name "J. C. Haw~

kins," saying the gentleman wished to see her.
The lady started violently as she saw the
name, but with a strong effort sbe recovered
her usual composure.
Her voice was perfectly calm as she said to
the !l"irl:
· "'t3how him up.·'
In a few moments the gentleman who hacl
nt.tered the exclamation the day before entered
the room.
•' You muRt excuse me from rising,'' she
~aid. with a faint smile, as he bowed to her,
"anrl-"

"No exrm~es are necessary, madame," be replied, as he drew >1 chair near to the lounge
llP''n which she was reclining.
" I heard you hnd been looking .for me," he
said, softly, as he sat down.
" I lrnd been." she answered. " but-"
" But you heard I was dead," he interrupte<I.
·
u r·es."
'' I will explain it ail to you by and by. But
I would like to hear what you would have of
me. ''

"Were you not in the city of Savannah in
the year 18-.''
"I was.,,
" Did you know a man there by the name of
George Smclair?"
"I did."
" Did you not marry him?"
He bowed in reply'.
" Do you know where he may now be
found?"
" I do not. Only," he added, " that I heard
he was in the city. But perhaps you would
like to hear my hiHory ~ince then."
"Very much indeed."
"Well. I will give it you. At the time I
married Mr. Sinclair I was pastor of a small
church in the city. One stormy night, on the
27th of February I think it was, a man called
upon me and informed me that a <lying man
wished to see me. I never disregard a call of
that kind, so 1 slipped on my overcoat, and left
the house in company with the stranger.
"I found the man rapidly sinking, and I saw
by his eye, over which the film was gathering,
that his time on earth was short.
" I endeavored to lead him to think of his
approaching end, and to prepare his soul for
eternity, but it was of no use ; he seemed to
have some wei~hty subject on his mind which
engrossed all lns thoughts, and finally he said:
" ' I feel that I have but a short time left to
live in the world, hut I pave a confession to
make before I go.'
" At that time I also held a position as justice
of the peace, and I immediately drew up a
formal confession for him.
" He said that he had been engaged by one
George Sinclair to personate a clergyman at a
mock ceremony, to be held that night, and that
he was to pass as myself."
The lady groaned.
" He had fallen from a scaffold that day
while at work, and was mortally wounded internally.
" ' Now,' he said, 'I want you to make that
wrong right.'
" • How?' I asked.
"'Well.' he said, 'it is to be a private
affair, and there will be no one there. You
can wait here till the carriage comes for me.
and take my place. Sinclair is not a man to
be balked, and if he found out that I was not
coming, he would get some one else. Now, if
you marry them, he will be caught in his own
trap, you see.'
" I thought over it for a few moments, and
came to the conclusion that 1 would be justified
in deceiving Sinclair, so I consented.
" I then proceeded to disguise myself to look
as much as possible like the man I was to represent.
" He had an ugly red scar across his forehead. This 1 imitated by means of red chalk.
" In figure and height we were about the
same.
" I intended, had I been discovered before
the ceremony, to have exposed the whole plot.
" I thought once of warning the girl beforehand, but I knew human nature too well to
supporn she would listen to my story, so I abandoned the idea.
" At the appointed time the carriage called
with two men in it, and I was driven to the
house.
" Sinclair had invented some story about being disinherited if the marriage should be
known, so that the girl had consented to be

married privately; this my companions ha.~ told
me while in the carriage.
"It was a dimly lighted room into whk:h I
was conducted.
" I knew Sinclair's descripfion, and nodded
to him in a careless manner as I entere.d.
" The ceremony was performed, and I wrote
out the certificate, which was duly signed by
two of the witne>ses present.
" As I was leavin!,l" lhe house, Sinclair slipped.
a check in my hana, also the marriage certificate, telling me:
" ' It would do to light the fire with.'
"The check was cashed the next day; but
when I came to inquir0 for Sinclair, intending
to tell him of the trut.h, and ,warn him not t~
slight his obligations, I found he had gone to
New York'."
"And what clid you do with the certificate?"
she asked, breathlessly.
"I have it, together with the dying man's
confession; they are in the possession of a.
young friend of mine in whom I 'Plaice great
confidence."
... Where does that friend .live?"
" In this city. I made his acquaintance shortly. after I came here. I can get the papers any
time I want them."
.
·
"Thank Heaven!" exclaimed the lady, as
she listened to the conclusion of the ~tory.
" Oh, sir! you have taken such a load of anxiety from my mind.''
After some hesitation, she said:
" I will now ~ive you some facts connected
with my own hIStory, and then you will see
why I W!d so anxious to discover your whereabouts.
" For nearly a year after our marriage my
husband's treatment was all that J could wish,
and he seemed to love me devotedly; every wish
of mine was granted, and every desire gratified.
Finally his manner toward me grew cold.
" This was the source of much trouble to me.
as I could think of no way in which I had
offended him.
"Finally our boy was born, and I hoped
that in his love for him he would again love me
as of old.
" The hope was a vain one, for though he
seemed to care a little for the child, yet his
manner toward me was the same.
" I strove to hide m.v feelings as long as possible; but finally I could bear it no longer, and
1 begged him to tell me the cause of his coldness. ·
" My question enraged him, and in a fit of
anger. he told me ' that I was not his wife, and
that the ceremony was a mock one.'
'' When I remembered the pains he had taken
both to conceal our marriage, and the way it
had been performed, I was forced to believe
him.
"Do you doubt that when I discovered that
the man I had loved so fondly, that he in
whom I had staked my confidence, life, and
reputation, had proven false-can you doubt,
I ask, that such treatment should nearly madden me?
" I felt at the moment as if I could strike him
dead at my feet. My hot Southern blood boiled
in my veins, as 1 thought of all the indignities
he had heaped upon me; but my boy's figure
rose before me. I rememhered he was his father, and I sps.red him.
"I determined to find out the man who had·
performed the ceremony.
" I had no marriage certificate, as I had not
thought enough about it to get it. I had no
idea that I should ever need it.
" I found that Sinclair had engaged a laboring-man to perform the cerl!mony, and that the
man had since died.
" Who were the accomplices who acted as
witnesses, I was unable to discover.
" Sinclair had indeed plotted carefully, for
I was powerless to help myself.
" I think he feared, from my temperament,
that he would meet with personal injury at my
bands, for he shortly after disappeared, taking
the child with him.
" This was the last drop in my cup of sorrow;
had he left me my boy I would have been content; but I vowed that I would follow him to the
end of the earth, and give him no peace till he
should give me back my child.
" I will pass over the story of my troubles
while in pursuit of him, only stating that he
continually evaded me from time to time, and
I had but accidentally caught. sight of him, and
was following him up, when I met with the aocident that has laid me up."
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"And do you know by what name he is
ki:own at present?" asked Mr. Hawkins.
"I understand that he goes by the name of
Sam Perry," she replied.
Mr. Hawkins started suddenly from his seat.
"The man who laid a plot to murder me!"
he e,xclaimed.
"And has he grown so wicked," she eaid,
with a start. "I did not think he would come
io t.hat."
·
"It seems," said Hawkins, without noticing
the interruption, "that the man who bad confessed the marriage fraud to me in Savannah
did not die as rnon as I expected he would.
"He rallied the next day, and hoping, as
dying men will hope, that he was again getting
better, he sent for Perry and explained all to
him.
"Of course Perry knew he was not ~afe while
1 was living, and he kept spies upon my move·
ments.
"He found out when I came to New York.
"One night I was coming from Brooklyn,
and had nearly reached the ferry, when I was
suddenly seized from behind and thru~t into a
carriRge that stood near, and driven rapidly off.
" I attempted to cry out, but the cold muzzle
oi a pistol was placed to my head, and I was
warned, if I valued my life, to keep a still
tongue in my head.
"The night was dark and dreary.
"I tried to make out the way we were going,
but the curtains of the carriage were pulled
down, and we were in perfect darkness.
"I knew by the sound, however, that we
were crossing: the ferry, and then for some
twenty minutes we rattled over the rough pavement of the city.
"At last the coach stopped.
" I was again warned, to be silent, and then
commandeil to get out.
"They had taken the precaution to bind my
hllnds and blindfold me, so I was helpless.
"I was t.hen led into a house, and down a
:Darrow flight of stairs into some damp passage,
which I judged to be a cellar.
"I heard the opening of a door, and was
drawn through a passage so narrow that my
arms touched the sides in walking. I next
heard a peculiar knock upon a door.
" A few words were spoken; what they were
I could not tell, aud then the cool rush of wind
that followed t-Old me that the door had been
opened.
" My arms were now unpinioned, and the
bandage removed from my eyes.
"I found myself in a large, airy room under
ground, rudely fitted up for comfort.
"A dozen or more villainous-looking men
were gazing at me from different parta of the
apartment.
" In the center of the place was a lllrge table,
upon which was strewn a great number of
dies, engravers' tools, etc.
"At one end was heaped a pile of bank-notes
partly finished.
" I could see at a glance that I was among a
gang of counterfeiters.
" The principal figure in the group was the
captain.
"At a glance I recognized the man whom I
had married in Savannah years before,
" It was Sinclair."
"Horrible!" ejaculated the lady.
"His keen eyes bad been watching mine as I
took in the contents of the room; finally he remarked :
"'Well, old fellow, how do you like your
surroundings? Rather secluded, are they not?'
"I did not care to answer him, so I remained
silent, waiting to see what he would do next.
"He then turned to the gang, and said:
" ' Boys, this · fellow,' turning to me as he
spoke, 'has discovered a valuable secret of mine,
and one which will affect us all more or less.
"'This man holds the papers which will implica1e us all.
" ·The man who betrayed me is dead, so he
can tell no more tales. What shall we do with
lhis one?'
"'Shoot him; kill him!' cried the gang, as
they advanced toward me wi1h their knives
drawn in a menacing manner.
" 'Hold!' cried Perry, as he threw himself
before me, 'I do not wish you to take his life
yet. I want to get possession of the papers he
holds. Besides, his carcass would be an ugly
thing to get rid of.'
"And he laughed sardonically.
"'rbe men put up their weapons at Perry's
command, though they still cast malicious
glances upon me.

"I saw that the only way to save my life
was to keep the knowledge I possE!ssed.
"Penf, the captain ot the band, seemed to
think that the papers had been left in such a
manner that they might be brought against him
at any moment, and I allowed him to keep that
·belief.
" ' Will you deliver those papers to me if I
let you go?' he asked.
" 'I will not,' w'as the reply.
" 'Perhaps we can find a way to induce you
to change your mind,' he said.
"'You can not,' I answered. 'In the first
place, the papers you require are not in my possession, and if they were, what security have I
that you would do as you say?'
" 'I will give you my word of honor,' he
said, brietly.
" 'Your word of honor!' I retorted. 'You
look well talking of honor after-"
"·Silence!' he thundered, as he met the gaze
of the men fixed on him. 'Keep a civil tongue
in your head while you are tnlking to me.'
"I saw he was excited, so I did not dare exasperate him further.
" · Will you tell me where the papers are?'
he asked again.
" 'I will not. And it is useless to ask me
further.'
" He then ordered a couple of fellows to put
me in the' vault;' a dismal cell in the corner
of the room.
" And I was pushed in and left to my own
reflections, which were none of the best, I can
assure you."
, CHAPTER XII.
c Ou s IN GREEN 's ·
A FEW days had passed since Mattie had bid
adieu to Sam Perry, who had departed, as he
said, for the West.
She had eompfoted her preparations for her
visit to Cousin Green's, and bidding farewell
to her father, who had gone down to the
steamer "City of Boston" 'to see her off, she
was fairly started on her trip.
Her father had intended to accompany her
and see her safely there, but circumstances occurred which rendered it imperative upon him
to remain in the city.
Mattie, however, was a fearless girl, and had
expressed so much confidence in being able to
get through safely alone, that her father had
consented, though reluctantly.
Those who have ever traveled eastward on
these boats know what a splendid .panorama is
spr.ead before the eye in the sail round the Battery and up the East River.
Forests of masts in seeµiing inextricable eon·
fusion, busy tugs plying in and out the whar' ,
now tugging at some ship, beside whom in size
'they seem but as pygmies. The ferry-boats ply·
ing ceaselessly, carrying their loads of precious
humanity to and from their daily toil. All
these present a sight that once seen will never
be effaced from the memory. Mattie sat for a
lono- time gazing upon the busy scene.
The steamer finally passed through Hell Gate,
with its treae)lerous rocks and eddies, and was
soon in the open sound.
The night air was growing cool, and Mattie
rose to go below to the ladies' cabin.
As she rose from her chair, a voice behind her
exclaimed: " Good-evening, Miss Templeton,"
and she turned to behold the face of Perry at
her elbow.
"Why, Mr. Perry, this is quite a surprise,"
she said, astonished to see him there.
•
"You do not look as if it were a very pleasant one,'' he said, laughing.
• " I can not say that it is."
A flash of anger lighted up th,e black and
sparkling eyes of Perry, but she did not see it;
then he resumed placidly, as if nothing had oecurred to disturb his equanimity:
" Pray be seated a few moments, Miss Tern·
pleton. I have a few words to say to you."
She took a seat a little distance from him,
saying:
"I await your pleasure, sir."
"Do you remember a conversation I held
with you not a very long time ago?"
"I do, perfectly."
"And do you still hold to your decision?"
"Is this all yon wish ' of me?" she said, cold·
ly; "if so, I will leave you. I did not think
you were so little of a gentleman, as to force
this subject upon me again."
And she attempted to pass him.
"Let me tell you then," said he, grasping
her arm forcibly, and speaking with a low,
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rapid t-0ne of voice that had in it much cl '.leep
meaning, "I have tried t6 win you l'::! an hor>
orable manner, and you refused to li$t.en: no'#
rememller this: I swear that you shall become
my wife. I will not see you become the 1Vife
of another.
"Do you think I could stand peace&~., \i.v
and hr.ar you pronounce the words that 1vouhl
bind you to another?
"Nol a thousand times no! I would see you
dead first."
"Enough of this," said Mattie. 11s the fire
flashed ia her eyes. "If you have finished, r
will leave you."
"Go then, and beware! for I shall keep my
vow."
Mattie withdrew to the ladies' ca.bin, and
seating herself upon one of the lounge~. she
ponrlered long and earnestly over the word~ sbe
had just heard.
At first she thought that Perry's intention
had been to frighten her. nnd compel her by
this means to accede to his proposition; but as
she revolved the subject in her ·mind, ancl remembered the tone and looks that bad nccompanied bis words, she felt assn red that be Lad
meant what he said, and· that hereafter be
, would be a deadly enemy.
"But how," she mused, " does be intend to
work against me? He dare not offer violence
to me."
Her thoughts then returned to Perry's words.
" I would raU1er see you dead than married
to another man."
Perry knew t.hat Wilson had been in tbe h~bit
of calling frequently, and she feared he suspeeted the truth.
" If he does," thought she, " he will do hlm
some harm. I must warn him ot it."
She decided that she would write to Savannah
as soon as she reached Cousin Green's, and
warn him to be careful of trickery.
So anxious did she become upon the subject,
that she did not retire, but sat in the same position, thinking.
About two o'clock the steamer came in sight
of the lights of New London, and :Hattie, in
order to distract her thoughts went up on deck
to look about her.
The light-house on the left of the harbor was
pa.ised, and they steamed up the Thames Riv&
to the city.
The night was a beautiful starlight one.
There was a fleet of pleasure yachts lying at
anchor near the Pequod House, and their
lights, reflected upon the calm surface of the
water, made a beautiful picture.
Still on they passed. At last the dock was
reached, and amid the bustle occurring, the
steamer was securely ,made fast to her dock
and was at rest. The mighty working of the
engine had ceased.
·
The rattling of the trucks and carting of the
freight to the cars now commenced.
The train that was to convey Mattie to her
destination did not. start ' till 6:30 A. M., so she
concluded to lie down and rest iill then.
At six, she arose much refreshed, and after
a slight breakfast she took a seat in the carg.
She had seen nothing more of Perry since her
interview with him on the previous evening.
After a short ride they reached Davis Corners, or Davisville, where Mattie was t.o get off.
She found Cousin Green waiting for her at
the depot with a carriage.
Cousin Green greeted her warmly, and had
innumerable questions to ask concerning her
journey, etc.
After a short ride tl).ey reached Cousin
Green'8 home, situated about two miles from
the station, and about a mile and a ha.If from
the town of Wiekford, which lay to the southward.
The house, which is still standing, is situated
a little off trom the main road, and near 't he old
mill.
It was a large old homestead, surrounded by
the usual number of barns, out·h(luses. etc.
At the entrance from the road, and on each
side ot the gate stood two tall poplar-trees, a
landmark to the country for miles around.
Driving up to the door, Cousin Green sprung
out, and a~sisted Mattie to alight.
Entering the house, they found the table
spread, as it was nearing noon.
After the dinner had been eaten, they withdrew to the "large room," a~ it was called,
which commanded a view of the rond, ]Paving
the help to attend to clearing away !he table.
Seating themselves, t.hey held a lrmf: conversRtion, as it had been a long time since they hai.l
seen each other before.
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THE' BOY' DETECTIVE.

-============================-~-=---='---=~~~__:__~----==:=========================

" The ceremony wus performed last night,
and if I had not known different, I would have
sworn that the fellow was a real preacher, he
acted his 'p art so well. He would make a splendid actor if he would go upon the stage."
Further on it read:
" Sinclair seems to be quite attentive to his
supposed w'ife. I suppose he is working for
the property."
A year later was the following entry:
" Sinclair told me to-day that he fell out
with C!ara, and told her the truth. He said he
was• almost afraid to go in the house, she acted
so wild. I should not wonder if he don't find
it tronl>lernme to get rid of her; these women
hang on so sometimes. It would serve him
CHAPTER XIII.
'right if she did, for he micrht haye chosen
THE DIAUY.
others, and had no trouble with them, if he had
UPON entering the saloon, Butts and the de- wanted to. He said that he was g<>Jag to leave,
te <>tive took a seat a't the furthest table, where and take the gang with him."
ti !r \· would not be liable to be overheard in
Ll•d r conversation.
"Ha!" ejaculated the detective, starting
-:'he detectiye gave his orders for "stews," from his chair, "I have struck a clew that will
li n l while the waiter was bueily engaged in fill- be of some importance to me."
i : • the order, Butts took the opportunity to reThen he eap;crly perused the diary again.
la.~ •o the detective the conversation he hnd
" I don't know whnt 8inclair can want with
o•" •heard in the old house between Perry and the boy; he says he is r;oing to take him, too."
h " ;>al.
' ,·11e detective lfstened intentl.v, wondering
A great deal of matter uninteresting to the
g1 eai ly what object Perry could have in follow- reader, as it has no connection with the story,
iug up the young man, and of what value the was p:is>ed over, and he came to the following·
papers in bis possession could be to him, to
cause him to run such a risk of detection
" Sinclair seems to be in eternal fear of his
He had heard of the attempted robhery in life, for we have been continnally on the move
West Twenty-ninth Street. but hfld not thought. from one city to another, and at last we are
of the probability of Perry being in the least here in New York City. · I suppose he is in
connected with it.
dread of the girl Clara Studley. as we have
As Butts continued ~he narrative, the detect- heard she was on his track several times, or else
ive rapidly jotted down in bis memorandum all he is afraid of the police. He has changed his
the principal points of value.
name, too, and is now known as Sam Perry."
He could have lodged information at head"Aha l" said the detective, rnftly rubbing
quarters, and ha,'e P erry arrested at the hotel;
but he did not wi~h to do so.
his hands together; "at last 1 am on the right
'J'be trnp was not ready yet to be sprung; he track. Go on, my fine fellow, for you have
nearly reached the end of your tether, and then
would wait for further deYelopments.
d'
d
you will spend a few years between four stone
· •
" h · b
T hen
• stews
avmg een ispatcbe ' they walls. and society will be rid of one smart vil11eparated.
lain!"
It was now near morning, and the detective,
Then comparing notes with his own private
wearied out with bis long hours, determiued to memorandum, he discovered the following start·
go to an old bachelor friend of his and rest ling facts;
himself a few hours, as he did not feel like travFirst. The person who had lost the bonds of
eling. thi! long distance to his home.
He jumped on an Eighth Avenue car and which be was in search before he met Perry,
rode up as far as Twenty-~ixth Street, where he was Captain Studley, the father of the girl
alighted.
·
whom Perry had married, or, rather, pretended
Turning down toward the river, he stopped to marry.
at a small white house, and rang the bell.
Second. The date of Perry's departure from
It was directly opposite the one in which the the .city of Savannah was but a few days after
my, terious lady was boarding.
the loss of the bonds. .
lfo1 friend was at home, and welcomed him · Third. Perry seemed to have practiced the
" ' (]ially.
deception upon the girl for the sake ot obtain· .' a learning the detective's desire to rest, he ing possession oi her money.
1\ted heartily.
t:1)nducting him to the parlor, where there
As the detective pondered over these facts,
~. h an easy-looking lounge, he left him, say- link by link, a strong chain of circumstantial
ir:7 ·
evidence was formed from which he. knew it
.. Yon will not live Jong if you do not give would be impossible for Perry to escape.
nn that plagued man-hunting business-some
Several things, however, now remained to be
. -.: eA l wilt be ..putting a ball through you one cleared up.
p, these days.
,
What bad Perry done with the boy he had
·•We must all run rfsks at some time in our brought with him from Savannah?
,
li,·es," said the detective. with a smile, as he
As for the bonds, it was evident to his mind
•urned over to go to sleep.
that Perry had either stolen them himself or
" Well, you won't take advice, anyhow," hired some one else to do so.
g fnnted his friend.
Who could be the woman that Butts hnd seen
" Would you?"
following Perry? Surely it must be the same
" Yes, if it was ~ood."
Clara Studley, he thought.
" Then get marned."
For what purpose was she following him so
" Humph!" and the door elmt with a bang. closely? Was it for revenge? to make him
'l'he detective smiled.
atone for the terrible wrong he had done to her?
Fiu11lly, thinking over the facts he had late- or was it merely the instinct of n mother's heart
ly heard, he dropped asleep.
intent upon regaining possession of her child?
When he awoke, the clock was striking six.
But what had Perry done with the boy? This
He suddenly thought of the diary which he was the ques~ion that vexed Thompson sorely,
had in his pocket that Butts had picked up, but without effect.
and drawing a chair up by the window, he took
The only solution that offered itself to his
out the diary of. Jerry Williams from bis pockf:!t. mind was that he had odopted it out some. Commencing, at the first entry, which was where, and with this solntion he was forced to
made in J 850, he read as follows.
be satisfied.
l
He was about to return the diary to his pocket,
p "Sinr1nir wants me to witness a mock mar- when his curiosity was excited by noticing that
riage to lie performed to-morrow night. The . two of the leaves had been carefully pasted to·
girl is nnm erl Clara Studley. the daughter of an gether at the edges.
uld eea-c uptnin. He is to give me tive hundred
Taking out his pen-knife, he carefully cut
dollars f" r being a witness. 'l'he girl htts got them apart.
411ite a fortune in her own right, and I mp·
The writing was written in a peculiar manp<'!'C llf' ii after some of the cash. lL is noth- ner, and at first baffled all attempts to de111!! to me rn I get my money all right. Tom cipher it.
J ·c;nes i 0 •n be the other witness."
At last the detective muttered: "What a fool
~ Then L llowed another entry:
I have been. I might have thought of this be ·
Mattie gave her a detailed account of all that
had tran,piret.l, with the exception of her meet·
ing with Perry; this she withheld, thinking
that it would only lead to a succession of questions wi• bout in any manner proving advantageous to herself.
Then they strolled out into the orchard, situated •.., the renr of the house, and from that
dow~ .o the barn.
Then they rambled down
near thf' old mill to the " pasture," as it was
called, "'here the "critters " (or, as we would
call them, cows) were quietly grazing.
Having seen all the sights that the farm
afforded. they returned to the house, ru; Cou~in
Green said she had a lot of work to do, and
:must attend to it.

0

fore;" and rising, he walked over to the laf'l'9
mirror that stood in the room.
" I knew it," he said, in a satisfied tone, as,
holding the book before the mirior, he found
he could read the writing, which appeared in
its proper form when viewed in the glass.
It was the identical fact the detective wished
to discover.
It was dated four years before, and ran thus:
" To-day I placed the boy in charge of Mrs.
Grimes, by Perry's orders; he says he doesn't
want to be bothered with him any more."
Then followed a full description ot the boy,
his personal appearance, age, size, etc., and describing a large, heart-shaped scar upon the right
shoulder; and the entry ended thus:
" I told Mrs. Grimes she was to keep him
but a short time, and to send him to srhool,
and that she would be paid liberally for her
trouble. But if she ever sees another cent of
Perry's money, then I will be greatly mistaken
in Perry's character, that's all. At any rate, I
am going to keep an eye on the boy, for I have
an idea that I can make a good thing off my
stock of knowledge l>y and by."
The detective shut the book, and returned it
to his pocket.
"Mrs. Grimes," he mused; "seems to me I
have a faint recollection of hearing that name
before.
" I have it," he ejaculated, as a strange smile
crossed bis features, •' this is one of the strangest
experiences I have met with in the whole course
of my orofessional duties.
" Btit I can delay no longer, fnr if I do, Perry
may prove too smart for me. I must nab him
at once, so I must be off."
His host then entered the room.
"Have you had a good nap?" he asked.
" First rate; and much obliged to you," ha
replied.
" Pshaw! no thanks; but you must come
down to supper."
As Thompson rose to his feet to accompany
his host he, glanced at the window.
As he did so, a man passed on the opposite
side of the street.
The street lamps had been ligMed, and ns the
man passed on, the detective exclaimed:
"By Jovel it's Hawkins!"
Seizing his hat, he said, hurriedly: "You
must. excuse me- important husiness-man I
want to see particularly;" and he dashed out
the door as if possessed.
" Queer business, this," said the bachelor, as
he saw his friend disappear quickly np the
street " Glad I am not in that business; hope
he will catch him. though;" and be glanced up
the street to see if he could see anything more
of him.
CHAPTER XIV •

• : ·· ·

A SLIGHT CLEW.

" IT seems dreadful," said the lady, as Mr.
Hawkins finished his narrative, "to believe
that Sinclair has turned out to be such a villain.
But it fa a source of thankfulness to me to
know that I am indeed a wife, even though it
be of such a man as he is, and to know that rny
boy is not a child of shame.
" But, perhaps, he may have been brought
up by Sinclair to be as barl as be is himself; if
he bas, I shall surely die of grief.
"Could I hut find Sinclair," said ehe, "I
would beg of him to tell me of my child; but
this accident has robbed me of all hope. I may
never eee him again."
"Keep up a p;oorl heart," said old Mr. Hawkins. kindly; "a kind Providence watches over
us all, and though the clouds may o'ershadow
us now, yet we must remember that they all
have a silver lining, and in due course of time
it will be revealed to us."
With these and other consolatory remarks,
he cheered her, nnd at last be left her in a
much happier mood tlrnn when he entered.
In a few moments the bell again rang, and
the lady, whom we shall hereafter designate as
Mrs. Sinclair, heard the voice of a man asking·
whethel' the old gentleman who had just left
Ii ved there.
The girl replied in the negative, saying he
was only a visitor who had just called upon a
lady upstairs.
" Then take my card up to her," wns the answer.
The girl left him: hut inn few moments retumed with the news that " the Jany would receive him," and led the way to her wvm.

\

TH.E
·BOY BETEEJTIVE.
··-·---··-··-----· ------------

Her faC£ expressed curiosit.y as to the object
of his visit, but she politely asked him to be
11eated, and waited for him to state his errand.
The detective, like all his class, was a man of
few words. and came to the point at once.
He simply ~aid:
" Will you be kind enough. madame, to furaish me with the address of the old gentleman
who left _you a short time ago?"
"For what purpose?" she asked, quietly.
" I desire to obtain some information from
him . . You will see froru my card that I am a
detective."
"Does the business of which you speak concern one Si.nclair, who now goes by the name
of Sam Perry?"
In spite of the detective's stolidness of conn
tenauce, acquired by long practice, he 1.::ould
not help & momentary exclamation of surprise
at the question.
"Howl do you know anylhing concerning
him?" he quickly asked.
"Yes," she replied. "I know much of him,
to my sorrow. If you wish it, I will give you
all the information I possess."
" Indeed, I do wish it."
She tben related to him the same story she
had told Mr. Uawkins but a short time before
-the marriage, desertion, etc., which the detective listened to with the greatest interest.
One link in his chain of evidence was still incomplete, for Mrs. Sinclair did not think that
Perry knew anything about her father's bonds,
nor where they were kept, nor had suspicion
ever rested upon him concerning them.
However. he felt satisfied in his own mind
that the story that Mr. Hawkins had told was
true, and as for the papers held by him, be
rightly guessed what they were, and foresaw
that it would be of the utmost importance to get
possession of them immediately, Jest Perry
should be already trying to again obtain possession of them.
But Mr. Hawkins had told Mrs. Sinclair that
the papers were now in the keeping of a friend
of his. Who was the friend? and where was
he to be found? or where could he see .~Jr.
Hawkins?
Mrs. Sinclair was unable to answer these
questions; it was doubtful when she woulcl see
Mr. Hawkins again; but he had promised to
call when he heard more news, wllich might
be in a week, and might be more than a mollth
from that time. But she promised eitller to
send him to the detective, or find out his address, as she felt convinced he would be glad to
sec him, as they were all working for the same
end.
The detective could not reasonably ask her to
clo more than this, and shortly after he departed.
" How strangely," mused she, " is Providence working to assist me. What I, iu my
blindness, esteemed to be a trial, has proved
instead to be a great blessing.
"Had I not fallen and sprained my ankle
when I did, I should have missed meeting Mr.
Hawkins, and then I could not have learned
1he truth in re~ard to my marriage; and had
not Mr. Hawkms called here, the detective
would not prohal,ly have seen him.
" Hereafter, I will strive to believe that
everything works together for our own good;
and let come what will, I will remain content
to believe that. it is all for the best!"
So she reasoned as so many reason when they
are able to see the result; but how few there
are that can so reason when the dark clouds of
atlversity sweep across life's pathway, when
all our hopes seem blasted, and life but a hollow
mockery.
Ahl then is the time for them to trust in
Providence, and in the hope ot a bright prospect ahead.
" Though 1.rou!1les deep nno trials steep
Should plunge us into sorrow,
Then don't give way, a brighter day
Wil1 dawn upon the morrow.
'Twill do no good, nor ever would
To give way to repining,
Though grief o'ershroud, the darkest cloud
Conceals a silver lining."
Pardon me, reader, I am digressing from my
isle.
CHAPTER XV.
PERRY MAKRS A THREAT.
IT was Hie next. day after Mat.tic's arrival at
her cousin's, and she was seated alone in a
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small arbor at tile foot of the orchard, 'neath l _I_t_w_a_s_a very pretty place, indeed, with th~·
the gnarled trunk of an old apple-tree.
trees all in bloom Rnd clinging to the rusti<:
The sort summer hreeze~ played with her porch, while an ai r of perfect cleanliness pu -.
hair, and kissed her blooming cheeks, causing vaded the entire place.
1)
her to look more beautiful than ever.
Aunt Sally, as the boy called htr, came.to tho
Already the influence of country air and door as she saw a stranger approaching. f:he
Cousin Green's society had commenced to work was not over thirty years of age, with a <'f•ma change in her appearance, speaking volumes plexion as fair as in the days of her childhr-od,
in favor of her father's judgment in sending while the neat and closely fitting dress of bh:ck:
her there.
proclaimed her to be a. widow.
Had old Weller seen her he might have h:1d
So abstracted was she In reading the book
which she held in her hand, that she heard not good cause to warn " Samivel " to " beware fl{
a light footfall on the grass until it was close the vidder," for the Eight of her rosy cheekS'
beside her, and looking up, she beheld the crafty and hazel eyes were enough to cause a commotion and flutter under any man's waistcoat.
eyes of Sam Perry.
"You here!" she exclaimed, in astonishPerry wa~ quite taken aback at the sight, as
ment. " For what purpose, sir?" she contin- she opened the door, for it was not " Aunt
ued, haughtily, "do you thus persist in your Sally" as he had pictured her in his mind, by
any means.
unwished-for 11ttentions?"
" To win you for my wife," he said, coolly.
·: Aunt Sally," shouted the boy, "I hav~
" It is useless," she said, " for you to pursue brought yer_a. boarder;" and without stopping
this subject further; and I assure you, sir, if to say more, he scampered off.
your persecutions are carried on any longer, I
Sam bowed politely, saying:
·
shall take immediate measures to protect my" The young gentleman told me I would be
self from your annoyances by the aid of the able to find board here for awhile. I am from
law. Now leave my presence, sir!" she said, Philadelphia, and am desirous of spending a
with dignity.
few weeks in the solitude of the country, and
Sam's eyes blazed with the passion be could was recommended by an intimate friend to
not suppress, and with a voice of the deepest this village. May I hope to be so fortunate as
terrible meaning, he hissed:
to secure board in such a cosy nest. as this place
"Very well. You have said the word, and is?"
·
from this moment I am your enemy. So be"I did not desire to take a gent.leman," ~aid
ware of me, girl. for when yon least expect me Aunt Sally, blushing"a little, "and though you
I shall make myself known to yon, for I will seem to admire the appearance of my humble
not rest until I have you in my power.
home, you must remember that I have never
"You have refused my love, and you have known you before; it would be hardly right to
yet to learn what a man can do when driven to -to "-she stammered-" to take you without
an extremity; you will yet see the day when proper references."
you will beg of me to make you my wife, and
"Oh! as to that," quietly answered Perry,
then we will see who triumphs. As. for your in an oily manner, "I can fully satisfy you;
lover. he is already out of harm'g way-"
my name is Percy. I am a merchant doin11:
"What menn you?" she cried; "what have busine~s in Philadelphia, and for references,'!
you done with him?"
can refer you to some of the most influential
" Oh! I see you misunderstancl me," he men of that city, if you choose to take the
laughed. "I meant that it would be useless trouble to telegraph or write."
for you to write to him; for befqre lie could reEe rightly judged that she would not "take
turn to your assistance, you would be safely in the trouble."
my power. "
,
"Oh, there is no need," replied t.he widow,
"Enough," she said; "you liave already in a reassuring tone, as Ehe conducted him inte
shown yourself in your true chiimcter, and the tidy little parlor.
Perry put on his most agreeable manners. for
henceforth, thanks ~o your warning, I shall
know how to deal with you. Bewarl' of your he was very fascinating when he plea8ed to be.
They conversed quite sociably for rnme time.
lite, should you atlempt personal violence to
me;" and rising from her seat, she walked off Ee found her to be a woman of thorough educat.ion. t
toward the house.
Perry's eyes glittered like those of a serpent
Her husband had died about a year before.
•
leaving her in possession of the house and quite
as he hissed between his set teeth:
"So, my fine lady, you defy me, do you? a sum of money in the village bank.
The widow was much impressed with Perry'!
Very well; you will see yet that I am not to be
defied with impunity by a. woman. I will yet distingue appearance, and once or twice found
humble that proud spirit of yours, so that you herself wondering whether or not he was a sinwill beg of me to make you my wife and save gle man.
you from shame.
Finally she arose, and excusing herself, with
" And now for my plans. How am I soonest the remark that she must attend to her duties,
she left the room.
to nccomplish my object?"
He stood there a few moments while his
Perry now turned his thoughts to the main
brain was rapidly concocting one of the most object of his journey.
wicked schemes of his life. Surely he was a
He would go up to the depot the next morntrne emissary of the Evil One.
ing and meet his pals, and through the day they
Finally he came to a conclusion, and with a would reconnoiter the house for the purpose of
wicked, self-'llltisfied expression playing over arranging the best plan to carry out their nchis features, he strode rapidly away in the farious design.
direction of the depot.
He intended to carry out the job as quickl,After a long, tir€some walk be reached it, as possible, after his preparations were ail
just as tbe station-keeper was locking up to go made.
.
home, as no trains were to slop there for two
At last he seemed to have a definite cour~e
or three hours.
marked out in his mind, for his brow cleareil,
Perry stated ~ome imaginary business, and and taking up a book from the center table, lie
sent the following dispatch to New York:
endeavored to pa!'s away the time in its con" Come on ~o-night with another man-will tents.
After dinner he sauntered out through the
meet you at the depot.
village.
"BURNEY.
Stepping into the druggist's, he made several
"To--. Care of :Mrs. Grimes, No . ....:.. West purchases
of drugs; among the rest he obtaineu
Street."
some chloroform, which was his main object in
After paying the man, and ~iving something buying. as he had only bought the rest of the
extra for his trouble, he walked back from drug!. for a blind to avert any sugpicion from
Davisville, past the road that led to Cousin him. The druggi~t supposed him, from his
Green's house, and on toward the village of converention, to be some student practicing
Wickford beyond.
chemi1try, and dismissed the subject from his
Sauntering carelessly through the village, he mind altogether.
asked a small boy whom he met if he knew
He next proceeded to a place where he ob·
where he could obtain boa.rd for a few days.
tained the me of a horse nnd carriage, and re"Waal," said the boy," I guess you can git quPsted to be shown the stock.
board at Aunt Sally's. I ·heerd her say the
The man, proud to exhibit his horses to OJ:)e
other dn-7 as how she would· like to take a who seemed to be a good judge, took him into
boarder.'
the stables.
"All right, then," answered ' Sam; "show
Perry's eye was instantly attracted to the one
that stood nearest to him as he entered.
'
me the way."
The boy walked on with him till he came to
It w~s a coitl-black ma.re, of ~leniler build.
a lit lie low cottage that sat a little back from and evidently possessed of great speerl .
.. He then stated that he wished to engage that
the main street.
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the stream, and satisfying himself that he had
him safe enough until their 1 arrival at New
London, he went forward and amused himself
with watching their progress through the
water.
Tiring of this amusement, and learning that
they would not reach their destination before
morning, he went belnw to his berth, and
turned in, determined to obtain a short nap, if
possiblP., as he knew not how far he would
have to travel.
" I wonder," thought he to himself, as he
lay in his berth, " what that chap is up to now?
Some more mfachief, I'll bet, and I'm going to
find out wh at it is, too, before I am done with
him, if I have to go to Greenland."
Butts bothered his brain in vain endeavoring to solve the mystery, but without avail;
and, finding his eyes were growing heavy, he
turned over, and was soon fast asleep.
While he was sleeping, P erry had been holding an interview with Mattie upon the upper
deck, and thus he lost one gn at point in his
chase, and one which would have served him
well in discovering what game Perry was up to.
But so it ever is in life-chances that are just
within our grasp are lost through our own
shortsightedness, are lost forever, and we can
never again recover them, and, showing how
true it is in the detective's life, at least, that he
should sleep with •)ne eye open.
Butt~ was ,awakened from his nap by the
tramplmg of feet overhead and other sounds
that . denoted that they had already anived at
the dock.
He rapidly dressed, and ran up on deck.
After a vigorous search, he finally found Perry
as he was giving the baggage- master directions
concerning his trunk.
This fact showed Butts that he had meditated a stay, and that all his plans had been
arranged b eforehand, for he knew he had no
trunk with him when he first saw him.
Perry went back to the steamer again.
CHAPTER XVI.
" Check that trunk in the baggage-room; ·it
BUTTS SEES SOMETHING.
is to be sent for," he heard the baggage-master
LET ns now return to Butts.
say to his assistant.
After lea ving the detecti ve at the saloon, he
"He must he uncertain as to where he is
started to go hollle, thinking, as he went, of bound, " thought Butts ; "else he would order
all the news he had heard in the old house.
his trunk checked for some place."
He determined to go qown and see the
Butts next passed to the telegraph station, and
sent the following message;
steamer off when she sailed.
As he had not seen the companion of P erry,
.
p
Wil1
"On the trail of - - .
. report as soon
he knew that he would not be able to recognize
him without he chanced to hear him speak, as possible.
BUTTS."
and the probabilities of such a fac t qacurring
It was directed to Thompson's residence.
H e expected that Perry would be off in the
were, to suy the least of it, very doubtf'!5.1.
Butts had gone there at the appointed time to firt t train, but soon foand out he was mistaken,
see her depart; he had been standin g by th e so stood on the gang-plank watching the other
gang-plank,' when he heard a gruff voice ex- passengers as they hurried ashore.
claim:
So the tim e passed until morning, and the re"Handle that trunk easy!"
mainder of the passengers who were to take the
The words were enough. Butts knew the 6 :30 train were busy with their preparations.
voice in an instant.; it was the rnme that he had
Finally the train was ready, and Perry stepped
h eard in the old house, and belonged to the man on board.
who had so nearly discovered him hiding in the
Butts saw him go in the forward car, and
next room.
fearin g to take the same car himself, lest be
Butts marked him closely, taking in all the might attrnct his attention, he took the next
peculiarities of feature, so that he would be able one.
to recognize him wherever he should again
Not a station did that train stop at but what
mee' him.
Butts knew the f:;ice of every one who left it.
Little he thought that such a meeting might
At last they reached the stal.io!]..where :Mattie
never occur, and that the man was doomed got off. She wa~ the only one Wl'l.o jumped on
never more to set his foot upon th.at shore I.he pl atform as the train came to a standstill.
again.
and again the train moved on.
The steamer had departed and the crowd had
If Butts had watch ed both sides of the track
gathered around an old ge ntleman, who, as one he would have done well; but he was so busy
of them said, had "fall en in a tit."
watching the platform that he dirl not see
Butts did not care to ~ top and gaze, for his Pen y, who, unrecogni zed by Mattie, had
eye had caught sight of a famili a r form that jumped from the opposite side and concealed
was rapidly disappea ring up the dock.
himself before the train moved on again.
With an exclamation : "My eye! if that
Butts was still sitting quiJe contentedly,
ni n "t Perry!" he darted after him, keepiqg him thinkin g th at Perry was sa fe on board the train.
,
At the next station Butts saw th at his prey did
cJn tinually shadowed.
P erry, unsuspecting that any one was watch uot get off- and the uext., and Hie next.
ing him, wended his way toward th e steamer
At last he bega n to feel uneasy, l e~t he had,
·· Uity of Boston," :;ind passed aboard.
by some misclrna ce, lost him, and he got up
Now, indecision was not a trait of Butts 's an<l we nt fo rward to see.
character.
T o his dismay hP- found that Perry had inHe had money in l:iis pocket, and quite an deerl slippctl him.
His fa ce ex p res~e d the dismay be felt at his
amount, too, for his employer always kept him
well supplied.
defeat.
Without hesitation, he followed Perry on
"The gove rnor will thiuk I am a pretty one
to let a fe llow give me th e sli p so easy, 'he
board, and saw him purchase a ticket.
Drawing a conclusion from this that be in- thougl1t; " but th e re · ~ no use si ti ing down and
tended to take passage on the steamer, Butts hol ding my hands. I must. go )Jack and hunt
also procured a berth, .and awaited develop- him up.
ments.
,
The train stopped at Greenwich, and Butts
Wherever Perry went, the eyes of Butts fol- . stt pped off.
lowed him, nnd kept him in sight. He fQl The question was now what to do to again
lowed him like a shadow from the time he get a clP.w. At last he arr~nged a plan.
came on board till the steamer was well out in
When the next train itOin&" back came along,

one for the next afternoon as he desired to attend a party to be held at a house some five
miles distant, and it was not likely that he
would be back for some days, but that he would
.see the horse well taken care of in the meantime.
T'-~ man seemed to hesitate about letting the
h ')r&; w an entire stranger, but Perry, by skillful talking and the exhibition of plenty of
money, and offering to leave a large security
for the horse, finally won his confirlence, and
he agreed to let him take her. " He had but
one carriage that was in good order," the
stable-keeper said, and P erry was to use that .
The carriage in question was a light-covered
one, capa hle of holding but two, and that exactly suited Perry's purpose.
:Making all the arrangements as to the time
be was to call after it, Perry departed, chuckling to himself as be thought of the good fortune he had met with in his arrangements thus
far.
That evening he paid to his landlady a
month'R boa td in advance, ~ aying that he always made it a practice to do so.
This act of itself raised him still more in the
widow's estimation, and she thought, as they
conversed together that evening, how nice it
would be to have him always with her.
It seemed that she was not one of those kind
of women who believe that because their first
love is forever gone t.hat they must necessarily
go on the remainder of their life in an uncomfortable state, and herein she show.ed herself to
be, as__~he in reality was, a woman of sound
common sense.
They passed the evening very pleasantly, and
th e widow bid her guest good-night, with tile
<· onviction th at Perry was a perfect gentleman,
i !> us showing the fall acy of human judgment
1' hen not ~ I rengthened by experience.
And P erry's plans were working well.

he jumped on, and rode to the next station. Ht
then got off again, and made inquiries as 'whether any one of Perry's appearart:e had got
off there. and found there had not .
He then went tO the operator, and hurriedly
said :
" I wish to eend a message to several stations
along the line, and find out if such a rr.an has
stqpped at any of them,' ' giving at the same
time a description, etc.
" And who might you be that comes in the
office ~iving orders so loudly?" said the clerk,
superciliously. "Who is the man to you?"
Butts had a story ready, and as he pulled out
his pocket-book, he said :
"My father left New London in the 6 :30
train, and as he has not reached home, we fear
that he has been attacked by one of his fits of
insanity, to which he is subject, and got off at
the wrong station." ·
This explanation seemed to satisfy the operator, and the message was sent. An answer
finally came from Davisville Station that a man
answering to that description had been seea
near the depot a short time t>efore.
Butts waited as patiently as he could for the
next train that was to stop there, and, at last,
to his joy, the way freight came along, and he
got on board of that and was off for Davisville.
CHAPTER XVII.
N E s co N F E s s E s .
IT is sunrise on the Atlantic.
A few moments to the scene connected with
our story.
Before us stretches a long, low sandy beach;
at a distance a group of men huddled together
around a small fire, which they have made, endeavoring to keep warm ; near them stands
others, whose eyes are bent upon a form
stretched upon the sands.
Off in the distance, clearly defined against
the rising sun, is seen a wreck', and at a glance
we recognize the steamer, which, a short time
before, left New York for Savannah, bearing
two of the characters in our story. 'Tis the
old story of Hatteras and its dangers repeated.
Let us approach nearer, and tind out, if we
can. the explanation of the sad scene.
Yes, they are all there, not a man missing;
hut one, at least, is injured even unto death.
A glance at his face reveals to us that it is
Jones-the tool that P erry had sent to waylay
Wilson.
The group of shipwrecked mariners have
gathered closer around the dying man.
He is fast failing now, and it is only by
the occasional use of a strong stimulant that
the last faint spark of life is kept burning.
Young Wilson sat by the bead of the dying
man, ready to take down his last words.
" 1 am ready," sai<l Wilwn, gentlr.
" I fe el that I am failin g fast," said the man,
faintly, "so I will endeavor to be as brief as
possible.
" la the yea r 18- I lived in the city of Savannah. While there, and out of employment,
I accidentally became acqu ainted with a man
known as Sinclair.
" At that time I was an honest, hard-working
mechanic-when 1 could get work to do.
"I had been out of work fo1· a longtime, and
was almost in despair at being unable to find
work, when I met Sinclair.
"He t1eated me well , and promised to find
work for me.
"One day he induced me to drink with him
to such an extent that I knew not what I was
doing.
"While in that state he induced me to join
a gang of which he was the leader.
" After I recovered the use of my senses I
was informed of what I had donP, and threatened with death if I went back on them.
"I feared them, and concluded the best thing
I could do would be to accept tl,e position, and
I took the obligations of the gang upon me.
" The gang was a band of counterfeite1·s.
"We remained in Savann,ah for some time
after I joined them, and were busily engaged in
th e 1m11rnfacture of bank-notes.
"The detectives were at that time busily
hun1ing for us in New York, as our money waa
mostly disposed of there by means of an agent.
1 " Sinclair jinally became acquainted with a
beautiful young girl, the daughter of a sea-captain, and whose name, I remember, was Clara
Studley."
"My God!" exclaimed the captain, in a voice
of deep emotion.. "My daughter! My daughterl"
J O
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And he bowed his head in grief at the recollection.
'
"Ye11," continued the dying man. "It was
your daughter, but I did not know it until I
heard you called by name a day or two ago, and
then I knew you were the father of that unfortunate young lady.
• "Well, Sinclair," as I said, ·~formed an acquaintance with your daughter, and not content to win her, he planned and carried out a
mock marriage ceremony.''
The captain's head was still bowed beneath
the weight of sorrow that had fallen upon him.
" At the time the ceremony took place I was
ignorant of the fact of its being other than a
lawful one, and it was not till some time after
that I found out the truth in regard to it.
" MyseH and a man named Jerry Williams
were the witnesses."
Hi8 voice was growing weaker rapidly, and
they gathered still closer around him that they
might not. lose a word of his confession.
" A year or more assed, and Sinclair had a
son born to him.
" 8oon after this he tired of her who thought
herself his wife.
"We made preparations for leaving the city,
:and Sinclair thought of the marriage certifi·
cate, which was in the possession of the pseudo
minister.
" The certificate of itself was of no value,
but Sinclair feared that the man might keep it
for blackmail.
" He sought out the residence of the man he
had engaged to perform the ceremony.
" The man had died; but Sinclair discovered
that before dying he had made a full confession
to a clergyman-a Mr. Hawkins.
" Sinclair was now fearful of an exposure
:and arrest, unless he took immediate steps to
prevent it.
•' He wl\S ignorant of the fact that the man
!had died a. long · time before, and supposed,
from his informant, that it had occurred lately.
" Then he determined to obtain possession of
the paper at all hazards.
" Wiith this end in view he found out the
clergyma-n'a address, and called upon him.
" Bribes. persuasions, or threats were all
use1ess. The minister clearly expressed his de·
1ermination to expose the whole scheme.
" 'f he clergyman also intimated that he possessed knowledge which, if Sinclair did not
·publicly marry the girl, he would bring in!o
notice before the public.
"What lhat knowledge was he did not say,
but Sinctr.ir grew uneasy about it.
•·• That night Sinclair made an attempt to rob
:the house and procure the papers, but was un:successful. The next day the clergyman disappeared, and shortly after Sinclair, fearing an
"xposure from some unknown quarter, took
his child l!nd cleared out, taking the gang with
him.
" The woman whom Sinelair had abandoned
tracked us to several of the principal cities.
" Sinchir, however, proved too smart for
her, and baffied all her attempts to reach him.
"One day I saw her in Washington, but she
did not recognize me, having never seen me but
once.
" She hfl.d a wild, startled look in her eyes,
such as you sometimes see in the insane, aad
had shr. then met Sinclair I would not have answered for his life.
" We did not st.ay in Washington long, as
times were very dull and the detectives were
too sharp.
" After a long consultation with the rest of
the gfl.ug, Sinclair concluded to make New
York our headquarters.
.
" When we reached the city we found to our
dismay th fl.t the girl had found it out, and was
again on our track.
" In order to throw her off the scent, Sinclair
changed his name to that of Perry-Sam Perry
we then called him."
"What name did you sayf" interrupted
Wilson, excitedly.
" Perry," replied the man, faintly; " but if
'YOU interrupt me so I shall not be able to finish
my story, for I am fast going now."
Wilson tenderly raised the dying man's head,
while one of the by-slanders gave him a draught
of hrandy.
It revived him considerably, for he continued
'his story with more clearness:
"After we had been in New York for some
time, Perry found an old broken-down house in
West Street, and after a little time we had it
.suitably altered for our business.
"We then went on with onr old work.

" Things went very ' smoothly for awhile.
Perry still had the boy in his possession, but he
seemed to care nothing for him.
" There was evidently something on his mind
that disturbed him greatly. He had in his
possession a large number of bonds thfl.t he
never made use of.
" If any of the boys made. a remark about
them, he would turn it off with a laugh. One
day I found out what they were. They consisted of bonds, title deeds, and other valuable
papers relating to property situated in or near
the city of Savannah, and made out in favor of
·
Captain St.udley."
" I expected as much," e.jaculated the captain, sotto voce.
" One day Perry came in much excited.
" He had that day seen old Mr. Hawkins,
the clergyman of Savannah, and the man who
held the papers he wanted so badly to gain possession of.
.
" A plot was laid by which we were to capture him: and bring him to our den.
" After meeting with numerous difficulties;
for in a large city a thing of that kind was not
\
easy, we at last succeeded.
"However, our work was comparatively useless. for old Hawkins had not the papers in his
possession, nor would he tell where they were.
"We tried every method to make him promise to produce the papers, but all without avail.
"Finally, after keeping him locked up for
awhile without effect, the captain, as we called
Perry, concluded to frighten him and see what
he could do by that means.
" He was given to understand by the captain's orders that we were going to murder him
in cold blood, whereas, we only intended to
take him to the dock and duck him several
times, and then bring him back to the den.
· " The old cove proved game to the last, and
we blindfolded him and started for the dock.
"When we had nearly reached the river a
cop bailed us, and thinking he might ask more
questions than we cared to answer, we dodged
one side, and waited for him to pass us.
" As we started out again we met him coming, and be fired.
" In self-defense we returned the fire and ran.
" I think our prisoner must have been bit.,
for as I let go of him, he dropped like l.ead to
the sidewalk.
"We afterward found it out to be true, and
that he had revealed to the police all that he
had seen in our den; but as they knew nothing
about the location, they were un able to find us.
"We could not again get trace of Mr. Hawkins, but Perry, by some means, found out that
the papers he desired were in lhe hands of a
young man named William Wilson, the man
who is now sitting by me writing."
Wilson nodded a silent assent.
The crew of the vessel were listening eagerly
to this strange recital, and a strange scene was
presented to the view.
The bleak coast, the wrecked vessel in the
distance, and the group gathered around the
man who was so soon to appear befor~ the bar
of judgment, all made a scene of deep and
thrilling interest not soon to be effaced from
the minds of those present.
The dying man continued:
" Perry fell in love. or professed to fall in
love, wiLh a young girl, Mattie Templeton, the
daughter of a rich merchant of that city."
Wilson set his teeth together hard, but he
said nothing.
The captain exclaimed softly:
"My brother-in -law!" unheard by any one
but the young man.
" It eeems the young lady did not, care for
Perry, and as much as told him so.
" This only made him the more determined
to win her for his wife.
" Wilson was also in love with Mattie, and
was the more fortunate.
" This increased Perry's hatred for him, and
he determined to get rid of him forever if possible.
" He found out where he lived, and gave me
orderj to go to the house one night and procure t'he papers in the possession of this young
man; but I was unsuccessful. You may have
read of the affair in the papers, but they did
not know my real object.
"However," he said, now addressing Wilson, " Perry heard you were to sail iu this
steamer on some business for your employers,
so I was ordered to track you and get the papers at all hazards, and "-with a faint smile" you all see the result."
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For a few moments he lay with his eyet
closed and said not-lting.
"The boy! What of the boy?" asked Captain Studley.
"The boy," said Jones, slowly," was given
in the care of Jerry Williams, to be taken and
left in the care of some one ; but Jerry disappeared soon after, and I never found out what
was done with the little fellow, whom v;e all
loved, if our heart..q were wicked."
The man's breath came in short, quick
~asps, and the ominous death-rattle in his
lhroat told more than words could utter.
"The paper!" he gaf.ped. " Quick-till-I
-sign."
It was pRBBed to him, and the pencil placed
in his stiffening fingers.
Slowly, and with a painful effort, he traced
his name benealh the statement he had made.
"Now I can -die-easier," he said, as they
laid him back upon the pillow.
" See," he exclaimed, raising himself up on
his couch and pointin~ his long, bony fingers
in 1he · air-" see! she 1s coming-and accuses
me of stealing her child-I-"
His muscles relaxed, and with a dull, heav.r
sound he fell back a corpse.
And t!te soul of Tom Jones had gone before
its Maker to be judged.
CHAPTER XVIII.

•

A CAPTURE.

WHEN Thompson left the house of the lady,
he took the cars for the terry, intending to return home directly, so as to learn what newa
Butts had discovered since he saw him last.
While in the cars, he again drew out the
diary, and to pass aJVay time and to fix facts
more firmly in his mind, he again ran his eye
over the contents.
One circumstance still annoyed him greatly;
he had been unable to find the whereabouts Of
Sam Perry as yet.
The detective already held evidence enough
against him to insure the world against any
more plottings by him in the future.
What scheme Perry had on hand was still t9
him a mystery, for he knew nothing whatevoc
concerning Mattie Templeton.
The detective's theory was that Perry's eagerness to obtain the paper was to secure himself
by destroying it, so that nothing could be done
with him by the woman he had wronged so
shamefully.
Thompson chuckled grimly to himself, as he
thought what would be Perry's astonishment
and dismay when he should ascertain the truth
of the matter.
#
In his own mind a conviction had been grow- /
ing, gaining strength rapidly, as proof multi- .
plied on proof, until it am•mnted to a certainty.
" How strange," he mused, " are the ways
of Providence, and how true are the words of
the good Book. •Vengeance is mine, and I
will repay.' Blind mortals that we are, we
can not see the workings of a divine hand
guiding our ways."
'!
What the discovery was that the detective
had made will be shown in the denouement.
His reflections were cut short by reaching the
terminus where the cars stopped.
Walking down Fultol\ Street, he crossed the
ferry, and was soon comfortably E.eated in his
own room.
He had still some ti~ to wait before he
could reasonably expect Butts to call, so being
tired out, he threw himself on the lounge to
I
take a short nap.
Now, the detective did not mean to drop off /'
in a sound sleep, but human nature proved too ·.
strong for him that time, and when he awoke i.
again it was midnight.
,
Butts had not called, he knew, for the alarm /,
'
had not Rtirred.
Grumbling something about " neglect of
orders," he again dropped to sleep and slept till
,
day-break.
Rising earlr., he made his toilet, and break- :
fasted, and st!ll Butts was missing.
:
Time passed until the middle of the aft11rnoon, and Thompson began to grow impatient .
1
and angry.
Giving up all hope of seeing hic. before
night, he prepared to go out.
A knock was heard at the door, an:l the voice
of the landlady, saying :
" 'Ere's a hoy, Mr. Thompson, as has got a
telegraph for you."
The detective took the message, which was
the one Butts had senHrom New London.
.,

(
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It did not seem to enlighten him much, however.
"On the trail. ·wm report soon," he muttered, as he read it. "Well, that's clear, I'm
sure; about as clear as Jersey mud.
" Who can he be tracking out there? Is it
Hawkins, or Perry, or the Queen of England,
or who?
"What good 'does he suppose those few
words are going to do me? But," said he, " I
suppose I might as well exercise patience, as I
will find out just as quick by doing so.
"And now for Twenty· sixth Street, till I see
if I can learn anything further of Mr. Hawkins,
though it will be doubtful-very doubtful, in·
deed. "
Upon reaching the house, he found that Mr.
Hawkins har! not called since be had been there
last; so after a little desultory consultation he
left. crossing the street to his friend's house,
from the window of which be had first caught
a glimpse of Mr. Hawkins.
His bachelor friend welcomed him with his
accustomed cordiality, and afler supper they
had a quiet game of whist to themselves.
They bad been drinking wine from time .to
time, and Thompson had grown so excitecl in
the game that he had not drunk with his usual
prudence. and the consequence was that his
brain was not as clear a.<i it should have been.
He wns surprised when he looked at the clock
to find it was after eleven.
His fri end pressed him to stay all night, but
Thompson refused, saying that he must return.
On leaving the house, he got turned in the
wrong direction, and instead of going toward
Eighth Avenue, he started off toward Ninth
Avenue.
The ci.rs on that line bad stopped running for
the night, and he crossed over and went. on to
Tenth Avenue, thinking in his own mind that
it was Sixth A venue.
A.ft er waiting for a car till he was tired, he
started to walk down-town.
He was proceeding quietly along West Street
in a somewhat lonely locality wh en two men,
coming from an opposite direction, ran against
him violently.
His watch was snatched from his pocket, and
a blow from one 6f the ruffians sent him reel·
ing to the ground ere he had an opportunity to
defend himself.
His companion stooped to rifle his pockets,
when. catching a sight of Thompson's face, he
started back with an oath .
" What's the matter?" exclaimed the gruff
voice of the other.
"Well," he replied, "if I hain't seen that
face before somewhere then I am mightily
mistaken; that's all."
The other stooped, and peering carefully in
the fallen man's face, he said excitedly:
"We've got a big haul to-night, Tom, and
no mistake. Why, this cove is the great detective, Thompson, that they say is on our track;
quick now, we must secure him."
The detective was slowly coming to his senses
again, and strove to rise.
One of the ruffians drew from bis pocket a
small vial and a sponge, which he saturated
with its contents, and held it to Thompson's
nose, who again sunk back insensible.
He had been chloroformed.
The firm step of a policeman was beard approaching, and they drew the detective to one
side in the deep shadows.
The guardian of the night, unconscious of the
scene that had just transpired, passed by, and
his step soon died away in the distance.
When he had disappeared from sight, the
ruffians, lifting the body of the unconscious
man, bore him rapiclly away.
They conveyed him to the same house in
which Mr. Hawkins had met with such cruel
treatment.
Before they had reached it, however, the detective, unperceived by them, bad recovered
consciousness.
·
He had sufficient self-possession, however,
not to betray himself to bis captors, and he
knew from the circumstances that it would be
impossible to at.tempt to escape; so he remained
perfectly passive and quiet though his brain
was busy.
The excitement of the last few minutes bad
made him perfectly sober.
Soon the voice of an old hag was heard asking:
" Who have you got there, boys?"
"It's Tom Jones, dead drunk," said the first
speaker, who did not wi!<h to impart too much
information to the old woman.

The detective opened his ears as he heard
himself called by the name of a man he wanted
so badly to find.
"Come, Mrs. Grimes," said the other, "let's
have a glass of grog ready by the time we take
Tom down where he can sleep off bis drunk."
" I'm on the trail at last," thought Thomp·
son; "but in rather a bad position to follow it
up, for they hold the winning hand at present."
The old hag started off to get the drinks, and
the men, who only wanted this for an excuse to
carry off the detective without having him
recognized as a stranger and not Tom Jones,
lifted him up, and telling her to mix the drinks
good, they again lifted Thompson and carried
him down-stairs.
They took ·the precaution, however, to againt
dose him with chloroform before they started,
and to the detective's intense disgust he was
again compelled to succumh to the influence of
the drug.
With a grin of delight they announced to the
gang:
"Boys, we've captured Thompson, the de·
tective l"
Some of them received the news with joy,
while one old fellow, who had evidently seen
years of crime, growled out :
"Look out you haven't gov a white elephant."
CHAPTER XIX.
THE ABDUCTION.

IT was evening, and Mattie was quietly
seated in the large room at Cousin Green's.
She had been employing her time in reading,
but it had grown so dark that she was unable
to do so any longer.
Cousin Green was busily employed at the
time in the kitchen attending to her household
duties, aud Mattie had no oue to talk to.
The weather was so very pleasant out-doors
that she felt strongly tempted to walk out and
enjoy it.
She called out to Cousin Green that she was
going to take a stroll in the orchard .
At her advice she put on her overshoes, for
the dew was on the grass, and throwing a light
shawl around her shoulders, she started out.
Under the trees, loaded down with their
golden fruit, she passed, till she reached the
tree where she had last met. Perry.
Seating herself, unGonscious of danger, she
leaned her head upon her hands, and indulged
in a lone: train of reflections.
Thinking of the happy days in store for her
in the future, and pondering over the question
of the strange manner that had revealed to her
the true character of Sam Perry, and how bard
it would be to make her father believe the truth
of one in whom he had reposed so much confidence.
It is an old saying that if you think of'anybody but his satanic majesty, he will appear hefore you.
It would rnem to apply in this case, for if
Mattie had turned her head at that moment she
would have seen the malignant face of Perry
peering through the darkness.
Slowly and cauliously be crept, lest by the
least sound he should startle her.
Suddenly he sprung upon her, and wif.h a
quick movement, ere she bad time to scream,
he had thrown a heavy cloak over her head,
thus mufiling her voice.
The surprise and fright had been too strong
for Mattie, and she fainted .
Perry raised her easily and carefully in his
arms, and bore her a short distance to the road.
Taking a silver whistle from his pocket, he
blew a shor.t shrill call upon it, and a covered
carria.ge was rapidly driven to the spot where
he stood.
Placing the inanimate form of Mattie in it,
he sprung in himself, and taking the reins in
his hands, he said to the man who stood holdin~ the horse:
•You and :Mat go ahead to the depot, so as
to be rear- 'l there should be any trouble," be
said, and giving the horse his head, he drove
rapidly off In the darkness.
Mattie had recovered from her swoon, and
Perry seeing this had removed the cloak, allowing her to breathe more freely.
At the same time he cautioned her against
making any outcry to attract attention.
"What mean you, sir, by such conduct?"
she demanded, imperiously.
" Stop the carriage and let me out instant·
ly," she said, with flashing eyes; and she made
a dash at the reins in P11rry's hand.a.

"Not so fast, my pretty one," eaid PeRT.
with a sneer, as he evaded the attempt. •'f
told you I would win ·you, but you would
not believe me. How nicely you placed your·
self in my power;" and he laughed sardon•
ically.
" If you do not let me down instantly," she
said, "I will cause your arrest by the first oe4aj
son we meet upon the road."
"It would do you no good," he £:.:J, fiet•ce.
ly. "I would say you were insane, and who
would believe your story. Look at your appearance, and then think if any one would believe your words."
Mattie was indeed in a sad plight.
Her dress torn, and covered with mud from
the caniage wheels, her face flushed. and her
hair in the greatest disorder, while her nerves
were all 1shattered from the shock they had re·
ceived.
She saw the force of Perry's reasoning, and!
groaned inwardly as she thought of her position. Yet she did not despair of final reli ef
when they should reach the station; at least,
she could make the attempt even if it ended as.
he had predicted .
When they reached Davisville thev found no
one there but the station-keeper, anci were told
that no train would arrive for an hour.
Mat,tie endeavored to speak to the man, but
Perry was talking very earnestly to him out·
side; evidently he was ca1rying out the plan he
had mentioned to her on the way.
He had already sent one of the men back to
the village with the horse and carriage, and instructed him to proceed from there to New
York.
The other fellow had idly sauntered inside,
and was intently watching her from under his
heavy eyebrows.
Perry and the station-master iiext came in to.
gether, and Mattie instantly tbrew herself upoa
the protection of the lat.ter.
At first he received her story with incredulity; but Mattie pleaded so earnestly that
finally he began to believe her story, and when
she told him about her cousin Green, he doubted no longer, but knew her story to be true.
Perry had in vain endeavored to keep her
silent by threatening gestures, unseen by the
station-keeper, but without avail.
·
Finally the man turned around, and facing
him , said t>luntly:
" I believe there is some rascRlly plot here,
and I am going to protect the girl , for I am
sure she is telling the truth, and that you have
been lying to me."
Perry replied with a fresh supply of lies, but
bis purpose was now different; he did not expect him to believe them at all, nor did he have
that ·intention .
Darting a quick glance at liis nccomplice,
who evidently was waiting for it, he gave hilll<.
a wink which was answered by a nod, and in.
a moment both men sprung upon the stationkeeper, and bore him to the floor.
The noise of the approaching train was now
hear.d in the distance.
"Quick!" cried Perry; "a rope!"
The other d!'ew a cord from an insicle pocket,.
and with it they bound the prostrate man.
Perry then gagged him, and taking the key
of the station from his pocket, he dragged Mattie outside with him, and locked the door.
He then threw t.he key away.
The train thundered on and came to a standstill at the depot.
"No one at the station," said the conductor,
as he saw it was shut up.
"All aboard," he shouted; and Perry ancl
the companion who was with him hurried thegirl on the cars.
Mattie was so stupefied with horror at tbescene she had just witnessed, that she knew not
what she was doing. She acted like one in a.
dream.
The cool audacity and daring of Perry had
given her a still deeper insight into the reckless.
character, and she deemed him capable of any
villainy.
After they were off he drew from his pocket
a time-table of the road, and found that no train
would stop at Davisville before nine o'clock thee.
next morning, and by this time he would b&.
safe from all harm, even by the wires.
Mattie once thought of appealing to the conductor, but he was such a cold and stern-look.
ing man that she feared to do so.
What a long, weary rid.e that was, and how
she longed for a chance to communicate wit.a
some one who would rescue her from the vil.
lain who so coolly rode beside her!
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Abe looked around the car in hope of seeing
A little before the appointed time he called
some friendly face.
at the stables, but what was his dismay upon
But the passengers were too mu~h taken up learning that Perry had been gone a full half
with their own thoughts, at least, what few still hour.
remained awake, while the greater number
He was shown the road that be had taken,
were resting with their heads on the seat and started on, althouglt he despaired much of
boards, and snoring profoundly, and even the being airain able to find him.
lights in the car blinked sleepily, as if they
" A slippery cuss he is," he muttered, as he
had cau~ht tl1e infection.
strode on.
But all nigllts, h_owever long, must have an
On, on, through the gloom of approaching
end, and tnis nigllt was no exception to the night he went, past houses whose lights had
($eneral rule, and just as the darkness merged been extinguished for the night (for they go to
m the gray dawn of !l gloomy morning, the bed early in the country), past the road that led
train reached New York and ran into the to Cousin Green's, with his ears alert to catch
depot.
any sound of carriage-wheels, but witho-:it. sucAll was now bustle and confusion; the sleepy cess.
pR.SRengers started up. and in a half-dreamy
He had passerl his game.
way began to hunt up their baggage, and deHe reachec:. -•Devil's Rock," where tradition
parted as if regretful at the interruption to states that his satanic majesty once stepped, and
shows, in proof, his foot-prints on the surface of
their dreams by the reality of life.
Mattie. half dazzled and bewildered by the the rock.
·
confusion, was hurried out of the depot by
Butts pamed irresolutely; the thought came
Pe~ry-, and rushed into a carriage that stood in to his mind that perhaps Perry had turned off
wa1tmg.
in the road he had passed.
It was rlriven so quickly that the carriage door
The conviction grew upon him so strongly
slammed to ere she !lad time to remorn trate.
that he was right that he turned to retrace his
Perry called out some directions to the driver, steps.
and they were driven rapidly off.
He had proceeded but a few hundred yards
Mattie said nothing, knowing that anything when his quick ear caught the sound of carshe could say would not alter his determinatbn riage-wheels approaching.
in regard to her, and she wirnly kept silent.
" All right," he exclaimed, joyfully, as he
The carriage window was down, as the morn- stepped to one side in the shadow of the bushes.
ina was close and fog~y.
The carriage dashed by, and instinctively
They were just turning a corner when Mattie Butts knew it to be the game he was aft.er, and
saw the blue coat and brass buttons that desi~- sprung after it, intending to jump on behind
nate a policeman .
it.
The horse was making iplendid time, and the
Quick as a flash and ere Perry had a chance
to divine her intentions or stop her, she had young detective found it was no easy matter to
thrust her head out of the window and uttered catch it, as he had atfirstsupposed,it would be.
a loud cry of " Help!"
Still h., kept-on a dead run.
Perry uttered an oath as he rurlely grasped
He had the reputation of being a fast runner,
her arm and drew her back: but she had ful- and after running awhile, and getting his
filled her intentions, and now awaited anxious- "second wind," as he called it, he went on
Jy for the result.
with comparative ease.
The driver of the cab, who was one of Perry's
The horse, howeV"er, was steadily gaining on
gang, on hearing the cry, immediately whipped him, and tinally was out of his sight altogether.
his horses to their utmost speed.
Finally Butts reached a place where the road
"Faster!" yelled Perry. excitedly.
forked.
"Stop, or I fire!" yellerl the policeman, who
He knew that one of them led to the depot,
endeavored in vain to overtake them and was and that Perry would doubtless take that one;
but he had neglected to note particularly which
rapidly losing ground.
A loud, tantalizing laugh broke from Perry's road it was when he had first traveled it, and
lips. as, tL1rning a corner, they lost him to view now found himself sorPly puzzled.
Finally he concluded to keep straight on,
altogetlier.
"Anotller time, " he hissed, "and it will go and did ao for a short time, when the thought
struck him to look for marks of carriagebad with you; I want no trifling!"
Mat1ie did not condescend to answer him; wheels.
she saw how completely he had her in his, There were none, and blaming his own
power, and she determined that it would be stupidity in not thinking of it before, he reunwise for her further to exasperate him.
traced his steps and took the other road.
Perry had closed the windows anu drawn
By his mistake he had lost much valuable
down the curtains, and she had no opportunity time indt:ed.
of telling where they were going.
He had already missed the carriage a second
· She could tell by the easy riding of the car- time, for it had been driven back by Perry's
riage that they were running on the city rail- confederate while Butts was retracing his steps
road tracks, but further than that she could to the forks.
rliscover nothing; and leaning back on the cushThe boy, however, was ignorant of all these
ion, she endeavored to plan some means by facts, so he trudged patiently ahead till he at
which she might be able to escape from Perry's last 1eached the depot.
clutches.
Arriving there, he found the depot as silent
After a ride which seemed to her intermina- as the grave.
The train had been gone some time.
ble, Perry uttered an exclamation of: "Here
we are at last!" and the coach came to a standButts leaned against the rloor, and hegan to
'still.
reflect as to what would be the best move to
Mattie looked around, but saw no one; the make next, when he heard a faint moan inside
street was totally deserted.
the station.
At first it startlerl him, but after a few moments he came to the conclusion that it must
CHAPTER XX.
have been the wind.
THE ·rnAIL LOST.
'Presently be heard the moan repeated, and
THE trnin stopped at Davisville, from which this time he was sure he was not mistaken.
point the message had come, and Butts, full of
Some one was inside, and evidently in pain.
eagerness, jumped off.
Again he heard it, and there was a faint cry
Upon inquiring of the ticket-seller, he found
help.
that the man answering to his description had
"Foul play here somewhere," sllid Butts to
been seen going off in the direction of Wick- himself; and he endeavored to force open the
door, but without effect.
ford.
Evading the questions of the agent, who
He then procured a light rail off the nearest
seemed curious to know who the man was he fence, and tried it as a battering-ram; but the
was after, he started off down the road toward door was too strong for his efforts.
Seeing the outlines of a house a short distance
the village.
Pursuing his inquiries in a manner thnt was off, he concluded to seek help.
not calculated to arouse suspicion, he finally,
Walking up to the house, he approached the
door and rapped loudly.
after much trouble, traced him to the village.
At last he tracked him to the livery-stable,
He was answered by the barking of a dog,
where he learned of the arrangement that who was, however, chained fast.
Perry had made about the horse, and what
In a few moments a night-capped head was
time he was to ~all for it.
thrust out from a window above, and a shrill
Being now quite hungry, he went to one of the voice asked:
eating-houses, or oyster-houses, as they should
"What are you disturbing peaceful folks for
more properlr be called, and had a " good at this time of uightT Go way, or I'll set the
dog on you."
equare meal, ' as he expressed it.

or

,

" I want to get into the station," replied
Butts. " Who has the key? and where does.
the keeper Jive?"
" I don't believe you," grumbled the '\\1lmaL
to herself, though Butts overheard her.
Then aloud she said:
"You had better clear out if yon want !o see
the station-master; ;y:ou will find him 11t the
second house above. '
And the window came down with a slam.
"S'pose she thinks I want to cut her throat
and rob her," grinned Butts, highly amused,
as he started on to the second house above.
Arriving there, he found that the stationmaster had gone on to the depot some time ageand had not returned.
" And likely," remarked his wife, " he bas
gone to sleep there.''
Butts did not wish to distress her by telling
her what he suspected, so he merely bid her
good-night, and started off.
Re proceeded to the next house, whe-re be
succeeded in awakening the farmer and bringing him down to the door.
A few words sufficed t'o explain to him hiir.
suspicions, and in a few moments the farmer
was ready, and they etarted off together for thedepot.
Slightly suspicious of the boy, the farmer
took the precaution of putting in his pocket an
old horse-pistol that hung over the sh<>lf and
which looked as if it might have seen servicein the Revolution.
Butts smiled HS he noticed the movement, but
he said nothing.
At last they reached the station, and lisfening:
a few moments, they again heard the moans,
but fainter than t.hey had been when Butts first
heard them.
Pickiag up the rail that Butts had vainly
used, they attacked the door, and in a few mo·
ments it flew open. '
A strange scene met their eyes.
On the floor, bound. gagged, and helpless.
lay the station-mast.Pr.
His struggles to free himsflf must have beeR
great, for the strong cords had cut deep in his
wrists and ankles.
Cutting them loose, they chafed his limbs,,
and he slowly recovered consciousn~s.
For awhile his ]>rain seemed to be too confused to answer clearly, but he wi.s finally able
to explain his situation and the way he came
to be placed in it.
The description of the man had confirmed
But-ts's original suspicion that it was Perry's
work.
He also saw that Perry would immediately
return to Ne\ York ..
"Can't yon telegraph to New York and stop
him?" asked Butts.
"No," was the reply; "he has go• there b,Y
this time, and is now safe beyond reach, and 1t
would be useless."
Butts inquired when the next train woul!I
stop, and wus iaformed.
" But look here, young man," ~aid the sta·
tion-master; "didn't you say, when I saw yoa
last. that he was your father?''
Here was a quandary; it was plain that that
story would not do, and he did not wish to ten
the truth about the matter, but he saw that he
would be compelled to· do so or have trouble.
He then told the whole truth in the case
" And how are we to know you are telling
the trut.h now," said the farmer; "it's a strange
story-a strange story, indeed."
"Weill" replied Butts, "if one of you will
go as far as Groton with me on the next train,
I will tele,graph, and satisfy you for your time
and trouble."
The farmer finally agreed to do so. nnd invited Butts to come to the house with him until
after breakfast, which he did.
At last the time came for the train lo arrive,
and the farmer and his charge took their seats,
and they were off for Groton.
Arriving there, a message was sent to Thompson's nddress. In an hour or so an answer
came back:
"Thompson is not at home; dou'• know
where he is."
This did not satisfy the farmer, and lie took
Butts over to New London with him, and left
him in charge of the sheriff till they were able
to hear from Thompson.
"A queer go this," said Butts, di~gusled
with the business. "I suppose if Mr. Thompson has gone off on 11 week's trnmp, I will have
to wait his pleasure here, and meanwhile Perry
will go on as he likes; but we'll see."
0
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And the way he shook bis head showed that
" You are doubtless right," said Wilson.
he meant something more than he said.
" As I have sometimes beard him speak of bis
son that was dead, but always with sorrow, and
a desire not to cast a reproach upon the name
CHAPTER XXL
of the dead has been one of the reasons that inSAFE AT LAST,
duced him to keep the paper secret."
. c>R a few moments the passengers Etood
"Did you say that he is now in New York
..1king at the man who had just yielded up his Ci1y?"
· Jl'e to his l'llaker, and then they silently dug a
" He was, when I last saw him, and bad been
I i;rave there on the sands, while the captain, in there for some years."
a few impressive words, said the burial service
"How did you come to get these papers?"
" He came to my house some months ago,
over him; tbe11 the grave was filled up, and the
body of Tom Jones was laid away from sight, and had a long talk with me. He told me that
never more to appear till the last trumpet shall an attempt bad been made upon his life in
sound and he shall be called to the bar of judg- order to gain the papers, and asked me to take
ment for his sins on earth.
cl\arge of them, a~ no one would then know
This done, they turned their attention to the where to find them.
" I promised him I would.
task of rigging some· means to escape from their
position.
" He then gave me instructions to make
Accordingly, under the captain's directions them public if I did not again see him in a
the boats were got ready for service, and after stated time, as I told you before. The time is
serving out what few provisions that were left nearly up and I have not yet seen him.
" His last words were: ' If you do not see me
equally among them all, they emharked on
within three days after the expired time, take
their voyage.
They rea(·hed Beaufort without accident, and these papers and place them in the hands of the
police. They will explain all.'
-the next day took the-steamer for Savannah.
"By the dying man's confession, you have
Arriving there, Captain Studley invited Wil·
.son to be bis guest while be remained, 1md the seen that Mr. Hawkins's precautions were of
no avail. He may even now have been mur-Offer was accepted.
Seated in the parlor that evening. Wilson ex- dered by some of Perry's gang, even as that.
:plained to the captain all that he knew in rela- man made the attempt on my life."
" How long will it take you to transact your
tion to the matter. " And as for the papers, I
Jlave them all safe," returned the young man . business here?" asked the captain.
" That I do not know until I investigate it a
" Might I ask if one of them is the marriage
little," replied the young man.
cert.i ticate in question?"
''I intend to return with you and see this
''It is."
"How!" interrupted the captain, eagerly, Mr. Hawkins, if he is still living; if not, I shall
,
••you say it is. Did you manage to save the help to investigate the matter."
" That is the best plan possible under the
paper?"
" I did," answered Wilson: and as be spoke circumstances," Wilson answered, after think'be drew from an inside pockEt an oil·silk ing for a moment.
It was thus settled, and sho1tly afterward
packet closely tied.
Unfastening it, they found the papers bad not they separated for the night.
been at all wet.
" You see," said he, as he did so, "not
CHAPTER XXII.
·kno'l">ing what might happen ere we reached
here, I thought it a good plan to secure them in
THE DETECTIVE PLAYB A GAME.
this manner, and when the vessel was in such
-<langer, anticipating the worat, I secured them
WHEN Thompson again came to his senses
•J my person."
be found himself surrounded . by a swarthy,
You dirl well. And now," said the captain, villainous-looking set of fellows, whose faces
.fa a voice of emotion, " let Jtle see the paper in seemed to designate that they were uaring and
reckless enough for any kind of wickedness in
.question."
It was shown to him.
existence.
Involuntarily (for he bad been unbound) he
"Can I retain it?" he asked, after glancing
-0ver it, and passing it to his wife for her in- thrust bis hand in his inside pocket to draw his
revolver.
:Spection.
,
It bad been taken from him.
" I would gladly allow .you to do so," snid
the young man, " were the papers mine; bnt
The ugly faces of the men around him were
they were only int.rusted to me for safe keep- drawn in a grin of delight as they saw the
ing; and, though I doubt not t.ba(you have the movement.
best right to them, yet I can not conscientious" Guess your days for doing us mischief are
ly allow them to pass into any other hands but about over." said the man who acted in the
capacity
of leader in Perry·s absence. " How
·those from whom I received them. The party
that gave them in my keepio~," he continued, do you like your new situation?"
••~ave me iustruclions that 1f they were not
And he laughed loudly.
-called for by him in a Cl!rtain time, that I was to
It was obviom1that the best plan would be to
moke their contents public-the time wants a say nothing, so as to avoii;l exasperating them,
month or more of completion. This certificate so Thompson kept silence.
is the only paper open: the rest, you see," die"Won't speak, hey," said the man who first
playing the others, as he spoke, '· are securely addressed him. " Well, I guess you will before we have got through with you ."
sealed."
" And where, and who is the party that
Turning to the gang, he saiu:
"Show him to bis room, boys-the place
places so much value upon papers that concern
me and my family?" asked the captain, ear where we kept old Hawkins, you know."
nestly.
" Ha!" thought Thompson, " then this is
•·He is an old friend of mine. Mr. Haw Perry's gang of counterfeiters, is it? Well, if
I don't make something out of this, if I ever
"kins-"
"Hawkins?" interrupted the captain; "that get away, then my name ain't Thompson, and
is the name signed tp the bottom of the certifi I'll ~ive up the business altogether."
cate. Seel there it is. ' J. 0. Hawkins.·
Hts face lengthened, though, as be glanced
around, be saw the small chance there was for
Wlrnt sort of a man is heY"
The :roung man uttered an exclamation of his success.
They then thrust him in a low vault opening
'Surpris,e as he satisfied himself of the truth of
what the captain had stated.
from the room, and slammed anj bolted the
" There is some strange mystery here," said door outside, and he was left iu perfect darkhe. " I only read the certificate once, and then ness.
"Now, to find out what. sort of a trap I am
I did not notice that .the name is indeed that of
M>y friend . Be is a true anrl noble man, and in,•· he said, groping cautiously around.
1 have known him for a long time. I wonder His bands touche,d the sides; they were cold
aow they came to use his name in the transac- and smooth
" Iron," be muttered,
'on, and how he managed to gain possession of
It was evidently a vault where they hid their
•Jie paper afterward."
"I think 1 see it all now," said the lady. implements if they had any fears of the police,
... There nsed lo be a clergyman in this city by for the door was rn ari anged that it could not
.,__. name, who bad a son that was saiu to be be distinguished from the rest of the wall on
~•·i wild 11.nd a grent trouble to his father; this the other side.
Groping around in the darkness, lie found
must be the man. His son bas doubtless been
prevailed upon to perform this ceremony, and an old cot in one corner, and seeing any chance
·the father, hearing of it, ha~ in some manner be- of escapina: was useless, he threw himself upon
-come possersed of the certificate to hide it from it to reFt himself.
" What a fool I wu," he mused, " to drink
'1Ml world."
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when I bad so much at st11ke; but this I swear,
if ever I get out of this accursed place l will
never touch the poisonous stuff agai~." '
So saying, be dropped off to sleep,
When be"again awoke, some one bad brought
in a plate of foou and a candle, and placed
them on a stand by his bed.
" Well, whatever they intend to do with me
it is evident that they do not mean to starv~
me," he said, as be saw it.
He made a hearty meal, and when the man
came in to remove the dishes, he ventured to
in4uire as to what dispnsition they intended to
make of him.
·
The man would not answer a wora, as he
probably had received or<lers to tltat effect., and
finally Thompson abandoned the attempt as
u~eless.

He lay back upon the cot, and as the man
took up the light to leave him, he prepared to
take another nap.
The detective looked up to where the light
was reflected on the ceiling, and as he did so he
involuntarily started.
The back of the man was turned toward
him. and he did not observe the movement.
This was the cause of the detective's excitement. He had seen in a glance that the ceiling
of the cell did not consist of iron like the sides,
but of pine boards.
All day the detective lay there plotting, and
when the man had brought in his supper he
bad arranged everything in his mind.
"Rather dull this," said he to the fellow who
brought in his supper for the night. "Couldn 't
you lend a fellow a book and candle to read it

b!•?"

The man seemed surprised at the cool manner in which Thompson took everything. He
went out, however, and after a short consultation with his mates, be brought in a dog-eared
volume of "Jack Sheppard," and laid it beside
the candle.
" Good-night," said the detective, as the doqr
closed behind him.
A laugh arose from the men. They- could
not but admire such cool audacitv.
Could they but have known the deep meaning conveyed in . these two brief words. they
might not have considered it a laughing matter.
Hastily swallowing the food, be commenced
operations. Taking off his vest, be drew from
the lining of it a flat leather case.
Opening it at the end, be drew out a long,
slender steel saw.
Standing on the cot, he commenced bis operations. At first he feared that the boards might
be but a lining, and that the roof, or ceiling,
was like the rest, of iron.
His doubts were soon di~persed, for the slerrder blade slipped through to its whole length.
Satisfyinl!,' hiUJself upon this point, be waited
to see if he had been heard outside; but everything was as silent as the grave.
•
He was impatient and anxious to escape
speedlly, but he deemed it best to work cautiously.
Slowly he removed the boards one by one,
until be bad made a Lole sufficiently large to
admit of the passage of his bod,y.
Drawing himself through, be found himself
underneath a bedstead, and in a large room.
It was unoccupied, but be did not know bow
long it. would remain so, and he looked around
for some weapon in case be should be interrupted.
A large bureau stood in one corner of the
room, and crossing o,·er to it, be drew out a
drawer, and hastily overturned the contents in
his search. He was rewarded by finding a small
He
silver-mounted revolver, and loadeu.
stuffed it in his pocket with a satisfied smile.
Then he opened the door, and took in his
position.
The only means of escape that presented itself to his view was through the bar-room, aqd
there was no one there but an old woman,
whom he bad heard called Mrs. Grimes, who
was dozing by the bar.
Re stole cautiously forward across the floor,
and had nearly reached the door when the old
hag awoke with a start.
Recognizing him at a glance, she pulled a
bell·cord that bung beside her, that immediately aroused all the sleepers.
'.l'hompson sprung to the door just as twe
men entered from the outside.
.
They understood the scene at a glance. Knowing their own lives would be the forfeit should
he e&cape, one of them drew a revolver and
fired at the detective.
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was life or death with Thompson now,
knew it.
As
e man raised his revolver he dropped
on one n~e. and the bullet whistled harmlessly over his head.
A.t the same moment he fired at the man who
1tood in 1he door-way.
- lJ' ·>im was true, and the man dropped to the
floo.
Springing at the remaining man, he struck
:him with the butt of the pistol, knocking him
11enseless to the floor.
As he did so, the men came running up the
~tairs with knives and pistold flashing.
One man, unsuspicious of anything unusual,
'Was in the act of entering.
.
Ere he had time to think or act, the detective
had given him a heavy blow in the stomach
which aoubled him up completely, and darting
-0n, he ma along West Street, closely pursued
•b y three of the gang.
l<'inding that they could not overtake him,
one of th em fired at him, but without effect.
The detective 1urned partly around to return
it, and as be did so, the fellow fired again, and
'Thompson dropped like a. log to the pavement.
The three men ran up and bent over him.
"I've finished him this time," said the man
who had fired, as be pointed to his temple now
covered with blood. "He's done for now,
sure."
"Well," said another, "he was a sharp one,
and no mistake; just to think how he got out
-0f 1hat vault. and how cool he was about it.
.As long as I have been in the gang, I never
\IlOticed that it had-a wooden ceiling."
" He stole Mother Grimes's pistol," said a
third one, as he rolled the body over with bis
foot, and discovered the revolver in his rigid
·g rasp; " but smart as he was, his days are now
<>ver. I wonder what the captain will say when
he gell> back again?"
So th ey stood and looked a1 the man they had
11hot down so murderously, wit.h no compunction in their hearts for the horrible deed they
.had committed.
Finally they turned and walked away.
About a half hour afterward, a policeman
came sleepily along, and nearly stumbled over
the body.
He uttered a cry of horror as he did so, and
rapped for assist.ance. ~
The roundsman and another came to his help,
and together they carried the inanimate form
io the station-house, and the tragedy was ended.
Lt
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CHAPTER XXIII.
MA'l'TJE A CLOSE PHISONER.

"TRE house before which the coach contain1ng Mattie and Sam P erry bad stopped was a
large brown stone edifice in one of 1he up-town
streets.
Perry sprung out, and grasping Mattie by
the arm, rudely forced her to alight.
Vainly she glanced up and down the streets,
in th e hope of seeing some one to whom she
might appeal for protection; but no one could
.she see.
,,
Ascending the steps, be rang the bell. ··
It was answered by a smart and tidy-lo!king
young gill.
' T~ll your mistress i wish to see her," he
said, tossing her one of his cards.
Tne girl 'picked it up and walked off.
·
Perry then ushered his prisoner into the
drawing-room, and coolly invited her to be
seatrd.
The woman of 1he house soon made her appearance.
H er personal appearance was not by any
means prepos~essing.
Her features were coarse, her eyes sly and
cunning, and taken altogether, her face wore a
most forbidding aspect.
She bowed to Perry as she entered, then
glanced slyly from under her he11.vy eyebrows
At Mattie.
It was bu1; a glance. but she seemed to 'disicover the situation immediately.
,
"I have brought you a patient," said he;
'' and I wish you to take charge of her, and use
1ler well. She is slightly deranged here," and
ibe tapped his forehead significantly.
The woman nodded.
" I want. vou to see that all her wishes are at·
<tended to
-~ continued.
" She Illu.\' wish to tell you a long story, but
I wish you to pay no attention to any of her
idle fancies. Do you understand?"
A slight motion of the head was her answer.
., I shall see that you11 services are made good,
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[ besirles your other duties, l!o you will lose nothing by obeying my orders. Is the north room
ready to receive her?"
" Ye8," was the reply, spoken as if she had
accidentally let it. slip from her mouth in the
effort to nod her· head.
"Then conduct her there immediately, and
see that the door is kept securely locked. Also
me that she has nothing about her by which
she can injure herself, for it may be that she
will have one of the violent fits to which she is
subject, after I am gone. And now lead her
there, and be careful that she does not by any
means prove too smart for you, and rn escape."
Mattie sat and listened 10 this conversation
like one in a dream, for 1he events of the past
had followed one another in such rapid succession that they seemed like the shifting scenes
in a drama rather than the stern, cold realities
of t!very-day life.
Perry walked over toward her, and bending
down, whispered:
"It will be of no use for you to attempt to
escape me, or to say anything concerning the
little game I have been playing upon you, for
it would not be believed; besides, the woman is
in my pay, and dare not betray me, if she knew
it to be the truth."
This be said in a moc;king, tantalizing tone,
and adding, as a last bitter sting: "I will be
hack again soon to see you," be took up his hat
and depar1ed.
"Come." said· the woman to Mattie, gruffly.
"C'ome on. I'll conduct you to your room;"
and she seized her by the arm.
For a girl of Mattie's frame, the attempt to
struggle with such a powerfully huilt woman
would have been sufficient to have given a color
of truth to Perry's statement, and she was sensible enough to perceive it, so she merely said:
" Lead on., and I'll follow you."
"No you don't!" replied the woman, with a
cunning leer in her eye;. "You can't play
any of your !·mart crazy tricks on me·. I'm too
old a bird for that. You expected to he able
to dod~e out of the door and escape, but I don't
see i1.'
She bad divined Mattie's purpose exactly.
"Now, you go on ahead, and I'll follow,"
said she, quoting Mattie's words.
Seeing it was useless to parley further with
such a woman, she made no reply, but ascended
the velvet-carpeted steps, followed closely by
her new jailer.
" This is your room," spoke the woman, as
they arrived on the top landing and ,t hrowing
open a door as she uttered the words. Then
pushing her in, she passed in herself, locking
the door behind her, nnct placing the key in her
pocket,
"There is another room opening into this,
which can be at you r servicfl, if you should
have any company to receive;" and she laughed
coarsely at what she considered to be an excellent joke.
The rooms were both richly and elegantly
furnished.
The woman left her, telling her to be quiet
and conduct herself peareably, and she would
be well treated. She locked the door behind
h'er and was gonlJ.
Mattie sunk into . an easy-chair and listened
to the sound of retrea ting footsteps. Not a
shadow of a chance could she see for escape.
Lookiug from th e windows at the house in
the rear, 1he i.dea en1ered her head to make signals to the peo ple in the house, whose rear
faced the one in which she was confined; but
she reasoned that if they should come to the
house and inquire, that the same story would
be repeated to 1hem that Perry had told the
woruan, and they would. of course, believe it
as truth, and think no more of her, unless it
should be to watch her for curiosity, or point
her out to the·rr- friends as the " pcor mad
lady," so she abandoned that idea as futile.
Nothing remttined uadone, as she could see,
to inake her imprisonment prefect; and she at
last was compelled to acknowledge the stubborn fact.
A number of boolcs lay upon the table in the
center of the room, and Mattie endeavored t-0
occupy lier mind with reading; but the words
danced and flickered before her eyes. Now a
picture of 1he malignant face of Perry would
seem to sta1:t from the book, and after . a moment disappear. Then it wo1~ld be a view of
Cousin Green's house, with the peaceful, contented look it wore when she had last seen it.
Again, it. would be a large steamer. bravely
plowing the waves of the Atlantic, while a face
radiant with hope seemed to Blllile upon her.
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The scene changed, and through her halfclosed eyes she saw a shipwreck. Then she saw
the form of one clinging to a spar with the
courage of despair.
· .
It paEsed, and in its stead she saw: a Jong, low 1
stretch of sand, and a silent form covered with
a piece of boat-sail.
.
Then the scene changed more rapidly, every
one, as they appeared, seeming to loosen some
imaginary cord that bound her. At last a sweet
feeling of peace and security came over her,
the book fell from her relaxed grasp to the
ttoor, and she slept sweetly and serenely.
When she awoke again the afternoon.sun was
shining brightly through the windows, flooding
the room with its wilden .beams.
Thoughts of her lover occurred with her
waking, and the dreams or visions of the past
hour returned to her with startling clearness.
"Oh, what will William think when he finds
that I am gone?" she sighed. "Will he have
any suspicion of the truth and hunt me upT"
Her eye rested upon copy of the Herald of a
late date, and the thought occurred to her to
look among the arrivals at Savannah, and see if
perchance he bad yet arrived there.
The following item caught her eye, and she
read hurriedly:
"The steamer 'Star,' from New York · to
Savannah, was wrecked on Wimble 'Shoals two

a

days ago. The passengers and crew have not
yet heen heard from, and fears are entertained
for their safety."
The papet had probably been seen by Perry,
and placed there that she might also read it,
and to see that she was now completely under
his control; and as she reali2ed that she now
had no protector to save her from this human
fiend, her feelings overpowered her, and she
sunk back in a dead faint.
No one was near to assist her, and she lay for
a long time like one in her last sleep. Finally
Nature reasserted itself in the exhausted
frame, and she slowly recovered consciousness .
" William dead!" she moaned, as she recovered her thoughts, "buried beneath the dark
wave~ of the fierce Atlantic, and I helplessly in
the power of this man! Oh! what is life to me
now; would that. I could leave this world of
sorrow, and join William whither he bas gone.
What shall I do? What shall I do?"
Tired Nature again asserted itself, and her
eyes again closed in sleep. The mellow glow
of sunset illuminated the room with its beauty,
spreading a veil of golden halo over the fair
face of the beautiful sleeper, around whose
mouth lingered the lines of a deep sorrow,
Truly she was being tried in the furnace of
affliction.
.. ,
Even the callous heart of the housekeepoc
was touched as she entered the room the next
morning with her breakfast and saw her lying
there so innocent and sorrowful.
Her touch had in i~ something of tenderneBi
as she bid her rise and take her breakfast.
Mattie was surprised to see the bright rays of
the morning ~sun peeping in the windows, and
they had in- them something that brought a
beam of sunshine to her own heart.
The woman informed her after she bad fin.
ished that ,Perry had signified bis intention of
calling upon her 1hat day.
She .also advised her to conciliate him if possible, " For," said she, " he is not a man to be
trifled with, I assure you."
Her remarks showed that she had not been
deceived in any manner by Perry's words, but
that she had clearly seen through his plan; but
she did not con~ider that she had any right to
interfere in the matter, as she would be lhrowing herself out of a splendid si1uat.ion without
sufficient recompE;_nse, and gold was 1he only
idol she admired.
For gold she would hav«i sold her own soul,
fl.S we find many who doubtle&s have, as tar as
perjury, theft, murder, robbery, and all species
of riot and debaur·hery can go to rob a man of
all hopes of a happy hereafter.
. The tender feeling that had been but momen1ary die.d oµt, leaving the cold, mercenary
spirit of the woman to seem the darker by the
contrast.

I

CHAPTER XXIV.
BUT'rs GROWS DISCO,NTENTED.

THE sheriff in whose charge Butts had been
given was a cross, crabbed old fellow well
suited for the office.
He had very. exa1ted notions of his own dignity, united to a pompous, oTerbearlng m&llller
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that was laughable to those out of bis clutches, of the candle in bis hand, was purple with rage
and unendurable to the smaller fry that was in at this slight upon bis authority, and carried
tnem.
away by passion, heedless of his personal apIt had been some comiderat>le time since he pear:rnce, he started after the flying figure of
bad been able to show his aut-!Jority, and he the boy.
·
t!Jerefore unlmrd.-ned hi~ mind by keeping a
As Ire did so, his foot slipped over the rack,
strict watch -upon his prisoner, Jest he might where it lay across the hall-way, and down he
give him the · slip, and conveying to tile troop came, making it forever a hopeless wreck, and
of open-mouthed rustics who were following giving his devoted nose such a shock as to set
him, the idea that he had in custody a prisoner it bleeding copiously.
of great importance to I-he Stat e.
Puffing nnd blowing. he scrambled to his feet,
Butts did have a notion to run away, but on and darted out in the street in full pursuit. ·
second thought, concluding that he would re1'hen followed a scene laughable in the exceive an answer from Thompson by night, be treme, had the peaceful inh abitants of that city
remained contented wit.h his situat ion, amusing been b"Gt awake to have seen it.
himself by addressing wme "Of the crowd in
First, the fignre of a boy, running with all
slang phmses, until commRnded by the afore- his speed down Main Street; after him, with
said pompous sheriff to "shut up," when he his night-cap 011, and his Jong night-shirt flqwsubsided.
ing gracefully in the night air, his face red with
The sheriff concluded to take the prisoner to exertion. and nn old pair of slippers on, came
his house, as having no formal charge against the sherjff, with one hand over bis nose to stop
him he could not very well Jock him up in the the bleeding, and the other raised threateningly
jail; besides, it would be preposterous to sup- toward Butts's retreating figure, who was quickpose that a boy like him would be able to escape ly lost to view in the darkness.
from him-the sheriff of New London.
Blinded with rage, the sheriff did not see that
He therefore took him to his own honse, he had lost him, nor did he well know where
and after giving him his supper, he conducted he was himself, till running in contact with a
him to an upper room, and thrusting him in, night watchman, who grabbed him, he realized.
telling him to '"go to bed," he locked the the position that he, the pompous. dignified
door, put the key in bis pocket, and descended sheriff of that great city, had placed himself in,
to the bosom of his-the aforesaid sheriff's and his reflections were by n.o means of thP
family.
most soothing character.
" Well," said But rs, as he found himself
The watchman having been roused from a
alone, "this is a go! Here I expected by this sound nap by the noise. and not yet fully awake
time to have Perry safely spotted. a.nd now he to the true state of the case. held on to the
bas got away from me, and I am here fast as a sheriff with a tight grip, and it was only after
rat in a trap.
considerable trouble that he was convinced of
"I hope t.he governor will hurry up and get the fact that he had got hold of the wrong man,
me clear, for I am sick and tired of this town and by that time the right man was well out of
a.Iready in general, and of this room in par- clanger from pursuit.
"You had better go home," said the watchticular.
" It. might suit some," he reflected, " but man, who had now reco~nized him, " and get
hang me if I am that some."
back to b~d again as quick as possible before
He sat down and waited patiently until the any one sees you. A pretty condition you are
shades of evening had br.gun to se1tle over the in now; it wou ld hardly look dignified if any
city ; but still no message rewarded him for his one were to see you that knew you.
patience, and it soon ran out.
. " As for the boy, I will go down and see if I
" This is more than 1 bargained for.," be can find him, but I do not think there is much
said; and his feet commenced to beat a tattoo chance for success, after he escaped you."
on the floor with the intention of bringing some
This. with a Elight sarcastic smile that netone to him.
tied the sheriff exceedingly, though he dared not
In this he was successful, for the stately notice it, as at present he held the losing hand;
tramp of tte pompous sheriff was heard on ut he thought to himself, it ever fortune
the stairs, and the door was opened with a should place this man in his power, he would
rough demand of" What's wanted now?"
make him regret. it ; but he smothered his feel" I want to get out," said the boy, in the ings as best he mig.ht, and said, coaxingly:
words of the famed starling.
'' I hope you will say nothing hereafter in re" Can't Jet you out," was the abrupt reply, gard to this, and I will see to it tlrnt yotir dis" till I hear from New York, if I have to w1;1it cretion shall be well rewarded when l see you
until Christmas. Duty is duty, young man."
again."
And with this solemn declaration, which
So saying, he retraced his steps toward his
Butts had not denied, he again retired.
home, a " sadder if not a wiser man " th an he
"Yes, duty is duty," said the boy, meclita- was when be left it, and with the idea slo wly
tivcly, as the footsteps retreated "That's just creeping in his head that, though 9. sheriff, yet
exactly what I believe. And that's why I ain't a man could ·escape him as easy as from any
goin' to st·ay here any longer than is absolutely one else.
necessary."
Let me my here, for the benefit of tho~e readHe then commenced his operations to carry ers who may wish to know it, that the watc;hont. his intention of parting with the sheriff.
man considered the joke far too good to be lost,
The Jock which secured the door was put. on especially as he had hut a poor regard for either
from the inside, and taking his jack-knife him or his word, and for a long time nfterwnrd
from his pocket, he loosened 1he screws so that all that was necessary to annoy the sheriff was
it would be easy work t(l remove it when the to say something in his presence about sleeptime came for hlm to do so, and then his walking.
preparations were complete.
It produced the same effect upon him that
He wait.ed as patiently as he was able, until the sight of a red handkerchief would upon a
be heard the clock in a neighboring steeple turkey gobbler between whom (I.he sherift and
strike eleven, then he drew out the screws, re- the gobbler) there "\''as in disposition a slight re ·
moved the Jock. and listened to see if he had semblance.
After the sheriff had departed for his home,
been, heard hut he had not..
Then he slowly and cautiously stole down the the watchman did not go to look after the boy,
stair-way. The gas in the ball-way had been but sat down on a neighboring stoop to think
extinguished , leaving it in perfect darkness.
about it, and the subject appearing too foggy,
Butts quickened his steps, and had nearly be soon nodded welcome to the drowsy god.
reached the door, when he unluckily ran
Meanwhile, Hutts had arrived at the depot.
against the hat-rack, bringing it down with a and dod~ng behind a pile of bricks, he waited
loud crash .
.
further oevelopments.
The noise brought the sheriff, who was just ' Hearing nothing after awhile of his pursuer,
preparing for bed to the scene.
· he cautiously stol.e out again and reconnoitered.
Rushing down the stairs, half undresEed, ·with Presently the plash of a stenmer's paddles was
a lighted candle in his hand, be started a'fter beard, and the Groton ferry· boat, with a load of
the runaway, who was vainly endeavoring to cars bound for New York, soon after arrived.
get the hall door open.
Now was But.ts's opportunity, and he prepared
He bad nearly reached him, and a few more to avail himself of it.
steps would have sufficed to enable him to grab
After the cars had been landed, and the locohim, hut " there's many a slip 'twixt the cup motive attached to them, Butts stole under the
and the lip," says an old proverb. For that rear car, and seated himself upon the truck·
one moment enabled Butts to swing open the frame.
door, and with a loud , tantalizing lau11;h of de·
He had intended to clamber on top, but
fiance at the discomfited sheriff, he darted seeing the engineer and brakeman talking
down the street.
'
together. and fancying !-h at they were on the
The face of the sheriff, as seen by the light lookout for him, he did .DOt dare to.

" This is going to - be a cool place, at any
rate," said he, as he placed his feet upon the
frame that formed the brakes, while he threw
his right arm around one of the pieces that held
the tru cks together.
~
After the train had starte<l, Butts found owt ,
that his position was not near as comfortable aa
he had at first supposed.
The rapid motion of the cars over the ground .
caused his bead to swim if he looked down for
an instant; but that soon passed over.
The sparks f1om the locom9tive also annoyed
him, and the Cinders blew in his face and near·
ly blinded him. ·
-Still he clung on for dear life, for bad he re!axed his hold for a moment, he would have
been instantly crushed between the truck·frame
and the ties.
At last. the train come to a stand-still, for the
purpose of attach ing more freight cars and oiling up.
Butts now crept out, for his legs felt cramped
up from the position in which be had been
placed.
.
When the signal for starting blew, he got
back to his former place, and kept it until the
train ran into the depot at New York, when he
jumped off and cleared out.
CHAPTER XXV.
HOMEWARD

BOUND,

THE next day Wilson and Captain Studley
went out together to the office of Perkins &
Jones, the Savannah agents with whom the
young man had business to transact.
Wilson made all his ttrrangements for entering directly upon his duties, and found, when.
he did so, that there was st ill one thing wanting, and that was capital.
This he needed to go into bis duties as searchingly as was necessary.
.
As soon as the captain heard this, he offered
to advance the money himself
Wilson, however, refused, ~ny in g that he
would be enabled to send for letters from hi11o
employers for credit, and that he could wait un-1
ti! then; but the captain would accept of no
denial nnder any consideration, and would not.
be put down by any argumen ts that. the young
man might have to offer, so at last he acceptell
it.
The papers were then drawn up, snd it was
agreed that he should start upon his duties in
a short time.
·
Wilson seemed delighted with th e prospect
that opened before him. He was to have a good
position, with all)ple salary to support a wifei
and be looked forward to the future as full o<
bright prospects for him.
He took occasion, when they had left the
office, to express to tlte captain his thanks for
hi~ kindness.
"Tut, tut !" said the captain;" the shoe is.
on the other foot; the thauks ought to be to
_you, for, had it not been for your as~istance, 1
would, not now be here. I have done nothing
wortbll;pen king of for you yet."
By this he implied tbat he intend ed to do still
more for him in the future.
"What do you intend to do ill th e mterval:
before you begin your duties?" asked the captain, as they were walking home together.
"There is a steamer to sail to-mo rrow." he
replied, "and as there are several thin g» I will
require that I will have to get in New York, I
thought of taking a trip back again." .
" I am with you there._" said Captain Studley. " I feel anxious to clear up the mystery
that is involved in those papers, aml so. as I
have at present no vessel, I shall go too. I will
also have to report the partkul ars of the
steamer's Joss to the owners in the cit y. "
Wilson expressed himself highly pleased at
·t he prospect of a companion on bis way back.
On the way home Wilson stopped into a
tailor's and ordered a suit, as bis own was
rather the worse for wear.
The next day they were busy in preparin~
for departure, and at last the time came for
them to be off, a.nd they went down to thesteamer together, and were soon leaving the
city far behind, passing down the narrow river
that emerged into the open sea.
Soon the light·house was reached and passe<}..
and they were fairly off for New York.
Wilson watched the scene till the light-house
had passed from sight, then he sat down on one
of the steamer's benches, and ir;idulgbd in a fit
of musing.
He was at length aroused from his reverie D.J'
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the voir.e of Captain Studley exclaiming in his us any delay, for the business is already setea.-:
tied."
"A penny for your thoughts, my boy."
"Settled!" said Mr. Jones, with a look of
"I was just thinking," replied Wilson, with astonishment. "How is that?"
a smile. " of the folks at home, and the sur" Why," returned Wilson, "the arraogeprise ~~_,re is in store for them by my return meats are all completed. I saved the papers,
lY ;ie.
and everything has been settled. I am to com.• Yes, I suppose it will be somewl1at of a mence work in a few weeks."
Seeing that Mr. Jones still looked astonished
sr'l'prise," returned the captain, smiling; "but
I ;,;m inclined to think it will be an agreeable and incredulous, William detailed to him all
one to one person at least," with a meaning the particulars of the affair, including the part
glance at the young man as he spoke.
Captain Studley hud acted in it by furnishing
"But I hope that I also may meet with a him with the requisite capital.
surprise by finding the whereabouts of this Mr.
" I am much indebted to you," said Mr.
Ha ..·k ins when we get there. I de n't know .lones, turning to the captain, "for the kfod
exactly how it i~. but I feel a strong presenti- service you have rendered this young man; and
ment that he is the one to again restore happi- if you will but state the flIDOunt, it shall be imness to me, and I feel the strongest desire to see mediately refunded to you, with our deepeft
him and lea rn from him all that he knows."
thanks for your kindness."
"Well," replied William. ":;: also wish to
"That I shall not do," said the captain,
see him, and have this affair cleared up, as much "for I wish the amount to remain to the young
as your selt. How it is to be done is more than I man's credit. I have an object in this, which I
can understand; but Jet us hope for t.11e best, shall not now reveal to either you or the young
Captain Studley, let us hope for the best," he man."
said, cheerily.
The merchant saw that he was in earnest, and
Slowly seemed the days to pass that were oc- reiterating his thanks for his kindness, he
cupied m their passage: each was busy with dropped the subject.
his own th.oughts, and all conversation, no
They were preparing to leave, the yr ung man
matter on what subject commenced, would in- telling his employer that it he had no occasion
variably turn to the same subj~ct-tlle mystery for his sen·ices then that he would like to have
of the papers and Mr. Hawkins.
the day to himself, and receiving the assurance
It was a still, clear day when they passed that he might have all the time he wanted until
The sea was calm and the steamer returned, when a noise was heard
Hatteras Light
smooth, and nothing gave token of that terrible on the stairs, and a moment after Mr. Perkins
night, so recently passed, when they battled for entered the room, highly excited, and holding
life in its treacherous waves, and conquered.
a newspaper in his haud.
The sights recalled to their minds distinctly
"Good news!" he exclaimed, holding the
the dreadful srene, and prominent among the paper toward Mr. Jones, and in his excitement
rest arose in their thoughts t.he picture of that ignoring the fact that there were strangers presman breathing his last. upon the barren sands, ent. " Good news! The r.rew and passengers of
.and the small heap of sand which now marked t.he steamer have been reported safe. Here is
his ;sting· place, if perchance the restless sea the Ravannah paper, with a full account of the
h aL1 not already swept it out of existence, and particulars, just qrou~ht on by the steamer."
claimed again the victim who had been wrested
Then for the first time seeing the two gentlefrom its grasp.
'men present, he slopped abruptly.
Wilson had his back turned toward him as
At last the trip was ended, and the steamer
rapi rlly approached tbe great metropolis.
he entered, but as he ceRSed speaking, he turned
Sandy Hook light was made and passed, and around and said, pleasantly:
steaming slowly· up the harbor, the wharf was
"A fine day, Mr. Perkins "
reached, and after much puffing and exertion
The gentleman gazed at him a moment in
of the steamer, they were finally made fast to speechless astonishment; finally he found his
the dock, and the bustle of landing was com- voice, and grasping the young man warmly by
menced.
the hand, tJXclaimed, heartily :
They concluded to go to a hotel for the pres" Why, where in the world did you come
ent, until they were able to look around and from, and how did you get here?"
find a quiet boarding-house; and so they left
•· I came from Savannah, and upon the same
their trunks on board the steamer, with in· steamer that bron9ht the paper that you have
strnctfons that they were to be sent for when, just brought in:' and then he narrated the
required, and hailing a cab, they stepped in, facts as he had before done for Mr . •Jones's beneand were soon comfortably seated in a room at fit.
the Metropolitan.
After arranging their toilets, they immediateCHAPTER XXVI.
ly wended their way to the office of Perkins&;
NOT DEAD YET.
Jone~. in order that Wilson could report the
THE policeman who had heard the report of
sucress of his mission.
.
Afrer much delay In crossing the crowded the pistol fired at the detective hurried to the
streets, they at last reached the office, and scene. but when he had reached the spot., he
could see nothing of any one.
ascended the stairs.
They opened the door and entered.
Finally his eyes rested upon what seemed to
Mr. Jones was seated hy the window reading. be a dark object stretched upon the ground,
He raised his eyes carelessly from the paper as and he hastened to the scene.
his visitors entered.
The detective lay in a pool of blood just
" My F•arst" ejaculated the old gentleman, where he had fallen, and seemed, to all appearas his eyes rested on Wilson. "Where in the ances, dead.
"A bad ca~e-a bad easel" muttered the
name of conscience did you come from·/ I
had given you up for lost;" and he shook his policeman. •· Another man shot, and no clew
to the murder. Well, he 's finished, I suppose;"
hand warmly as he spoke.
Wilson introduced the raptain, and they sat but in -Order to satisfy himself, he placed his
down together to recount the story for the bene- h11nd ovn the region of his heart, but could
fit of )fr. Jon e~.
distinguish no movement.
" We heard," said the old g':'ntleman, "that
" 'Twould be a strange thing if he could live
the ~·earner had been wrecked, and all hands after having a hole .there," he said to the police ·
man who had answered to his rap, and now
lost."
" Which was partly true and partly false, " stood lookiug on.
said Wilson in reply. "I suppose yon are satThen the ronndsman joined them, and with
~fied that I am real, and not an inhabitant of their united help they conveyed the body of the
detective to the station-house and laid it down.
the spirit world."
"You look natural enough," rejoined Jon s,
"Send for the doctor," said the captain.
laughing; "but now for the story."
" It is of no use, 1 know, but I would rather
W ilsi • furnished him with a detailed account have it done, so as to leave no room for talk
()f i1 a~ •• is known to the reader.
from outsiders."
Mr . .fon es seemed greatly agitated when he
It was done, and what was the surprise when,
mentior l the name of the man who had been after a careful examination, he reported that the
buried L the sand; but he subdued his feelings man was still alive. He was then lifted up and
by a powerful effort, and it was attributed to placed upon a soft mattress, while the doctor
went to work to discover the extent of his innaturnl emot.ion only.
" This misfortune will put us back consider- juries.
ably." said Mr. Jones after hearing him through.
After procuring some warm water and soap.
" When will you be able to start again, Wil- the doctor pronounced the wound a mere
scratch; the ball bad struck the temple, glancson!''
" You are mistaken," said tile young man. ing off, and doing no further injury thnn plow"aoout the affair, as it will by no means cause ing the skin and knocking him senseless.
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" An eight of an inch nearer," said the d~
tor, " and he would have been as dead as a door,
nail. But look; he is coming to!"
It was so. Even as he spoke, the detective
slowly opened his eyes and gazed around him
in bewilderment.
" My eye!" exclaimed a new-comer, who
had just entered the room and seen his face .
" Ifs Gus Thompson, as I Jive! I wonder
what scrape he has been in now."
The mention of the detective's name caul!ed
a general excitement among those present, who
had long heard of him by reputation but who
had never before seen him.
Their conversation was cut short by the doctor, who ordered that Thompson be kei>' pet"·
fectly quiet for a time, till he had a chance t.o
collect his scattered senses; in the meantime, he
suggested that they all keep perfectly quiet
about the affair, as it might do a great deal of
harm to his plans if it should be known of his
condition.
All this time Thompson had lain perfectly
quiet, his watchful eye first looking at the doc
tor and then at the others, hut he seemed too
weak to make an effort to speak.
The doctoi:'s face expressed grave doubts as
he returned to the man's bedside afLer the room
had been vacated.
·
Approaching the patient, he took one of his
hands in his own, an<;l looking him in the eye,
he asked, kindly :
" How do you feel now, Thompson?"
The man, hearing his name called, turned a
vacant look upon the doctor, but made no answer.
Another question being put to him, he suddenly broke out with:
'. 'Yes, there th<>y come; they thii;ik they are
gomg to catch me, but they won't. Didn't I
fool them nice? Ha! ha! ha!" and he laughed
immoderately.
The doctor's fears were verified; the man
was temporarily insane. The shock of the bullet, though not sufficient to kill him, had been
sufficient to '10nfuse his ideas.
It was difficult to say how long it would be
ere he would recover his lost faculties. He had
known of cases where. it had only lnsted for a
few days, and he had read of others where it
had taken months.
However, he prepared him a soothing drink,
and left him, with orders that he was to be /
kept perfectly quiet and free from excitement,
and with these instructiQllS, he left him to the
care of a competent man.
For reasons best known to himself, the chief
of police, after hearing a report of the affair,
and visiting the detective, gave orders that a
full account of the case be sent to the papers,
differing only from the real truth of the matter
in one particular, and that was that they reported him as dead.
Whereas the reader knows to the contrary.
The chief's reason was this: He re.asoned that
if Thompson had some game in pursuit at the
time he was shot, that they would be altogether
thrown off the scent when they read of his
death in the papers.
Consequently, if Thompson recovered his
senses, as they expected, he would be able to
take up the trace again wit.bout the least
trouble. So the long days passed.
Every care that the imagination coukl concei.ve was bestowed upon the unfortunate detect.i ve; but ~o far they had been without avail
in accomplishing the much wished for result.
His mind seemed to be in a cloudy state; not
enough indeed to interfere with his knowledge
of what was going on at the present time; but
the faculty of memory seemed entirely to have
left him, and he was unable to remember
what had been said five minules after the words
had been uttered. He was also quite weak still
from the loss of blood.
In the counterfeiters' den the gang had con- ·
gratulated one another that their powerful
enemy, whom, perhaps, they feared more than
any other person living, was now at last unable
to inflict further harm upon them.
" Yes," said one of the p:ang in 9'Plr. to an- 1
other who had just addressed him, " 1t was a
good thing that we finished him. If he had
got away from us, we would have had the whole
force down on us in an hour's time."
"But," chimed in another,·· who would have
dreamed of his getting away from us in that
style; he must have served his trade al carpentering. However, if he had been searched
at first, as be ought to have been, he would not
have had even that chance. However, it's all
over witll him 'now, and we might as well d:op
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the subject. It's all well enough to talk now here depends upon your own will, for the mat- such a villain as be is! Shure, I know enott~
about what should have been done, but the ter rests in your own bands. If you choose to about him. It shall never be said that Mary
thing is now, to be careful in the future about become my wife, you can leave here as soon as . O'Connor refused her aid whin 'it was wanted.
what we are doing."
the ceremony is completed; but if, on the other
"Shure, I fell in love wid your purty face·
These sensible remarks were. looked upon hand, you refuse this offer, you will stay here whin ! 'first saw ye, and I made up my mind
witli favor by the rest of t.he·gang, and the con· until you do come to this opinion; only, I warn that there was some mischief up.
Yersation ended.
you that I am not the most patient man in the
"They told me when I started up here not to. " I s'pose we <'an go on with the ci rculation world, and if you persist too long in remaining ·moind anything that ye might say, fur. they
oi the queer, now he's gone; can't we, leften- obstinate, then I will take other measures which sed ye was mad; but I gues.s I can see as far
ant?" said one of the gang, addressing the man I ·shall not now explain to you, but which, I through a mill-stone as any of thim."
who officiated in the absence of ·captain Bur- am sure, will be strong enough to induce you
" God bless you!" murmured Mattie, as she
ney, better khow to the reader ail Sam Perry. to change your tone; but whether I shall be as listene'1 to the honest avowal. "You shall lose
" You know," continued he, " that the de- lenient to you as I am now it's another question nothing by your sacrifice if I once get clear of
tective 'was 'trui cause of our stopping, as the altogeth er. But you knew this before, so I this house. I had al most despaired of ever becaptain seemed to be afeared that he was on will not repeat it. I leave this subject in your ing able to leave until-"
our track."
hands."
And she covered her eyes at the recollectioa
" Yes," put id another, "there's no one
" Then," replied Mattie, spiritedly, " I shall of Perry's words.
" There, now," said the girl, soothingly, "it
knows enough to catch us now except the stay here!" And l}y the determined manner in
Bowery Detective, and be has retired from which she uttered the words, they were enough will be all ri¥ht. Now whisht till we see what
business."
to convince him of the fact that she meant is to be did.'
" Well," said the man addressed, '' I am go- them. " My friends will find me, though it
They then arranged a plan for action:
ing to wait until the captain 1comes, and let him should take months to do so, and I shall yet be
It was agreed that Mary should steal up to•
give bi8 own orders. I ·am not ,going to take al3le to free myself from your unwelcome pres- the room at twelve o'clock that night with the
the responsibility on my shoulders, by any ence."
key, as she knew where it was kept.
means. I might not please bil)l if I did-"
'' Very well ," he said, repressing his anger by
As Mary would of course be unable to retain•
Before he had finished speaking, Perry en,- a st.rong exertion; " but I warn you that you her place afterward, she was to leave with.
tered, and was greeterl with loud exclamations 'Will not find the position as easy as you expect. Mattie, and ,go with her to her own residence,
of " How are ye, cap?" and other words of , 1t will be a useless waste of patience on your where she would be well taken care of.
a like character.
'
part, as for the · chance of your friends findThe arrangements were finally settled, andL
· " Pretty well, boys," answered Perty, as he ing you here, I can assure you that there is not the girl removed the tray and returned agaiJL
threw himself in a chair. " How Lave you the least possibijit.y of such a thing occurring. to her accustomed duties.
been getting along since I left you some time Remember you were missed from Rhode Island,
Mattfo sat down to await with what patience
ago?''
'
'
,
and no one would dream of searching for. you she could the hour fixed upon for her departure.
A 'chorus of voices was raised to answer him, here."
but be gently waved them quiet by bis band,
Mattie saw the force of his reasoning, but
Many were the varied thoughts that' were·s aying:
she bravely faced him, though b,er heart was sur,ging through her mind during those few re" One at a time, if you please ; it will last heavy as lead.
maining hours. What would Cousin Greea
Perry's voice assumed a much more tender think of h'1r sudden disappearance? she thought.
longer. Det me liear what my luff has to say."
The individuar addressed gave the chief a manner t]lan be had yet used, as he continued:
And now she regretted that she had not taken
full account of all that had transpired during
"Besides, Mattie," said he, as he arose and her fully into her confidence, and then she
his absence, and concluding with the capture, advanced ' to take her band-" besides, I love would have had a clew by which tliey migh~
· escape, and death of Thompson.
you, and would do all in my power to make have found her.
"Good!" said Perry, ·as 4e fibi~bed, rubbing you happy if you would but give me the opBut the thought that caused her the most pai•
his hands together, as if he were highly pleased portunity to do so. Only say' that you will was the anxiety and grief it would• cause her
with the news. " That is one good deed done, marry me, and I will have the ceremony per- father when be heard the news.
for he was the only man that at all bothered formed ' here this evening that will make you
There were many sad thou,ghts that occupied>
me. And now, boys," addressing the gang, " I my wife."
·
her mind, and tended to make her still more
guess we' had better P.roceed to busine'ss, and
What a strangely pleading tone be bad!
anxious to escape as the hours drew slowly on:
shove out sCime more. But ·I am tired out,
Either the man was a most consummate actor, ere the momentous time should come.
To her the moments seemed lengthened into
boys, for I, have been out on a long, long trip, or one of those strange specimens of human
and I am pretty well used up. So I will leave nature that sometimes perplex us to place them. hours, and glancing at the clock upon the manyou and see if I can noCget a few hours' sleep,
Mattie answere_d him scornfully', and defied tel she sa that it was only ten.
which I much stand in need of."
him to do bis worst.
Slowly, slowly crept the hands around the
Saying this, be arose, and bidding them goodHis manner changed in~:ntly to a savage dial, as if Time had also got 'tired of his duties.
night, he )eft th~m.
"scowl.
Eleven o'clock---<>ile hour more between her
There was much curiosity 1I)anifested in their
"So be it!" slowly, an with a cruel em- and liberty.
'
faces as to where he had been• that had tired phasis on each word. "So be it, my proud,
Patience, Mattie., patience!
him out so, and fdr ~bat purpose, but none of beauty; and I swear 't hat you shall be mine.
Five minutes of midnight, and the stealthy
them had courage enough to ask him.
Your lover is already out o-f my path; you can sound of a key turning in the lock was heard.
Some of them shook·their neads and said:
not call on him for assistance!"
"What if it should be P (j rry?" thought Mat-"Business is pretty heavy on the captain; be
In the excitement of the moment Mattie had tie, with a momentary thrill of alarm.
is. working too bard, and ought to have some forgotten the blow she had so lately received; She was reassured, however, for as the door
rest---<>r else he bas something else updn his but now it recurred to her with redoubled swung noiselessly open, the honest face of Mary
mind outside."
'
torce.
'
O'Connor greeted her.
· And they turned their a'tlention again to their · What a cool, calcula1ing villain was the man
H er features expressed fear and anxiety, forwork.
'
' · now, as be stood watching for the effect his she half doubted the success ot the scheme.
' --words produced, as Mattie sunk back in her
"Are ye all ready?" she asked, in a shrill.
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seat and tightly clasped her bands to her tern- whisper.
"Yes," was the reply, in a low voice.
ples without speaking.
PLANNING ESCAPE.
Perry's la:>t shot had bit the mark. His words
" Thin follow me."
THE :first liayS' of Mattie's captivity bad near· had opened afresh the wound in her heart, and
And slowly and cautiously they began to dely passerl away, and still Perry had not called; she moaned bitterly.
s<;end the stai~ca8e.
but as the day was fast drawing to-a close, and
He stood watching her for a few moments
They had nearly reached ' the bottom; only a
as the bands of the clock pointed to half past longe r; ll.nd seemingly satisfied, he gave vent to · few· more steps between them and freedom,
five, he was announced , anq permi11Sion asked !I savage laugh, and left the room, locking the whenif he could see her for a few 'moments.
dooi: behind him.
A broad glare of ligh t ~ashed upon. them.
" Of course, as I am in his power, he is at
Mattie sat for a long time buried in grief, un - from an open door, and the harsh voice of the
perfect liberty to come, as I can not prevent til she was arvused by the ent rance of a girl -housekeeper exclaimed, as she roughly grasped
him," sb,e said, bitterly, in reply to the servant wi th her supper.
Mattie:
who brought the message.
It. was not the same person who had b1ought " "You don't escape from me as easy as that,
His step was now heard upon the stairs, apd her her meals on former occasions, but the one young woman! And as for you," turning to
in a few moments the door was thrown open, who had opened the door for Perry when they the terrified Jl:[ary, "I will attend to your caseand he entered the room.
ha'd first arrived at thii house.
after I have settled with this one.
His personal appearance' was mucli improved
The girl cl).st a compas~ionate glance upon
"Now come on!" she exclaimed, pushing
to what it had been' when she saw him last.
Jvlat1ie as she saw the traces f her recent Mattie on before her, who, totally unnerved by
The look pf al).xiety which he had worn then , grief.
.
t failure of her plans, hacl. not the heart to·
had now disappeared, and in its place· was a · Mattie instinctively felt that she would be say' one word either of expostulation or en- •
self.satisfied smile that augured ill to Mattie1 able to find a friend in the person of this girl treaty.
and she felt it so.
if she made the lffort.
The virago saw her again safe)y locked in
" Have ' ou no word of greetii;ig for me?" he
As soon as the door bad closed. she iold )ler her room, and then muttering to herself imasked, softly. as he bowed, and seated himself a rapidly, and in HS few words as possible, of all precations upon the head of the offending.
little distlmce 1from her.
.<\
''t.he indigrrities to whir-h she had been subjected Mary, she started off to 'find her anci vent bee
Mattie cast a look of withering scorn upon at. Perry's bands, and the poor girl listened anger on her umesisting head.
him as, ignoring bis question, , sb.e asked, attentively, stopping her every now and then
haughtily:
till she went to the door to see if any one was •
I '
CHAPTER XXVIIL
" How long d.o you intend to keep me con- ontsirle listening.
.
"Will you help me to get away from here?"
fined in this house?"
AT A LOSS.
"Pray do not treat me in such a cool man'- asked Mattie as she concluded.
nelt'," he answered, coolly. "Let me talk to
"Be aisy," replied the girl, in a rich, full
THE first thjng that Butts did after reaching·
you h1 a sensible manner."
brogue. "It's not the loikes of me that would the ciry was to go to a hydrant and wash pis
"That 'would be impossible," she retorted.
be afther seein' a fellow-crather in distress and face, and then he went and bad, as be e::<L "So.ftlyl Do not interrupt me.
Your stay not help thim out. :Sad cess to the master for pressed it, "a good square meal." A m~
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t1emrible proceeding, the reader will admit, for
\"'hO is able io work upon an empty stomach?
Thea, with a rueful countenance, as he
thought upon the non-success of bis mission,
he started off for the residence of bis employer.
What was his astonishment to find that
Thompson had not been home for some days
The news rather startled him at first, but being quite a philosopher, he reasoned:
" If the governor ain't able to take c1tre of
bimself, then there is no one e!Se that is able to
take care of him, and I guess he is all right.
Perhaps he has gone off on a hunt. If be bas.
I bet he won't have the bad luck that I have
had, for if be starts after any'one they are sure
to be nabbed.
· " I wonder bow the sheriff feels this morning?" he chuckled, as the scene came distinct ly
up before his mind. " I guess if I bad waited
for that dispatch, I mi.e:bt have waited for some
time, judging by present appearances.
"But now for my next move. I suppose
Perry is in the city somewhere; but how am I
to find him? That is what I would like to
know.
"And now for it," he said to himself, determinedly, as be turned away from the house.
All day long be walked the streets of the city,
tired and foot-sore, but still resolute. His was
not a nature to be overcome bJ-<>bstacles; they
rather served to stimulate him on to fresh exertions.
Up one street and down another, strolling
into saloons, bar-rooms, and restaurants; wherever there seemed to him to be even the most
remote liability of finding his man or bearing
any news of bis whereabouts.
Toward evening he dropped into one o1 the
Houston Street tree-and-easys, and threw himself wearily on a chair.
His attention was attracted to a knot of men
who. were discussing the latest news.
"Did you bear of the shooting affair in West
Street?" asked one of them.
" No," was the answer. "Who was it?"
"Why, it was the shootino- · of the famous
Brooklyn detective. He was killed instantlyhad a hOle clean through his head. "
Butts's heart leaped up in his throat, and his
head grew dizzy as he he1trd these words, but
by a strong effort he controlled himself and
listened to hear more.
"How did it happen?" some one asked of
the man who bad first spoken.
"Well, I got my information from the News.
It seems it was done in this way;" and then
)le explained the matter as it was reported to be.
" What was his name?" asked a rough-looking fellow who stood listening to the co
_
tion.
nversa
" He was generally called the Brooklyn Detective, but his name was Thompson. I guess
we have all heard of him some time or other;
but he will trouble none of us a!!:ain-quite a
loss to the police force of the city. N
An expression of general satisfaetion that
they hRd one powerful enemy less was visible
on the faces of those present as they he d th
story
ar
e
Bu.tis turned pale and weak as be listened to
the conversation. The governor gone! Killed!
Vould it be possible? And staggering to his feet
like a drunken man, he walked out of the barroom in a half-dazed condition, like a man iu a
dream who knows not whither be is O'Oing
'
"'
·
Mere was now his hope of th~ fut1;1re, and
who would he have n?w to adD?omsh !um as to
his best co.urse? His best friend was ~one,
shot down m a moment, and he was left friendJess an~ alone.
Commg to a n~wspape_r stand, he bought a
copy of the paper m question, and after .a short
search, he found the paragraph to which the
man bad allud.ed.
It was a. bnef stat~I?ent, merely. as reported
by !he police, and gmng the station-house to
which be had been taken.
. Butts, wi~hlng to bear more o~ the details,
) next bent !us 11teps toward the statwn-house.
~ . Arriving there, be inquired more minutely
for particulars.
The captain in charge looked at him suspiciously, and asked him what he bad to do with
Thompsom, and what business it was of his.
Butts replied that be was bis Rid, at which
the captain laughed heartily, seeming to consider it an excellent joke.
To all further inqniries, Butts gave no an swer, merely reit erating bis original statement.
· The captain finally came to the conclusion
#lat tllere was something in what the boy said,

and be wrote a note to the superintendent stating his belief. and gave it to Butts, saying :
"I can give you no more information further
than that which you have already read in th e
paper. But here is a note to the superintendent; perhaps he may be willing to tell you
more_''
Butts thanked him, and taking the note, he
bid the c1tptain ndieu, and started down Mulberry Street to the superintendent's headquarters.
He found the gentleman in, and in as 1ew
words as possible be stated to him bis business,
and gave him the note from the captain.
The chief thoughtfully perused the note, and
then closely watching Butts's countenance, he
bid him go on with his story.
He listened attentively as Butts told him of
the business that had lately engaged his time,
of the trip in the country, and of its unsuccessful termination. He also wished to know more
fully the nature of the business; bnt this the
bol. positively refused to reveal at present.
' Do you not know that I have the power to
simply ring the bell, and in two minutes you
can be placed under arrest?"
Butts replied that he/did, but he could not by
such means find out what he wished to know,
as the secret did not belong to him.
"Yon are a 8afe man for a detective," be
said at last, seemingly pleased at Butts's closeness on the subject. .. And now," said he,
.. I will tell you the ·main points that you were
h,untiag up."
And turnin g to a large file of papers, be took
one off, and assured Butts by its contents that
the whole business was known to him up to the
time that the boy had left the city and the detective had met with his unlucky adventure.
Then he said to the boy:
"J believe your words, and I also believe
you can keep a sec!ret, so I shall now confide
one to your )ieeping. Your master is not dead,
but "-check in g the boy~s exclamation of joy"he might as well be for all the use he will
ever be to himself or others hereafter."
He then explained to Butts the detective's
condition.
" P erhaps the sight of me will bring back his
memory," said Butts, as the chief tinisbed.
The chief approved of the idea.
He rang the bell and a man appeared.
"Sei;id the doctor here/' he ordered; and the
man withdrew to obey him.
.
He presei;itly entered the room, and to him
the chief bnefly ~tated the ~acts of the case.
The. ~octor decided that 1t was at least worth
the tnai. .
.
.
The chief was deeply. interested m the case,
a!1d the doctor professionally so, and they decided ~o go toget~er.
.
T akmg a carnage. they were driven to the
house "."here Tbomps~n was kep~.
. They f?und the obJ~ct ot th!l1; search sea!.ed
m a chair by the wmdow,. l1st.essly tu.rmn.g
over the leaves of a book which he held m his
hand.
d
As they entere . the r90m, he looked up and
saluted them, askrng them to be seated. But
n?: the least recogni1i~n of them appeared on
b~s countenance-note . e~ when Butts grasped
h 1?,I by t!1e hand and said.
,
Don t you k~?W me, governor? Don t you
re?.1ember .~ut!s?
.
.
Butts,. said the detective, S?ftly._ as i~ he
were turnrng the name over rn bis mmd,
"Bulls! That's a queer name. No; I never
heard it before. Who are you?"
A look of pain crossed the face of the boy as
he saw his late guardian in such an unfortunate and childish position, and be made several
more attempts to ap.p~al to the detective's recolJect ion, but all without avail.
Thompson wouh.l seem to make the attempt
but some obstacle would interpose, and h~
would give it up as hopeless.
The experiment bad proved a failure, and
Butts left the house disheartened
" I want to see you again," said the chief to
him as they separated; "I want to talk more
wilh you upon this subject."
Butts promised him that be would do so, and
be left him.
He had no definite object in view now, so he
waited until night, and tlien he went to the
theater in order to pass away the evening.
The next day he was off in another part of
the city, in the hope of finding P erry.
Walking slowly, bis watchful eye taking in
everything and everybody at a glance, he at
length saw a form ahead ef him that he seemed
to recognize.
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It was Mr. Hawkins.
Butts quickly overtook him, and lightly
tapping him 011 the shoulder, said that be·
" should like to have a few words with him in...
private, if be would kindly consent."
The old gentleman seemed surpriSfld at sucha request from an entire stranger; but looking
in tbe boy's face closely,, he seemed assured
and acceded.
They then slowly walked on together..
Butts explained to him bow Thompr.- , bad
wished for a long time to see him, as be wished.
to confer with him upon an important matter,
and that they bad for SQme· time past been endeavoring to find him.
"What did he want of me?" asked the gentleman in some surprise.
" I believe he wished to warn you against
Sam Perry, whom be bad beard was endeavoring to lay a plan to murder you," said the boy.
" But let us stop in this restaurant for a few
moments, and then I can better explain it all
to you."
·
CHAPTER XXIX.
MR. HAWKINS SURPRISED.

SLOWL.Y passed the days to Mrs. Sinclair,
confined to the house by her mishap.
She had seen nothing more of Mr. Hawkins;
since her first interview, and now she grew
daily more impatient at the restraint put upon
her.
Her physician had informed her that sbemight go out in two or three days, provided
she did not go far from ·the house, and she
chafed at bis delay.
At last the term of probation was over, and
one pleasant morning she !ltarted out to see if
possibly she might discover anything of the
matter which weighed so heavily upon her
mind.
She walked for some time, until warned by
her ankle that her strength was failing.
Then she returned home, with her purpose
no nearer its accomplishment than it had been
when she first started out.
On her return, she was vexed to find that Mr.
Hawkins had called in the interim, and had
left his card, saying, however, that be would
call again to-mouow.
.,functual to the minute, he came. .
He gave her the information that Perry was
somewhere in the city, as Butts had told him,
and also told her that be had a lady with him,
but as to bis precise locality be had no know!·
edge, as they had been totally unable tO discover it.
He also told her of the state of the detective's
mind, and that so far they had been unable te
restore his senses or find the cause of bis accident, and telling her that all they had to depend
on now was his aid, a youth of fifteen or sixteen,
but who had the unbounded confidence of the
chief of police, and was exceedill'gly smart:
The lady was quite overcome as she-listened
to these details, and it seemed to her as if Providence had once more forsaken her and left her
to fight out this battle alone in• her weakness.
And to her the future looked dark and gloomy.
" What shall I do now?" she asked, appealing to Mr. H awkins in her distress.
" There is but one course left open to us, and
that is to see if the detective will remember us.
It is the opinion of the physician that the only ·
way by which be will recover bis memory will
be by the sight of some person or persons he
seems to have upon bis mind. ' Suppose we go
and make him a visit?"
The lady consented to the arrangement, and
in a few moments she was ready, and they were
·
off for the detective's residence.
"I do not know as he will remember me," ,
said Mr. Hawkins, atter they bad started, "forit is some years since I last saw him."
:
He was no: aware ot the fact that the detective bad seen him.
" The last time I saw him was just after I
bad been so roughly bandied by Perry's ~ang.
He had a consultation with me to see 1f he
could get any clew to the gang, but I believe he
was unsuccessful, as I have never heard of their
capture."
They had now reached their destination.
But a few moments sufficed to convince them
that their errand had been as fruitless as Butts's
had been.
The detective did not recognize either of them
by word or look.
He sat by the window, in the same positio11.
he had occupied on the former occasion, looJG.. d
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iog every no1v and then in the street, as if ex· man. " And that you may not know where
pe<:tiug some one.
the house is located. I must bandage your eyes
He 1.Jad looked up expectantly as they en- for the present; but I assure that no harm is
~red, but 11eeing who they were, he turned away meant to your own person."
;his head again with a strange, disappointed
lHr. Hawkins at first objected, but finally
Jooit upou his features.
consented to the arraugcment, and his comHe kept continually mumbling Romething panion blindfolded him.
1
The stranger was expert at his business, and
.about " the captain," but so indistinctly that
<they were unable to distinguish the words, and did not leave the least aperture through which
P.aid no more attention to their presence than the mini11ter might see. There was not the
if they were not in the room.
faintest chance for him to use his eyes.
They made several attempts to establish in
The carriage at length stopped, and the
.his mind some recollection of their faces; to all stranger led Mr. Hawkins into the house and
their questions he would simply answer:
·
removed the bandage from his eyes.
" I don't know you," and turn again to the
The mask remained on.
.conte!Ilplation of the passers-by.
He could see that he was in a large, elegant' Their efforts were useless, and seeing them ly furnished parlor.
so, they at last gave up the atte'\npt and withFrom here they were conducted into a smaller
drew, and returned to the lady's boarding· apartment, dimly lighted, in which room the
ceremony was to take place.
.llouse.
For a long time they sat talking and en"Who have you got?" asked the voice of
'1e11voring to solve the difficulties, but they the groom to the other in a whisper, but which
could see no wa.y out of them.
.Hawkins overheard.
Tired and weary from his exertions, the old
"I have forgotten the name," said the other
gemlem11n finally departed. Promising that he in the same low tone. "Are you all ready~'"
wo11J,l do all he could. and that if anything
"Yes. "
new occurred, he would let her know of it
The old clergyman felt strangely uncomfortaas soon as possible, he bid her good· bye and ble as the black, sparkling eyes· were fixed upon
.started for his home.
his.
It was a plain, unpretending house, situated
Involuntarily he compared him in his mind
in West Thiry first Street, with a simple plate to a hiueou( snake, and the light forrr, of the
on the door with his name inscribed thereon.
female beside him to some gentle dove that had
Having no pressing business on hand at pres- been charmed with his bane.tu! influence.
ent, he sat down by the window to read.
He felt decidedly averse to the whole proRe had uot been Jong engaged in the book ceeding, and those black eyes looking in hiJ!
when the bell rang, and a gentleman inquired own seemed to compel him to go on in spite of
if a clergyman li ved there.
himself.
He was informed there was, and was ushered
He proceeded wit.h the ceremony.
into the room where Mr. Hawkins was seated.
The man's voice was strong and full in the
" I have come," said the gentleman, taking responses, and it seemed to the minister that. he
tee seat that was offered to him, " on a some- had at some time in the past heard it before.
what singular errand.
But the more he attempted to recall it to his
"I wish to secure your service~. for a friend memory, the more vague it seemed to him and
of mine who is about to be married.
unsatisfactory; so he gave it up, thinking he
" In some ftt of eccentri city, this friend con- had been mistaken.
ceived the idea of being married in-a mask,
Old man, have not those eyes twice before
an'1 also that all the parties at the ceremony looked into you.r own, and do you still fail to
shall be disguised in like manner.
recognize them because a mask covers them?
" I can assure you that everything. is right Does not the dread influence stealing over you
~ud proper, and for reference I can refer you warn you that they are the eyes of· your mortal
enemy?
t o-"
He mentioned several distinguished men of
Turning from the bridegroom, he addressed
the city, of whom, it is needless to say, he knew the bride:
nothing, aud had perhaps never seen them.
"Do you take this man to be your wedded
" I will further state," continued he, "ttat husband, to-"
you will be well paid for your trouble. Can I
"Nol" was the answer. clear, distinct, and
depend upon you?"
firm; "never, RS God is my witness!"
" Did your friend send you to me?" asked
The bridegroom started forward with a fierce
Mr Hawkins.
exclamation on his lips.
"No," was the reply; "he mentioned no one
As he did so, the mask dropped off, and revealin particular-merely telling me to get a min- ed to the astonished eyes of Mr. Hawkins the
ister."
scowling face of Perry, distorted with passion.
The ol.d gentleman reflected for a moment.
The discovery nearly overpowered him, it
Should he consent and go to the house, mean- came so unexpectedly; but like a flash it entered
while giving information to the police, in order his mind that everything now depended on his
that if wrong was intended he might be able to coolness, and by a powerful effort he recovered
frustrate it, or, would it be better that he re- his usual composure, and glanced the other way,
f use to have anything to do with it at all?
as if he had not noticed the falling of the mask.
" Rut." he reasoned, " in case I refuse, perPerry had instantly replaced it, and glanced
haps rhey will not stop at that, but will provide sharply at him as if suspicious that he had seen
some one withaut authority to perform the cere· the movement· but apparently reassured he said
mony."
lightly:
'
'
If wrong was intended, they would not stop
" Perhaps the lad;ir is a little indisposed. I do
for such a small obstacle, and the result might not know but that 1t would be well to postpon,e
be much worse than if he had consented.
this matter for n. few days, until I have had a
" On the whole," he thought, " I guess I had chance to repair the difficulty."
better go;" bnd turning to his visitor, he said:
The lady in question cast a quick, angry glance
"I will accept 1be charge "
upon him, but said nothing; she evidently feared
"Very well," ~aid the stranger, rising, "I him from her manner
shall call for you to-morrow at seven o'clock;"
P~rry muttered so~ething under his breath
aud with a bow he retired.
abo ut something "was not strong enough,,, and
The afternoon passed away, and in due turning to Mr. Hawkins, said laughingly:
, course of time the night and the following day.
"She has contrary fits at times, but she will
Punctual to bis appointment, the stranger·ap- be all right again in a few days, and 1 shall send
peared with a ca rrii.ge
for you again. For the preseut, take this, and
Mr. Hawkins was ready, and no time was after the affair is concluded 1 will make it
con•umed in wai'in g; and seating himself by more·" and he pressed a crisp bank-note i to his
the side of his companion, thty drove rapidly hand:
n
away.
His compnnion again subjected him to the
Why it waR that thoughts of the time when blindfolding process, and conducted him to his
Pe1Ty had trapped him would come into his carria()"e and he was again driven back to his
:minrl, be could not tell; !mt, do what he woulil, home, to' cogitate upon the extraordinary manner
the recoll ection of that time would continually in which he had been put upon the track of what
-re•·ur to him, and several times he felt as if im- he had 80 aruiously been seeking for the last few
pclied to open the carriage door and spring out; days.
and once hi8 lrnnd even sought the knob with
that intention, bnt. something within seemed to
restrnin him, and he determined to see the
CHAPTER XXX
matter through at nil hazarrls .
WILSON I .EARNS 'l'BE NEWS.
"It will be neceSi'ary," saiil the strnnger,
"that you put on this maFk now." producing
The next day after Wilwn's arrival nnd inter·
•ne a.s he spoke, aud putting it !ln the cle1gy- view with his employers. he itarted forth with
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the captain on a visit to Mr. Templeton ani
Mattie.
He found the household' in a state of the utmost confusion, and Mr. Templeton in a state
bordering upon distraction.
Upon seeing Wilson he gr!lsped his hau-1
warmly, and endeavored to tell him everythio.
at once, but his feeling-a were so strong, that he
could not make himself tllorougbly understoodonly that there was something the matter, and
that Mattie had some part in it.
.
Wilson saw that the . old gentleman would be
unable to tell him, anything clearly while in that
state, so he set himself to work to compose him,
and succeeded so well, that he finally understood
that Mattie had been on a visit to her cousin
Green's, in Rhode Island, and that she had
mysteriously disappeared from there, and that
they had no clew whatever as to what had hecome
of her, and he feared she had been murdered
and hidden.
"What efforts have you made to trace her?"
said the young man, repressing his , feelings as
far as possible, that he might not add to the fa.
ther's anxiety.
"I have made every effort that has suggested
itself to my mind. I have put detectives upon
the track, and have spent money plentifully, but
so far I have not had the least clew. My brain is
almost crazed. I have had the woods around
Cousin Green's searched, and have had the creek
dragged, but no trace have I yet found. Every·
thing has been done that money could do. What
shall I do-what shall I do?"
Wilson was deeply affected, but he calmed
Mr. Templeton's mind as well as he was able,
and talked to him in a more hopeful strain.
The idea had already fixed itself in his mind
that Perry was in some way implicated in the
affair, and that the best thing to do was to find
him first.
In the course of conversation he casuall'· '.Skei
if he had seen Perry lately.
"Yes," replied Mr. Templeton; "he V.....:s.01'\'V
yesterday to condole with me, and offer ln~ assistance; he seemed to feel very sadly abont it;
he is a feeling young man."
·
"He is a hypocrite!" hissed Wilson, but not
loud enough for Mr. Templeton to hear. "I'll
feel for him if he ever comes within my l'Cf.f'h!"
At first he was tempted to tell him of all ho
knew about Perry, but he thought that he wouW
only add to his grief.
Wilson took the old man's hand at parting,
and ~aid earnestly:
'
"Whatever happens, you may rely upon me.
I am going to sift this matter thoroughly," he
said in a voice of deep feeling.
"Thanks," said Mattie's father, in a voice ol
emotion. "I have j~st begun .to appreciate you
correctly. Perry, with all !ns sympathy, has
m~?e no effort t~,find my ch1l?."
.
_No wonde.r, .thou~ht Wilson; .but he said
noth1Dg, and b1ddmg him .an affect10n~te farewell, they started out a~alD, the captalD to attend to some matter c;>f nis own, and the you,ng
man to .g<? to the J?Olice headq_u~rters, and give
them lns 1Dformat10n and susp1c1ons.
. Whei;i he got ther~ and stated the nature. of
Ins bus1Dess, he .was rnformed that the detective
who was worklDg up the case was out of the
city, and _would not return until the ~ext day,
and that 1t would be the best plan for him to call
!n when he could see him, as he had full power
ID the .case..
. .
.
.
So, ID spite of all his 1mpat1ence anq anxiety,
the )'.'O~ng man was compelled to wait another
day m idleness.
He walked back to the hotel, where he found
Capta!n ~tudley.busily ~ngaged in. writing, and
not w1slung two d1stm;b him, he a~aJD started out,
and ~ent do n to his emI_>loyers office.
Neither oft.he firm was JD w~en he reached t~e
office, a!-1-d W1Js~n employed h1msel~ m~3nwh1le
by loo~JDg out JDto ~o~th Street with its everchanipng scene o! actmty-~he forests of masts
shuttu~!li off th~ view of ~he nver, the buss: trucks
and to1l1Dg sailors loadJDg the merchandise that
was to g? to e~ery q~arter. of th~ globe, the
newly arnved s.h1ps, with their pr~c1ous cargt,~-:s
of teas .a':1d spices from the Indies, the bustle
and activity everywhere. .
.
He was recalled from this scene by the openmg
of the office door, and Mr. Jon~ enter~d.
He was very glad to see Wilson, and after
5haking hands, he sat down beside him.
They spoke for some time upon business subjects and other matters, and at 111st the conversation turned upon the late shipwreck.
·wilson referred to the stmnge manne' in
which Mr. Jones had acted when it was fin.~
related to him, and asked the cause, and al.s9
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what bad bappenerl when the steamer left the
dock
Mr. Jones mis visibly embarrassed, and he
stammered out something about a familiar face
he thought he had seen, but which he had since
thought he had been mistaken in.
·
It was evident that the subject was a painful
one to him, and the young man wa.~ a·vare ot the
cause-; but he deemed it to be his duty to tell all ,
and he related the confession ot the dying man
upon the sands, and described his personal appearance.
The young man had the impression in his mind
that this man was his employer's son of whose
wild ways be had heard so much, and who had
caused his father so much anxiety
During the recital, th~ old man pressed his
bands to his throbbing temples, and moaned.
"Oh, my son! my son!"
It was indeed true; the man whom, if lie had
chosen, might lrnve been well taken care of, had
in early life fallen intQ vicious habits, and feeling ash&.med to come back and ask pardon oi one
who would only be too bappJ. to grant it, had
chosen the other co urse, and bowed bis father's
bead in grief by his conduct.
'J'.he young man ' 'laited till the paroxysm of
grief had subsided His heart was filled with pity
for his sorrow, but he knew that his sympathy
would be misplaced, so be did not offer it
Finally his employer turned to him, and in a
broken voice asked:
' You have told no one of what you have suspected, have you?"
William assured him on this point, telling
him that no one would dream of there being any
connection between them, as the confession said
nothing about it at all.
"And what do you intend to do with the confession?" he asked.
" For certain reasons it has become of the utmost necessity that it be revealed, in order that
a famous and notorious rascal may be caught."
" So be it then. And now, William, in a few
words I will rel at~ to you his history:
" At the age of thirteen he grew impatient of
home restraint, and ran away to sea. For Jon~,
long years we heard nothing of him, and his
mother grieved for him, unti l she died brokenhearted.
_
" After that I beard that be WllJJ in Savannah.
I sent for him, but he would not come to me; if
h e .had, he wou ld not now be lying in the sands
on the shore of the At.Jantic.
'• I heard no more of him u util the day of your
departure in the steamer, when I saw him .upon
the upper deck, and it was that that caused my
agitation.
"It grieves me sore to think that my son
should have acted so terribly "
" Do not fear," said t.lie you n ~ man: "your
secret is known only to me, and it is safe in my
keeping."
" Thank you for that assurance." feelingly
replied Mr. J onas. " I know you to be true and
trustworthy. "
The young man bowed in acknowledgment of
the compliment, and was abo ut to reply, when
Mr. P erkins entered.
He greeted the young man as warmly as his
partner bad done before him.
. wnr m explained to them that, as he was not
to go back for two weeks, he would like to have
a week to himself, as he bad a little a.J:Iair of bis
own to attend to.
It was readily granted, and as he-rose to leave,
the elder partner. Mr. Perkins, addressed him in
the following words
"I have something to tell you, William, before you go. You have been m our service for
a long term of years; in all that time, we have
always found you to be truthful, reliable, and
honest. Knowmg the value of sueb qualities .in
a young man (I am speaking now in a strictly
business point of view), and foreseeing that you
will prove to be a solid, reliable business man ,
Mr. Jones and myself had a consultation about
one month ago, and the result of it was that we
came to the conclusion to take you into partnership with us. The news we intended to make
known to you before, but for various reasons it
was delaye4.
"Hereafter, the firm will be known as that of
' Perkins, Jones & Wilson.'
" You are to carry on our business and look
out for our interests in Savanmili, as a branch
partner, and I feel assured that in taking this step
we have acted wisely, both for your interests and
our own, which wrn hereafter be identical "
For some moments William was too much
overcome by his emotion to say anything.
" It affords me great pleasure, " said he, " to

fiad that my employer! think so highly of my
humble efforts in their bt half. lt has always
been my aim to do my whole duty for those who
employed me, and I feel highly gratified that my
efforts have met with so much approbation from
you as to mise me to such a high position: and
rest assured, dear sirs, that I shall not prove ungrateful to you for it
" As 1 have l)een in the past, so shall I also
endeavor to be irt the future, ever watchful of
my employers' interests, who have acted so generously toward me, for which 'I again thank
you.'
He became so affected that be could say no
more.
"Nor is this all that is to be don e for you,"
now said Mr. Jones. "As I am without living
relations in t::.is world, and wishing some one to
profit by my wealth, I do now intend to make
William my heir-"
"No! no! keep quiet," as Wilson was~bout to
say something. " 1 have thougl1t a long time on
this matter, and do not act hastily, as you are now
thinking I do.
"I have watched you very closely for some
time pa.st, and am convinced that you have contracted non e of the vices which rui so many
young men of this day. Neither am I afraid
that so much good fortune will turn your head
or make you vain of your abilities."
'l'be young man protested against this offer,
as he was afraid that the sudden acquisition of
so much wealth would be to him a burden, but
his protests were of no avail.
A lawyer was sent for, and upon his arrival
the necessary partnership papers were drawn up,
and William was duly installed in the duties of
his new position.
.
The financial basis of the firm was well known
to him, as he had examined the books for them
just previous to his departure for the oouth, and
he knew the firm to be sound.
His instructions as to his mode of conducting
the business were given bim, aud as he had nothing furth er to detain him, he bid bis new partners" good.day," and left them.
Pleasant thoughts occupied his mind as he
walked back to the hotel.
He would now be able to marry Mattie without objections on her fatl1er's part; but as be
thou~ht of her he remem bered she was missing,
and oark, bitter thoughts came in bis mind regarding P erry.
It would have fared badly with that individual bad the young ernn met him in bis present
state of excitement.
Reaching the hotel, he found Captain Studley
at leisure, and to him he imparted the good fortune that had befallen him.
CHAPTER XXXI.
AN IMPORTANT ARREST.

We have seen how Mattie was def ected in her
attempt at escaping, and l1ow it was fru strated;
also of the subsequent attemp~ of P erry to force
her into marriage, which requires explanation.
Perry, after being convinced . that it was a
harder matter to tame her than he had at first
supposed, and fearing, from her brave manner,
to attempt violence, lest she inight have some
weapon about her which she would not scruple
to use, had at length resorted to other measures.
Knowing much of the nature of drugs from
past studies, he had prepared a powder, which
was mixed with lier food. By means of this,
which tended to deaden the faculties, and together with bis own mesmeric power, which was
great, be bad hoped to succeed in controlling her.
It was his wish that the marriage should be
genuine, for he hoped that in the position in life
to which it would raise him he would be better
able to carry out his nefarious work.
ln order to prevent another attempt on her
part. he bad sent Mary O'Connor away. In order
that she might not make the nature of the case
known to outsiders, she was also closely watched.
His was a brain that took every precaution
against surprise
It seerr.s that the drug had not been strong
enough to overcome the excitement that Mattie
labored under, and she was fully alive to her
danger, though too muoh under influence to do
anything to avert it until the final moment; and
to P erry 's vexat iou and rage, l;le saw his efforts
had been futile.
P erry well knew that she would never consent
while she was in the possession of her complete
senses: but he was not a man to be balked by
one failure.
He had Mattie conducted to her room again.
and then he tried the effec' of another drug.

more active in its power, as he was determined
that in the next trial he would have no difficulty.
His idea of the minister who had attempted to
officiate was a peculiar one, but, owing to his
point of view, he was not to blame for misjudg, \
ing him.
He deemed him to be one who either troubled
himself little about the matter, or else he was
one of those men that we find everywhere-men
who care not what they engage in so long as
they are well paid for their services.
It is difficult to say what would have been his
thoughts had he known the clergyman's real object and his identity.
Having satisfi ed himself that the laouse was
secure for the night, and giving inst.ructions t.o
bis housekeeper, be left and returned to his deu.
in W est Street.
H e was loudly greeted by the gang as he entered. They were busily engaged at their work,
and the table was loaded with papers, dies, ink
and otber materials.
No questions were asked as to where he bad
been in his absence; their faces expressed repressed curiosity, but there was a look in P erry's
eye which always checked impertinent questions.
Besides, they had so much confidence in bi~
ability that they did not wish to auger him in
any way, lest he might abandon them, and they
could not possibly do anything without him.
P erry never satisfied them by any explanation of his movements, for he felt that it would.
lower his dignity to do so.
He now busied himself in examining plates,
designs, etc., and by his quick eye detecting errors in a moment, and showing by bis judgment
that he was experiehced in such matters.
Some of the men were boast.iug in hi presence
of the easy manner in which they had disposed
of a large amount of it.
"Be careful, boys," said P erry, "or your
reckl essness will be the very means of getting:
you into trouble. 'Slow and sure' is always the
best motto in this instance."
''I guess there is no danger," spoke one, " now
that Thompson has kicked the bucket."
" And I heard to-day," put in another, "that
the chief of police had endeavored to get J emmy
Pulcher to work up th e job, but be refused,
sayin~ that he had retired from business, and did 1
not wish to go into it again; so we have no one
to fear."
The question was eagerly discussed for some
time, and P ()rry detailed some of his men to act
as amateur detectives, and find out all that was.
being done at headq uarters.
This be bad often done before, and hr.cl reduc•
e<j. it to a regular system, and was accepted by tllit
gang as an unwelcome but necessary duty.
"Remember. boys,-' said Perry, in conclusio~
" that if any of us are caught, the penalty for betrayal is dea th. Better for the man that is
caught that be spend his time in prison, trusting to our influence to rescue him, than to betray
us, and in some unguarded moment be suddenly
stricken dead. What sa~ you, men? Am I not
nght?"
" Ay, ay!" shouted the men: "that's the talk~
Death to him who betrays us!"
Was it a presentiment of coming evil that
prompted P erry to speak thus ?
" Enough !" he said; " I am satisfied, and I
doubt not we will all be careful to keep out of
troable."
80 saying, he ai:ose, and lightly bidding them
good-bye, he left the den.
"1 sax. Jim. " remarked one of the gang to bis:
compamon opposite, " the captain has got.
something weighty on his mind, in spite of all
his light, easy manner. Haven't you noticed
how strangely he has acted of late ? I wonder
wh~t's the game he is up to?"
" I uon't know, nor care," answered the person
addressed, "so long as I don't get in any troubleon his account:" and be gave a coarse laugh at.
what he had uttered.
"Well," said the first speaker, "that's my ideac
exactly; but I am in want of a thing or two in
the way of clothes, so I am going to take a littlewalk and do a little shopping on my own acco unt. Won't you come along?"
"I don't care to. I would rather take a good
sleep. You know I was up nearly all last
night."
"Well, I must go alone, then, I s'pose. So
I'm off."
Proceeding to Broadway, he crossed over tethe Bowery and walked down until he came to
the large clothing warehouse of Brown & Co.,
which he entered.
" I wish to get a good suit of clothes," said he
to the polite clerk who came to attend him.
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'i~ W After
a carefol-examination he at length select·
a suit that 1fitted him) and tendered in pay·
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the gang of counterfeiters," said the policeman
in charge, as he ushered his prisoner into the
, ment a one-hundrec;l•dol:lal' bill.
presence of the chief.
_
1
. It is needless to say it WM a counterfeit: The
Butts pricked up his ears at the remark, and
rf'..~k carried it up to the ·c ashier's desk, who was keenly attentive. An idea had entered his
, ~ned it narrowly, and then :pronounced it to mind, and he waited impatiently till the super·
lnworthless.
intendent should cease his examination and dis·
·
f'ipeakiDg in a low tone of voice to one of the miss the prisoner from his presence.
The chief met with no better success in his ex~. ~ks, he counted out the change slowly, and
J ;sied himself in making out a bill, which, for aminatipn of the prisoner than the captain of the
::i1J. experienced penman, certainly took a long precinct had done before him; but he felt con·
vinced by his reticence that he was a guilty man.
time in writing.
Giving instructions that he be carefully guard·
1
The clerk meanwhile had walked carelessly
ed, he ordered him into confinement.
out of the store.
No sooner had he left the room than Butts
This movement was unperceived by the counterfeiter, who otherwise would have taken told the chief of the fact that Thompson had been
for some time upon the track of the gang, and
.alarm.
At last the cashier had made out the bill, and, that he had au idea that he had been shot by
counting out the . change, gave it to the clerk, one of them for discovering some of their
secrets,, He proposed that the prisoner be
tiaying, as he did so.
" Be ready, Charlie, if there should. be any brought into Thompson's presence, and see if it
might not accomplish the end they were working
trouble."
The clerk gave him a wink, signifying that he for in the detective's mind.
"A very good suggestion," said the chief;
understood him, and walking to where the man
and he immediately sent for Thompson to be
-titood waiting, he gave him the change.
The man leisurely counted it out, and placed brought t6 his office.
Butts remained in the office to see the effect of
it in his pocket, the clerk watching him narrowly
snd forming his own opinion upon his coolness. his proposed experiment.
After a short lapse of time, considering the dis·
Then taking the bundle under his arm, he walk·
tance they had gone, the messengers returned
-ed ou't.
As' he stepped out of the door a heavy hand with the detective.
He was led into the room like a little child,
-was laid on his shoulder, and a voice coolly said:
''You are my prisoner. Make no resistance." and seemed to notice nothing that was going on
around
him.
In an instant he apprehended his danger, and a
Butts's face fully expressed the grief and pain
fearful blow from his fist sent the policeman
he felt for his ma.~ter' s misfortune .
.reeling to the ground.
He was placed by the window, where the full
Dropping his bundle, he started to run. It was
:a failure, however; for as he did so, a heavy club glare of the light fell on him, making his pale
·descended upon his head with crushing force, face look almost ghostly in its whiteness.
"Send in the prisoner!" said the chief, abrupt-causing him 'to reel and stagger. And before be
<Could recover his wits he was again seized and ly.
As the man entered the room and saw the de'b.andcuffed. Further resistance would have been
tective sitting at the window, he turned white to
madness, and he quietly gave in.
"What's the matter?" asked an old woman the lips, and staggered back, gasping:
"It's his ghost! it's his ghost!"
.-o f the clerk , who had followed him bareheaded
Thompson h ad listlessly turned round as he
'Ollt of the shop .
" Took something that did not belong to him," heard the door open ; but no sooner had he seen
·said the clerk, evasively, for he was sharp enough the face of the prisoner than he sprung to his feet,
' ··to see tha\ · 1ight do wrong in telling the whole exclaiming as he did so :
"My God! it's the man that shot me! Seize
'. "truth.
I
· A thief! A thief!" shouted the crowd, yell· him! seize him !"
The moment had come. The detective's
' ~and hooting as they•followed after him and
'his captors, as if they were new specimens of reason was again restored.
some strange wild animals. For anything out
of the usual course is always sure to fiud its adCHAPTER XXXII.
mirers in the drones of this great city.
And the two policemen, with the air of con·
THE FIGHT IN THE DEN.
·'!uering monarchs, looked contemptuously upon
t!ie rabbl e, now and then menacing them with
It was true ; Reason had again returned to its
theil' clubs, and ordering them to "Keep back!" throne.
In due course of time they reached the
The man who stood before him; cowering and
,-station-house with their prize: and the crowd, trembling at the sight of one whom he supposed
;after gazing a few moments at the doors, as if in was in his grave, was the man who had fired
·wait of new developments, finally grew tired and upon him on that dreadful night, and who had
!dispersed in search of ~ome new excite ment. ·
seen him at his feet, weltering in his own blood.
The captain ordered him to be searched, whic
"Don't let that man escape for your life!"
-was done ; and resulted in the findin g of six hun- said the detective, quickly, as the man was slow<dred dollars' worth of the same spurious money ly edging toward the door.
·as that he had passed.
One of his escorts immediately grasped him,
This condemned him at once, and the police and clapped the irons on his ankles, and he was
,felt assured that at last they had captured one of led back to his cell, silent and dejected; be knew
.the band that had given them so much trouble. that there was no hope for him now, or the gang,
()f course the policemen makinil" the arrese re- either.
-ceived all the praise, and the cashier who had put
The chief congratulated Thompson upon his
·them on the track, none-whiCh is the way of the recovery, and Butts fairly danced with joy as he
-world
saw the success of his stratagem.
The prisoner requested that a note be sent to
"I thought you were never going to ge.:. your
A . H. Burney, at a certain nutnber which he senses," he said, ~haking him by the .hand, as if
--gave. He declared he could prove his innocence, , he would never get tiired of the operation.
"Who first di~co vered me last night?" he
:and gfl bail for him.
The note was sent to the address named; but asked as he put his hand up to the spot where
•the messenger returned saying that the gentle· t:he bullet had glanced, and, to his astonishment,
man was out of town.
could find no abrasion , even of his skin.
To all questions put to him he maintained a
It seemed 'to him that it was the evening before
.- strict silence, and by no word or look did he be· that he had met with the accident.
"tray anythin~ that might be qonstrued into guilt.
When he was told that nearly two weeks had
(t was noticed that the prisoner, in spite of his passed since that time, he could hardly believe
'bravado, grew more and more uneasy .as the their evidence, and could hardly be brought to
·h~urs crept on
realize that so much time had been lost to him.
A cl'spatch was sent to the superintendent's The interim was to him all a blank.
J'tfir
atine; the capture, and suspicions regard·
He was now asked to relate how it was that he
I~••; and m reply they received an order to had been attacked, but owing to his professional
jjl:!ng the prisoner to headquarters.
instinct he preserved silence on this point, mere·
• A close carriage was provided, and an escort of ly saying in answer to their mquiries that they
two armed policemen, lest he might pave an in· would know all in a few days, and that, meanwhile, they must wait, and they would hear of
·clination to attempt to escape.
Butts had been making a call on the chief, and one of the ,best ''takes" they had known for
"Wl:IS in the room when the prisoner was brought many years ; and with the an,swer they were' fore
in.
.
ed to be satisfied.
The chief motioned to him that he might r~
Some of them shook their heads knowingly,
:main, a pem1ission which Butts gladly accepted. as they said ~
, " 'rhiB is ilie man. sir that we think belongs to
•' I tell you there's something heavy on the car·

1
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~

,,
pet when lie says so," which,. remark was gener·
ally assented to.
,
After a long consultation, at which none bui
the detective, the chief, and Butts was pre6ent,
their arrangements were at last made.
Thompson hearPily approved of his chief's
action in reporting him as dead, as by that means
he would be able to carry on the work, whereas,
had they known the truth, they might have
taken flight and spoiled the game.
A posse of six detectives in citizens' dress, and
heavily armed, were ordered to be ready for service at eleven P. M., and were told to preserve
the profoundest secrecy about it if they want_
ed " to l:!ee fun," as he termed it.
The detective and Butts remained in the office,
and their suppers were brought to them.
The time passed pleasantly enough, and the
hour for operations arrived.
Butts was also with them, as Thompson said
he wished to sho~ '"•m the dark side of the
" bU!liness."
The prisoner, hea\<11y ironed, was brought out
and placed in a carriage, together with the de·
tective and two of his aids.
The carriage drove slowly off in the darkness,
and the remainder of the aids, attired in different disguises, sauntered carelessly after it.
A passer-by would have no idea, from their ap·
pearance, that they were bound on a dangerous
errand.
Arriving within a block of the house in West
Street, the carriage stopped, and they alighted.
The detective and Bntts went on ahead, both
disguised, and the boy had his instructions what
to do.
The prisoner, with a cloak thrown over his
shoulders to hide his handcuffs, followed at a
little distance behind, and the aids rapidly closed
up in the rear. ·
The detective and Butts walked leisurely into
the house and up to the bar.
There was no one in the room but the old hag
whom he had seen before.
"Give us a mug of beer, old woman," said the
detective, in a gruff voice.
" Yes, sir," replied the woman, scanning him
sharply before she turned round and stooped to
draw it.
•
In an instant Butts had lightly sprung behind
the bar, with a drawn revolver, and holding it
dangerously near the old woman's head, he whispered quickly:
''Don't you open your mouth to yell, old wom·
an, :(or if you do you will get something in you
that will not digest well. Do you understand?"
The old woman, paralyzed with fear, nodded
her head in acquiescence, and Butts produced a
gag, which he applied in an artistic manner to
the old ha~·s mouth.
Meanwhile, the aids had closed up around the
door, and the prisoner was brought in.
" Good," said the detective, nodding approv·
ingly.
,
Two men were now left in the place to guard
it from intruders, while the rest prepared for the
attn ck.
Thompson coolly examined his revolver to see
that it was in good condition, and assuring him·
self of the fact, he took it in bis right hand, and
with the left he firmly grasped the pri90ner by
the collar, and ordered him to lead on.
The man demurred a little at the order.
" Look here," said the detective, touching the
cold muzzle of the revolver to his temple, and
speaking in a low, deadly earnest tone, "l don't
want to shoot you down in cold blood, but if you
don't go on peaceably and open the door, and
give us the pass-words, I will do so. We intend
to go in where the gang is, and are bound to do so.
Understand me?"
The man wanted badly to refuse to obey, but
he knew that to do so would be to ~ign his own
death-warrant; and hard as was the duty, he saw
there was no esc,ape, and said:
" All right! but you are going to your deaih;
there are four to one!"
This was not the truth; but he hoped it would
deter them from making the attack for a few
minutes, and meanwhile the gang might take
alarm.
The detective saw the lie in his face, and merely mid, sharpl;ir:
"Move on!'
The wh-ole party descended the stairs noiselessly, and 'reached the spot which led to the
door.
"Open!" said Thompson, in a whisper.
The man stooped and pressed a spring in the
floor, causing what seemed to be a solid wall to
fly back, and revealing a long, narrow passageway.

I

A dark lantern was brought into requisition,
. -and they again moved forward.
Reaching the door, the prisoner hesitated for a
moment, but the grasp on his arm tightened, and
-giving a peculiar knock, he whispered the word
"Fulton!''
':f'ne next instant the P.oor flew open, and the
po_ J sprung irito the presence of the astonished
{, '6·

1'hey were seated at the table, bnsy at their
-work, and were completely taken by surprise.
Seeing their position, they sprung to their feet,
;and ~eized their pistols.
"Traitor!" exclaimed the lieutenant in charge,
:aiming at the unfortunate prisoner, who bung
his head.
" Hold!" shouted the detective; and the faces
or the gang turned white with fear, as, stripping
-0ff his disguise, the detective stood before them.
'' The first man that raises a hand to fire a
:shot, dies!" said he.
"Better death than capture!" said the leader;
:and quick as thought be :fired at the detective.
His aim was unsteady, and the bullet went wide
-0f the mark.
Butts raised his arm. A flash, a loud report,
:and when the smoke cleared away, the form of
the leader lay still in dealh!
The bullet had pierced his brain!
"Let's fight it out, boys!" shouted one of the
gang; and simultaneously they made a rush for
the police.
Then ensued a scene that beggars description;
knives and pistols being used in profusion.
At the first indication of resistance one of the
police had sprung to the door, shutting it, and
placing his back against it, thus preventing the
possibility of any escape.
The advantage was on the side of the police,
as by their sudden appearance they had taken the
gang by surprise, and many of them without
:arms.
They had no intention, however, of yiekling;
for they knew if they were taken 1hat their doom
was sealed.
They fought like demons, making frantic att empts to cut their way through, and open the
door to escape.
One burly ruffian, with a drawn knife, sprung
,_'n the detective, who was already engaged in
w..:~kt with another.
"Take that!" he shouted, with a fearful oath,
as he raised the long blade for a heavy stroke.
Even as he said the words, a bullet from the
revolver in Butts's han~ stretched him out, and
his arm fell harmlessly.
The fight was fierce but of short duration. The
police were well disciplined, and in a short time
the whole gang was handcuffed, and with
broken heads and bloody faces, prepared to leave
the den.
Two of them had been killed outright, and
several more were badly wounded.
The police had received but
few slight
wounds, and. the detective slightly cut in his
right arm.
He thought nothing of it, however, and in fact
had nnt noticed it until his attention bad been
called to it by Butts.
He was filled with exultation at the complete
5UCCess of his plans.
There was only one thing wanting to complete
his satisfadtion.
Perry , the chief of them all, and the man above
all others that he wanted to get hold of, was
absent, and he feared that be would be too sharp
to walk into any trap that might be laid for him.
A phm was already formed in his mind, which
he intended to put immediately into execution,
.and in which he had a reasonable hope of success.
The next. thing to be done.was to examine the
<len, and Thompson immediately proceeded to
do so.
They took possession of the plates, dies, paper,
engravers' tools, and everything connected with
the business, and placed them in a pile for transportation to headquarters.
In one corner of the den stood Perry's safe.
Thompsou's eyes brightened as he saw this,
~-~ there was something he hoped to :find in it.
, was locked.
•Break it open!"commanded Thompson; and
tne aids proceeded to do so.
The safe was old, and the lock was not one of
, 'Tery intricate construction, und they soon suc. -ceeded i" f.-.rcing open the door.
It coL ......,,:ed a large amount of genuine money,
gold and notes.
In .one corner was a number of documents
·tied in a bundle. These the detective seized,
and examined them eagerly.
.
fie uttered a cry of delight, as one by one he
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unfolded them, and examined their co,n tents
eagerly.
"It was what I have been hoping for," he
said to those that stood around him; "it's a clew
to something else I am working up."
_Then he carefully tied them up again, and
carefully thrust them in an inner pocket.
Giving orders in regard to the spoils, and
taking charge himself of the contents of the safe,
they started off with their prisoners for headquarters. Two of the men were left to guard the
place aJld arrest any one who should enter the
house.
It was about one o'clock when they arrived at
the station-house, having met but two or three
on 1heir way.
The prisoners were immediately placed in
close confinement, and the detective went up to
the chief's room to make a report to him of his
success.

*

*

*

*

*

*
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When Mr. Hawkins was left at his own door,
he lost no time in visitin~ Mrs. Sinclair, and' acquaillti!l.g her with the information he had obtained.
Mr. Hawkins suggested that it would be advisable to get the detective's aid, who, though but
a youth, was decidedly smart.
Mr. Hawkins advised her to go with him, and
she was soon ready to set out.
A knocl,{ was ~ust then heard at the door, and
in answer to the mvitation, the door swung open,
revealing to their astonished eyes the form of the
detective.
"How do you do," said he, with a curious
grin of delight at witnessing their surprise.
" Thought I was played out, didn't you? Well,
you see, I am harder to use up than they think
I an1."
Then he shook hands with them, and they all
sat down again, the lady removing her wraps
with an air of relief. as she said:
" We were just going out to find lour aid to
assist us, as we had given up hope o you."
A strange look stole in the detective's eyes as
the lady spoke of his aid, and he looked at her
as if about to say something, but he turned it off
with the remark:
'' You would have had a good worker if you
had got him. And now, what is the business?
Perhaps I can attend to it nearly as well as he
can.''

Mr. Hawkins then acquainted him with the
facts he bad just previously confided to the lady,
to all of which the detective listened with his
usual keen attention.
After he had finished speaking, Thompson
said:
"This is a grand move on his part, and no
mistake. I never knew Perry but that he had
some deviltry on hand; but this beats all I have
known of him for some time. The questions in
this case are these: Who is this female he is
trying to coerce into marriage? and for what
purpose? 'l'o the first question, I confess I am
entirely in the dark. To the second, I believe
that it is property and position that he is after,
for money seems to be the grand aim of his life."
Then he astonished them by. relating the particulars of the capture of bis gang, and their
utter failure, as usual, in catching Perry.
" On the whole," said he, in conclusion, " I
am not very sorry that he happened to be absent
when we callied, for he wields such a powerful
influence over his men, that they would have
fought like devils, and we had work enough
even as it was."
An arrangement wus then entered into by
which the detective was to be informed the instant a carriage should call again for Mr. Hawkins, and .h e was instructed to go speedily and
quietly, and that he (the detective) and his men
would be there on ~ime to prevent further
trouble.
Upon leaving Mrs. Sinclair, Mr. Hawkins
went to Wilson's former boarding-house to see
him.
He was ·dismayed to learn that he had sailed
for Savannah. ·
The landlady gave him the address of Wilson's employers, and he went down to see them
and learn his address.
He stated bis business to one of the firm.
"Mr. Wilson, who is now our partner, is in
the next room. I will call him in."
He did so, and as the young man entered, he
exclaimed, delightedly·
" The very man, above all others, I most
wished to see. I was fo'!t thinking of you.
Your time expired to-dh
The ;oung- man the~ _,.pluined to him· the
cause o his anxiety. and in return Mr. Haw·
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kins acquainted him with his stock of informa- 'i
tion, and thus the missing clew was found on
both sides. ·
i
The youbg man found out what he had
strongly .suspected, namely, that Mattie was in
the hands of Perry.
1
Wilson, full of excitement with the news he
had just heard, hastily put on his hat and started off with Mr. Hawkins at a speed which that
gentleman found difficult to keep with him,
and directed their steps to the hotel.
To Wilson's delight, they found Captain Studley in, and to him the young man imparted the
information already gained, and introduced .
Mr. Hawkins as the gentleman who had left the
papers in his possession.
·
The captain bowed to him rather coldly at
first, as it was not exactlv clear in his mind as to
the wuy that he had acted in the matter, and he
waited for the explanation.
"I must be as brief as possible," said the
gentleman, hurriedly, "as there is no time to be
lost. At another time I can tell you all the '
particulars at leisure."
He then stated briefly, and to the point, the
1
who!~ truth of the matter, and the legality of the
marnage ceremony.
"So you see," said the gentleman, "of how
much importance this paper was. The nature 1
of the others I will explain at another time. "
" Let us ~o immediately and see Mr. Templeton, and relieve his anxiety a littfo."
They agreed, and together they proceeded t.
bis residence, and were ushered into his presence.
Now introduced, Mr. Hawkins and thev sat
down together, to compare notes between them.
Mr. -Templeton was speechless with rage and
astonishment when it was $hown to him by such
strong proofs what was the real character of the
man whom he had placed such unbQpnded confidence in. He expressed in bit.ter terms the opinion he held of him, and threatened that he should
feel the full extent of the law when they caught
him.
The party then separated for the day, the
minister returning home to await developments,
and the others returned to their hotel.
Mr. Hawkins was to see the lady next day and ;
acquaint her with the fact of her father's presence in the city.
CHAPTER XXXIII.
CLOUDS BREAKING.
When Mattie was conducted back to her room,
after the interruplion of the ceremony, she was
left by her attendant, without a word, to her own '
reflections.
They were not of the most pleasing character,
for she saw the danger gathering thicker around
her, while her chances of escape grew less each
day.
She Eaw that Perry had determined to marry
her, and she knew him well enough to feel that
he would leave no means untried to accomplish
his object.
She shuddered at the thought of becoming the
wife of such a villain.
" If I could only get a line to my father!" she
thought. "What will he think of me? But
it must not be!" she exclaimed with sudden energy. •·If there be any means under
heaven by which I can balk this villain's plans,
if by any exertion on my part I can avert this
terrible evil, I will do it, if I die in the attempt.
Better by far to do so than to live as his wife;
for me it would be a living death!
" God fvrbid that he should prosper in his
wickedness and go unpunis]J.ed. Oh, that . Justice would overtake him ere he again forces his
hated face in my presence! If that preacher ,
was a true one "-and her cheeks blanched at the
thought of his being an impostor-" he ·woutd
not allow such proceedings to go on, much leSA
to h:m d his aid in Perry's behalf. I must appeal
to him the next time he comes.
" Oh, if I could but keep my eyes away from
Perry's! He has a subtle influence about him
which I am almost powerless to resist. And I
feel I have been growing weaker every day si.nce
I have been in this hou~e . Can it be thai; '1~ is
drugging me? Merciful God!" she gasped, .' ' it
must be so; nothing else could have affected me
in this way. I must beware of it hereafter:
" And these robes!" she said scornfully, glancing at the bridal outfit laid out near her, but
which ,she had not worn, "they seem like a.
shroud to prepare me for the .~rave;" and she
shivered at the idea her own fancies had conjufl!d
up.
Then she walked to the dqor, and again 11>--11ined the lock..
THE
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But it resisted all her endeavors to open it, and
ahe gave up the attempt in despair.
The -housekeeper then came in with her meal.
" And you arc grpwing sulky, are you?" said
·she. "Don't want to become Mrs. Perry,
eh?" as Mattie still remained silent . . "vVell,
I'll tell you, young woman, you ought to be
thankful that he is willing to do that much for
you, and I would advise you to be more civil to
him for be is not one that would h esitute to do
as he likes, if he bas an object to gain. H e has
got money enough to satisfy even such a lady as
you make out to be. To my knowledge, his safe
down-stairs
stuffed with bank-notes, and be
spends them freely too."
Mattie listened in silence to this Jon g haran gue,
and determined as a last resour ce to make one
more appeal to her, and see if she had onE soft
'
'spot in her hard ):tea.rt.
"Woman," snid she, rising and looking her
fairly in the eyes, "would you 'visb me to perjure myself? would you have me marry a man
whom I can not. even respect, much leSs l011e? A
man whom I hate with all the strength of my
soul I Do you suppose I con ld for one moment
live under the same roof with him as his wife.
Are you a woman, and ask me to yield to him ?
Put yourself in my place, and ask yourself w]lat
you would do under the same circumstances.
Nol sooner than do it, I would hurl myself
through that window, and be picked up a corpse
on the stones benchtb !"
The housekeeper seemed disconcerted, her
eyes turned to the window apprehensively, as if
she feared Mattie wou ld make good her threat,
and when she spoke again, it was in a more condliatory tone.
"It's nnt as bad as you think it is," $aid she.
"Mr. Perry is a gentleman; to be sure, he is a
little fast, and also savage at times if he happens
to be vexe~ but other men are all the same, and
L know you would feel very bad if you thought
you were never going to he married. You are
only nervous, and what you require is rest and
food; this that I have brought you is some that
was prepared under Mr. Perry's own directions.
He seemed to be very auxious about your welfare, aud said he hoped it was but a sli!Jht indisposition that you would soon get over. '
The words about ·the food recalled Mattie's
suspicions, and she felt that she had hit the truth.
She saw from the woman's words that her appeal had been_in vain, and her hopes sunk.
'·But what is the matter with you?" exclaimed
the woman, as she sprung forward and caught
the girl in her arms, just in time to prevent her
falling to the floor.
Mattie had fainted.
After a great deal of exertion, she finally succeeded in restoring her to consciousness, and
what little of womanly sympathy still remained
in her heart, was brought to the surface, as she
saw the pale, sad face resting so helplessly upon
her shoulder. It was enough to have touched a
heart of adamant.
When she again spoke, it was _with a much
more gentle tone than she had ever before· used
toward her.
" I am sorry that you take it so to heart," slie
said, "and if you keep on in this way, you will
make yonrselfvery ill ; and I would advise you,
as a friend , that yon keep your strength as much
as possible. It will be for your own good. I see
that you understand my meaning."
As she reached the door, she turned, and, in
a low voice, as if she feared the effects of the intelligence on Mattie's already overtaxed strength,
she said:
" Mr. Perry says you a.re to be ready for t.he
ceremony by half p11st ten to-morrow night."
"Ob, 8ave me!" cried Ma.ttie, in despair; " help
me to escape from this terrible hou~e! l\'ry father
is wealthy, and will rewartl you handsomely.
Do not leave me in the clutches of this man!"
"Stop!" exclaimed the woman, glancing apprehensively toward the door, as if she feared
some one were listening there. "Don't talk to
me in tha.t despairing way. It would be dangerous for me to do as you wish me to.
Mr. Perry holds a secret of my life, and if I
shoulc;l even nttempt to aid you. he would have a
fearful revenge upon me. Besides, even did yon
reach the door, you could not possibly go further. There is a terribly i]erce dog running
loose in the yard, that even I dare not go there.
There is also a man constantly on watch before
the house, by the master's orders; so you see that
I could not help you, if I tried. I have thought
of. \ate that some one has been dogging my footsteps, lest I should make an attempt like the one
Mary O'Connor failed in, but I am much too
cowardly to do that when M holds such a power

;s

the least error on the part of the detective wJ:
worked up the case---such an error as I or an
one else might have made---the wrong man wa
taken and hung.
.
"This last narrow escape of mine bas confirmed my resolution to give up the business, a
with the means I have I shall be able to setti
down comfortably for the rest of my days.
,., But you know that I never leave anythin~
undone, and therefore I must finish whiit business I now have on band. I have seen Captain
Studley, from whom the bonds were stolen that
I am searchinµ: for. He is now in the city. and
I have been introduced to him; but he did not
know that I was the one that had the business in
hand. I know who has the bonds, and in a few
days I shall have them placed in the owner's
hands_
"As to{our suggestion of entering into other
business,
think it is an excellent idea, and
shall, as soon as practicp,ble, ~ke steps to secure
you a good position where you may become a
useful member of society."
"Thank you for your kindness," said Butts,
CHAPTER XXXIV.
with a pleasant expression, taking the place of
THE BIRTH-MARK.
the former dejected one.
After leaving the rest of the party, the detect" But," said the detective, "I wish to question
ive started down-town, crossed the river, and you now with regard to a few other points
went to bis own room.
referring to other matters, which I would like
He was unperceived by the landlady, and so you to explain. In the first place, I will ask you,
be evaded a scene that would have ensued had do you remember anything of your parents?"
she seen him, for she b ad heard the report of
A blush uf shame mantled the fair face of the
his death, which was the first intimation that youth, as he replied:
she had of his real character; but still feeling
"I do not."
undecided about his identity, as there were so
"Do rou remember who put you in charge ol
many of the same name, she had left the room Mrs. Grimes?"
"Yes," replied the boy, "and that was the
intact, and he found it exactly the same as it
was when he had last left it.
same woman I frightened so a.t t.l1e den in West
He now busied himself in summing up the Street; but she did not recognize me. A man
evidence that he had already collected,
named Jerry brought me to lwr. I think his last
This he proceeded to do immediately, for he name was Williams-Jerry Williams-but I am
had not much time to spare, as he would have to not positive."
return immediately, so as to be ready for an
"Why did you leave Mrs. Grimes?"
emergency.
"Because she wanted me to steal for her, and
"Well ," he said soft1[ to himself, after be because I refused she used to beat me."
had fini shed his task, " feel satisfied in my
"Did she ever say anything to you to intimate
own mind that the end is fast approachin~. that she knew either of your parents ?"
Perry can not escape me now , and the net 1s
N
d
closin&'. around him rapidly. Little did I think,
" o; but she ha a small box which she kept
when 1 first saw h_im, that he had so much to do always locked, and one day I suddenly surprised
·I h
I h d
b b f
I
her as she was looking in it. There was a baby's
wit 1 t e case.
a a jo
e ore thought dress and other things. and a small chain and
of him, or knew he was in the city."
Looking at hls watch, he was surprised to see a locket attached. She put them away in a hurry
that it was nearly eight o'clock.
when she saw that I was there, and that was the
last that I ever saw of them."
"Pretty nearly time for that boy to rnake bis
"was. th
b
· · ·l'k b'
?" ked
appearance, I think," said he, tying up the pa. e 0 .x any!·1ung 1 e t is one as
pers carefully together, and placin ¥ them in bis th~,det~ct1ve, displaymg,,one a.she spoke.
I~ ~s tl~e ~ame one, repl~ed .the ?oy, after
pocket. "I am particularly anxious that he,
should not disappoint me to-night..
exammmg it closely, but lookmgm vam for the
A.. peculiar rap announced t!:e p resence of the lo~~h
.
.
".
.
individual who had just occupied his thoughts. . l e detective too~ it aga:m, an<l placecl it ~ack
The detective opened the door, and Butt-< m .~he same place. :1om which he ha~l taken .it.
walked in and seated himself in a laro-e easyWon.Id you like to ~n?W who ) our paients
chair.
'
"
are, and 1f they are yet hvmg?"
His face wore an anxious care-worn expres"I ~bou!d like to know and ~nd my mother;"
sion, which was not unnoticed by the detective. ~d Ins voice trembled perceptibly as he uttered
·'What is the matter Butts?" he asked the tender word. "But as for my father," and
kindly, " you look dishea;tened. " .
' his voic~ again grew hard, "I alwa.ys feel some" I feel so," replied tile boy, with a faint at- how as If. he were the cause of all my troubles,
tempt at a smile, which failed miserably. "The and that If he had bee,n an .hone~t man he would
fact is, I can't say that I really like the business, not ~ave desert ~d me m this w:iy.. I !rn ve a preafter all; there is too much blood shed in it; not sentnnent that if I ever meet !um 1t will be as arr.
that I care for the danger to myself, for that e_nemy. But why do you. ask me th.ese questhought has not entered 'my mind, but I don't t10ns-do you know anytlung concern mg t.hem ?'
like so much shooting. I don't w\nt to hunt D.o yo1;1 know. where I can find my mother?" and
1own human beings, even for justice, and I h1~,vo1ce agam .grew ten.der.
.
. I ~o not wish .to ra1~e false hopes ;~ your
may yet be the cause of making an innocentman
suffer. After we have finished t.his job, I wish m~nd, the detective said, earne~tly.,
but I
you would let me go into some other business." thmk-and have go?d groun<ls for It-that I
" What has caused this change in your feel- shall soon be able to mtroduce you to both your
in gs Butts?"
·
father and mother."
can not exactly tell. I have been thinking
"Tell me of them,'.' sai~ Butt:~• eagerly, his
of it for some time back; and only tfie other day restless manner betraymg his anxiety to hear of
I read of a man hung on circumstantial evidence, th~~· . ,,
.
•,
which seemed clear as noonday, and tracked up
. I will, ;ephed Thompson;. but first I
by the detectives. The man died, professing bis W!Sh to be satisfied on another pomt .. Have you
innocence tu the last. The case occurred about a small red scar upon your left. arm, Just below
a year ago, and it was only within a month ago the shoulder?"
that the real murderer, when dying, acknowlThe youth took off bis coat, and rolled up his
edged his guilt, thus showing conclusively that sleeve, displaying a timall red spot,• somewhat.
an innocent man had deen hung for another's resembling a crescent or half moon.
crime. After reading that, I came to the con"I am right," the detective briefly said;" and:
c'l usion that I would quit the business, and earn now I will ~ratify your desire, and give you:
my living in some other manner."
•
your history m as few words as possible.
" I guess you are about ri~bt," said the detect... About sixteen years ago your father fi_rst
ive, as the boy ceased speakmg, and awaited his met your mother in Savannah. Being attracted
answer. "I guess you are about. right. I have by her beauty, he became acquainted with her,
been thinking the same thing myself, and as for and as he was a man of pleasing <>xterior, he
the case you speak of, I know all the particula.rs, soon won her heart. He proposed , and was acthoug:h I was not engaged in it, a.nd I had no cepted, r.nd now comes in his villainy. Not.
doubt in my mind of the man's guilt when he ' wishing to be encumbered with a wife. and yet:
was hung; since then I learned the truth. and by wishing to obtain a share of her father's wealth,,.

over me. And now, dry your eyes, miss, seeing
that crying will not help you in the least, and
plan what you may for to-morrow night;" and
stoaping over her, she whispered: "If I see a
good chance then to help you, without involving
myself in trouble, I 'vill do so."
·• God bless you for even those few words,"
breathed Mat.tie, fervently, as the woman closed
and locked the door behind her.
As Mattie sat thinking, she felt a strange apathy creeping over her.
She no longer seemed to care for the future, or
what she had already passed. Strange, weird
shadows seemed to dance before her eyes.
What could it m<"an?
The truth flashed upon her mind: she bad
been drugged heavily, lest she might escape.
It was in vain that she endeavored to rise and
shake off the feeling of drowsiness, but it was
too 'late, and after a few more ineffectual attempts, sbP, sunk back upon the sofa in a deep
sleep.
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THE BOY DETECTIVE.
he planned and carried· into execution a mock Mr. Templeton, the detective, Mr. Hawkins,
tnarriage."
and Captain Studley, met at the house of Mr.
The boy's eyes flashed, and his teeth rlinched Templeton to discuss their final plan of action.
fiercely together.
Wilson had been away on a search, and now
"Restrain yourself," said Thompson, "till came inepale and tired, to report his failure in
l'Qu · :ir all.
the attempt.
· "~J a mistake on the part of one engaged in
They wished to send for the lady, but the de"'1e plot, or rather by the compunctions of con· tective objected to this, saying that he would
science, as he was nearly dying, a real minister produce her at the proper moment, and he
was substituted, unknown to Perry, and conse- would rather allow her to remain quiet until
quently the marria"e was in all respects a per- that moment should arrive.
It was agreed that he should have his own
fectly legal one, and the proofs of that marriage
are still preserved, and ready to be produced at way in the matter, and they dismissed the subthe proper time.
ject.
"Your father, finding that he Cfluld not sueThe detective then explained to Captain Studceed as well as he had hoped witl.i his father-in- ley that he was 'w orking up the case of his stolen
law, shortly after committed an act which ren- bonds, and that he had succeeded in obtaining
dered it necessary that IJe should make himself them, and would turn them over to him when
scarce for a tiri'fe, and he left, deserting your he caught the thief, which he soon hoped to do.
The captain expressed himself as satisfied with
mother, whom he informed of ·the-as he supposed-illegal marria~e, and taking you, though the arrangement, and it was agreed that they
still an infant, with him. He went from Savan- should all hold themselves in readiness to be
nah to various cities, still followed by your called at a moment's notice, and he thought that
mother, whose only desire was to get possession it would occur that night, as he anticipated that
of you, whom she loved with all the ardor of a Perry would be anxious to finish the job as
mother's affection."
quickly as possible.
'
The boy's eyes grew dim aµd misty as he
Just then Butts entered the room, his face
radiant with exultation.
listened, and he nodded his hend to go on.
"Reachin!J New York, he kept you for
"I have found the house," he exclaimed,
awhile, but finally tiring of you, in the excite- " for I have seen Perry, and tracked him to it;
ment of something else he was engaged in, he it is No. 454 West-- Street."
finally left you in charge of Mrs. Grime1:1; nor
This news raised a great excitement in the
did he seem to have taken any trouble to have company, they all being-with one exceptionyou found when he heard yo1.1 had run away anxious t!iat they should immediately proceed
from her.
there and make the arrest.
"You will see by this that he is a man of
"Softly" said the detective. "You know
very evil ways, and, in fact, a desper~te man if not the kind of man you have to deal with.
brought to bay, and I have that d1sagreea):>le Should we ~o there in broad daylight, we should
duty to perform; so do not look for perfection. only give him warning in time to escape us and
in .~im when yo~1 find him_." ,, .
perhaps he may not be there now, anyway.' We
" I care n.othmg for. lum,. said the youth; must Jet him plot on and not spring the trap till
for, after the manner m whi~h he has treated we are sure of him. Let everything go on as
my mot~er and myself, I wou,d be mor~ th~n before, and now that you know the number of
human 1f I sh~mld now have any a~ect1on ~n the lrouse, we shall have no difficulty. When I
my ~ea~. for hun. But you say he is now III send you word, drive immediately to his house,
the city?
I will see to the rest. I m:n fully as anxious as
"He is."
you are to take him, but I want to go about in
"And my mother-what of her?"
the right way."
" As I before told you, she. tracked your
They all saw the force of his reasoning, and
father from place to place, but without success, then Mr Hawkins Butts and the detective defor Perry was kept info_rmed of her 'Whereabouts; parted. ·
'
'
and when he feared discovery, he would leave
l\fr. Hawkins went to his home, and the deand _go somewhere else, and so he eluded her tective and Butts went to the lady's house and
contmually.
.
.
got her to go to the house with them, that she
. " i::i:owever, _she tracked hnn ~o the ~1ty, and might be ready when the occasion required.
!11s spie_s lost s1~ht of her at Ph1ladelplua. She - At th
q est of the detective she wore a
lS now m the city, and I have seen her.
. e. re u
.d
w· h h
·
"You must not ask me any more questions at h~avy veil, as he d1 not is
er to be re.co9prescnt, for I shall tell you the rest at the right nize<l. Then th_ey returned to the detectives
moment; and now let us finish the business we temporary boardlilg-house.
.
have in hand. We must return immediately to
Butts looked upon the 1.1dy with a cteal of
New York, as I must find out if Perry has s:i-:mp:~thy, but no thought of the truth entered
1
wal_ked int<;> th~ t:ap we laid for him at the den, his~ : d. the Ion day wore awa
which I tl11nk 1s improbable."
Y
~ . ·d d
~They left the house together upon their erThompson ha provi e a la who was to
rand, Butts, meanwhile, relating to his master ~ear ti~~ message kto tll~~ther party when the
the particulars of his trip in the country, and time ai nved._ and ept . by h_ m.
.
the ill-success he had met with.
Mr. Hawk!ns passed the day III read1I1g, and
" You did right," said Thompson, after laugh- toward ten o ?lock th!3 sharp peal. of the do? ring heartily at the description of the exciting bell roused him to his !eet, and 1I1forme? h_1m
. . that the moment for action had at last arnvect.
h ase b.V t i1e she n·ff · " B u t • as· usu a•1 Pe uy
cproved
Look' "'o t of the window he saw a co ch
. m" u
,
a
himself too smart a tactician to be caught.
What a pity that such splendid talents should standmg_at the door.
.
have been misdirected! He might have been a man
The mght was a dark one, a fit mght for the
of position to-d3y had ~ie chosen the right course; work proposed.
.
but so it is, boy. Though they may meet ·with
Th~ man '.'·ho had called on him at the first
success for a brief season, yet sooner or later occas10n agam entered.
they must invariably meet with their deserts at
'.'.Are y~n ~11 ready?" he asked.
.
the hands of justice."
I ~~· sa1~ the cle~gym;~n, as he took up lns
They had now reaclled the door and found, as hat.
How 1s. the mght? asked the clergythe detective had anticipated, that no one had man, as he carn~d tl1e lamp from the. centerbeen there since the capture.
table and placed 1t o~ the man!el, where 1t could
T!iompson then took Butts into the vault that be seen by th~ detective opposite.
he had been confined in, and showed him the
lt was the signal that had been agre~d upon.
manner in which he had made his escape through He pu:posely_ delayed _as long as possible, that
the ceiling, and drawing himself again through they might gam more time, I.mt a.t last announcthc aperture he emerged again into the bedroom ed that he was all ready.
.
which wa~ ~ow deserted.
'
"Then come on;" and they descended the
Butts followed him, and they walked out, steps and took their seats in the carriage.
somewhat startling the men on guard, as theyBut a few words were exchaugr-d between
were noL looking for their appearance in that d1- them; the minister was 1Very busy with his own
rection. Thompson explained it to them, and thoughts, and his companion seemed equally
having nothing further to detain him. he and occupied.
Butts posted off to the house where the detectThe same operation of masking and blindfoldive had taken board, and whicll stood immedi- ing was gone through with before the carriage
ately opposite the residence of Mr. Hawkins.
stopped, and when the mask was removed he
stood in the same room that he had been
ushered intc on his first visit.
CHAPTER XXXV.
Then they retired to the room where the scene
SPRINGING THE TRAP.
had occurred before, and the persons present
No mess<>n~er appeared thnt night to take Mr. were attired the same as on the former occasion,
Hawkins, and the next day a party consisting of with the exception of the bride, who was now
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attired in white, and wore a bridal-veil over
her mask.
She seemed to be oblivious of all that was
transpiring around her, anti her eyes, by some
strange magnetic influence, were fixed upon
Perry, whose black, glittering ones glowed like
some beautiful but dangerous serpent.
Perceiving the clergyman standing there, he
said:
" Proceed with the ceremony, sir, if you
please," but he did not remove his gaze from
the bride.
Mr. Hawkins opened the book, and occupied
some time in looking -for the proper place. His
purpose was to gain time.
"Are you going to be all night about it?"
angrily exclaimed Perry.
At the sound of his voice Mr. Hawkins
started suddenly, and accidentally dro:Qped the
book.
After a short time spent in finding the place,
he again began, in a slow, solemn, measured
tone, to read.
His mind was full of anxiety. Could it be
that they had by any accident been detaiii.ed?
And how should he act ~f it came to 'the point,
for, to go through with it, he was determined
he would not.
·
'
·~Do you take this woman to be your married
wife, to have-"
" Hold!" exclaimed a clear, cool voice, as the
door fiew open, and the detective, l'ollowed by
his friends, entered the room, cutting off every
avenue of escape.
The minute the bride saw the new-comers slile
uttered a glad cry:
·
" William, dear William!" and fainted in his
arms.
''Trapped I" muttered Perry, under his breath,
and his hand stole stealthily toward his inside
pocket.
The detective sa"f the movement, and drawing his own revolver, warned-him to de8ist.
Perry saw it w.ould be madness to attempt it
while the detective's eye was upon him, and
with a bitter ltmgh he asked what they meant by
their intrusion.
" It means," replied Thompson, " that first of
all we forbid the bans of this marriage, as vou
are already a married man."
· •
" 'Tis false. I call for the proofs.~·
"You sliall have them: First, Mr. Hawkins,
whom you once attempted to murder."
Perry turned pale, as the clergyman, removing the mask as his name was called, revealed
himself to the astonished eyes of the stricken
man.
"Again," sa.id the detective, "your wife is
present, and your boy."
The lad;y raised her veil, and Butts, who now
saw through the whole scheme, with a glad cry
of:
"Mother! thank God I have found you at
last!Y sprung into her arms and embraced her '
tenderly.
The mother's heart answered to his own, and
the scene was deeply affecting to all except
Perry, who still stood defiant.
'' The woman is not nor never wa:: my wife,"
said he, disdainfully, as he held the idea that
this was the only charge against him, and he
grew bolder.
"It is false!" said Mr. Hawkins, confronting
him. " I am the man that performed the cere- ·
mony."
And he briefly stated the particulars of the
time and place, and which proved that he told
the actual truth.
"And now," said the detective, watching
him narrowly as he spoke, ·' I arrest you on two
charges. The first, of stealing bonds to the extent of twenty thousand dollars, from Captain
Studley, whom you will doubtless recognize,"
and he pointed to the gentleman named.
"The second charge is a graver one. I arrest yon as the chief of a band of counterfeiters,
whom I have long been looking .f or. The gang
I have already in custody, and now I take
you."
Perry seemed to be paralyzed at this sudden
attack from all quarters, when he had de_emed
himself secure.
'l'he detective advanced to seize him, when
with a quick movement, which was altogether
unexpected by the company, he snatched a
pistol from his breast and fired at the detective.
The bullet passed harmlessly over his head,
and ere Perry had time to fire another shot,
they had ru~hed in upon him. .
He fought fearfully, d!'aling his blows righll
and left with tremendous power.
·
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With a sudden bound he cleared himself, and
darted for the window.
Quick as thought, Butts put out his foot, and
tripped him heavily to the ground.
Ere he could regain his feet, the detective
had jumped upon him, and snapped the irons
on his hands and feet, and he was fast in the
toils.
Then the .d etective, bidding the party goodbye, seized Perry by the arm, and saying he
would call and see them to-morrow for a general explanation, he bore away his prisoner in
triumph, and placing him in the carriage he had
brought, he drove to headquarters.

*

*

*

*

*

*

And now, kind res:der, our story is ended. A
few words more as to the after history of the
characters who have figured in it.
Perry was bro,ught to trial, and out of pity
for his long-lost daughter, Captain Studley did
not appear on the charge of the stolen bonds,
which had been restored to him.
Mattie also pitied the wretch in his abject
misery, and the consequence was that the only
charge under which he was indicted was that of
counterfeiting; and the evidence produced not
being of ihe strongest nature, he received a sentence of twenty years.

His spirit was broken, and, after ten years of
labor, he was, through the efforts of his friends,
discharged and taken home ; but he never had
the ambition to retrieve his name and atone for
the past, and, after being taken care of for three
•
yea rs, he died.
A fit epitaph for his grave would have been:
" Here lie the ashes of a life misspent."
William Wilson and Mattie were married, and
after a short time they returned to New York,
from whence they soon after sailed for Savannah, their future home.
There they are now residing, and two beautiful children have blessed their union.
Captain Studley's influence enabled him to
advance rapidly in business, and in a few years
he has become one of the most prosperous men
in that city.
His real name, reader, I will not disclose, lest
it might make him more conspicuous, and I
wish him to rest on his own merits.
'' Butts," the hero of our story, but now known
under the stylish name of Sinclair, was taken
under Wilson 's instruction, and promises yet to
be as successful as his employer. He combined
his father's brilliant qualities with a noble heart,
and as these talents were used in the right direction, it stands to reason that he should succeed.

As for Thompson, the detective, he retired
from business, as he said he would, and removing to Virginia, he bought a place and settled.
down.
He would have preferred to remain in theeity, but he feared for his life after the last
grand haul he had made in capturing the gang,.
and, as he said:
"He did not wish to die before he had a.
chance to enjoy life; he preferred to leave thescenes of his exploits," he emigrated to a State·
where he was unknown.
Rumor has it that he afterward removed to'
another state, namely, the state of matrimony.
How true the report is, I can not say, as I havenot seen him for some years.
But little more remains to be told. The gang.
were all convicted, and sent to prison, and thus:
the community was rid of one of its greatest.
evils.
•
Many were the threats uttered by the gang
a~ainst the detective, as to their revenge UJ>6n.
huu when they- should be released from prison,
but the detective, by his removal, had outwitted
them, and escaped harmless.
Mr. Hawkins still continues to reside in th&
city, engaged in the good work.
And now, reader, our story is ended.

THE END.
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PRICE 2.:i CENTS.
been carefully followed. lt is an excellent manual of P . 0. Box '2781.
reference for all forms of engraved cards and Invitations.
A GUIDE TO GO~D MANNERS AND THE WAYll
THE NEW YORK FASHION BAZAE

Book of ~tiquette.

For sale by all Newsdealers, or sent to any addre88
of 20 cents, postage prepaid. by the pub-

:h~::;~ipt
Addre88

GEORGE MUNRO'S SONS,
MuNRo's PusLJSHINO HousK,
P. 0. Box 2781 .
17 to 27 Vandewater St., N. Y.
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..& Dool~ oi· Every Day Etiquette.
BY MRS . ARMSTRONG .

I'll.ICE !l.:i CENTS,
One of the most difficult. things n owadays for the
Jove r of social plea..Q.urt>s is to "appear well ,, in society
-to be up to good form ,, in the u sa~es and customs
which a re recogui zed by well·bred people as proper and
conven 1.ioual. F ine apparel doe~ not make the 1ady or
gentlem an, 1wr by it i!ll one jm1ged. The manners, the
depor t me nt, an 11ndersta11ding o f the rules o f politeness
that govern polite society, a re th~ marks of breedi ng
by which o ne is judged. This brilrht, well-written book,
' ·Good Form. ·' tells in a E1;UCcinct manner t h e modes
h

and usages whi<'h sho uld be observed hy evPry one who

w ish eR to conform to the nnwrittf'n laws th at control
110Cial life ont.•ide of the home circle. No one aspiring
to the mann~rs of a lady or genr.leman can afford to he
without a copy or this invaluable hook. which I• certain
to ~pa r e it~ p o~gPs~or man,· e mbarrassments incidental
to the novice in forlns of etiquette.

For .ale hy all new•dealers. or sent by mail, postage
paid , on receipt of 25 cents, by the publishers.
Address

GEORGE MUNRO'S SONS,
,
l1uNao,s PUBf,TSHlNG HOUSE,
.t', Cll. Box 2'/81.
17 to 27 Vandewater St., N. Y.

A Complete Hand-book of Behavio r.
CONTAINING

WITH HANDSOME LITHOGRAPHED COVER.

A 00ll1PLETE

GOOD FORM:

OF FASHIONABLE SOCIETY.

GUIDE AND MANUAL
TO ALL TllE

Arts and Secrets

of

Personal Beauty and Charm.

CONTAINING RULES FOR

All the Polite Observances of ?t odern Life: the EU.
quette or Engage..,ents and Marriages ; the Manners
and Training of Children; the Arts of Conversation and Polite Letter-wri tine ; Invitations
to Dinners, Evening Parties and Entertainments ot all Descriptions;
Table Manners. Etiquette o f Visits and Puhlle
Places; How to Serve Break fasts, Luncheons,
Dinners and Teas: How to Dress, Travel,
Shop. and Behave at Hotels
and Watering-places.

Promotion o.nd· Preservation of Beauty,
This Book contains all that a lady and gentlemq
How Beauty May be Increased, The Influence of Health
requires for correct behavior on all social occasions.
Upon Personal Appearance, The Effects of T emperance and Happiness in Presarving Youth
and Beauty, Baths and Bathing, Food
and Its Effects, The Influence of
F or salA by all newsdealers, or sent to any address oa
Sleep, How to Acquire and
receipt of 25 cents, postage prepaid, by the publisher&.
Preserve a Beautiful
Complexion,
Address
GEORGE MUNRO'S SONS,
The Care of the Skin, The Growth and Management of
MUNRO,s PueLISHJNG HousJC,
the Hair, The Hair in Health and Disease, Bald·
ness, Dyeing the Hair, Depilatories, The
P . 0. Box 2781 .
17 to 27 Vandewater St., N. Y.
Care or the Eyes, Mouth, Li ps, Teeth,
Nose, Ears, Hands, Finger-nails,
Figure, Feet, Corn~. Chilblains, Freckles, Warts
and Sores.
A collection of u•ef11l recipes for Pastry, Confection•
THE USE OF PERFUMES, SOAPS AND COSMETICS,
er~ etc. A 1wat little pap1:>r·covered book, whi c h every
VALUABLE RECIPES AND REMEDIES.
lac'y will find nsefnl in housekeeping. No more acceptable present conld be made to young beginners, as it
embraces in~truct i ons for preparing innnmerahlf' deli ..
PRH.:E 2a CENTS.
cacie" as well as the more substantial dishes. Price lQ
cents.
Address
GEORGE MUNRO'S SONS,
Address
GEORGE MUNRO'S SONS.
MUNRO'S PuBLISHJNG H OUSE,
M UNRO,s PoBr.rsHING Housz:,
P . 0. Box 2781.
17 to 27 Vandewater St., N. 7 •
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Series of the Most Thrilling Detective

St~ries

Ever Published f

NO. 1.-0LD SLEUTH, THE DETECTIVE.
A daahfDg romance.• detailing in graphic style the hair-breadth escapes and thrilling adventures of a veteran agent of the Jaw.

NO. 2.-~RE KING OF THE DETECTIVES.
l:a1bis story the shrewdness and cunning of a master-mind are delineated in a fascinating manner.

' ·~· '

. NO. 3.-0LJ) SLEUTH'S TRIUMPH.
The crowning trlunrph of the great detective's active career is reached after undergoing iµany exciting perils and dangem.

NO. 4.-UNDER A MILLION DISGUISES.

'lbe many subterfuges by which a detective tracks his game to justice R.re all described in a graphic mannt'r in this great say.

NO. 5.-NIGHT SCENES IN NEW .YORK.

b aheorbhlg Mory of life after dark in th~ ~reat metropolis. · All the nrious feat~res of metropolitan life-the places of amusemem,
low life among the mght·hawks of Gotham, etc., are realistically described in this delightful story.
.

·

JaWo a

NO. 6.-0LD ELECTRICITY, THE· LIGHTNING DETECTIVE.

Por

Ingenuity of plot, quick ·a nd 'exciting succession of dramatic incidents1 this great story has not an equal in the whole rimge of ~
literature.

NO. 7.-THE SHADOW DETECTIVE.
,,.., tmllHDg lil01')' is ·a 'masterpiece of entrancing fiction.

.

The wonderful exploits and hair-breadth escapes ~f. a clever law-agent
scribed in brilliant style.

are al«'J'
'

NO. 8.--RED-LIGHT WILL, THE RIVER DETECTIVE.

Ill lms ~lenGid 'r!linan.::e, lovers of the weird, ex::iting phases of ~ife ?n the teeming docks and wharfs of a great city will fuld a mine~ ~l. .
mg mterest.

·

NO. 9.:__IRON BURGESS, THE .GOVERNMENT DETECTIVE& 1btmatif1!ellsational incidents of a detective's life in chasing to cover the sharks who prey upon the revenue C'f the Government are t-..ll dat
scribed in a fascinating manner. This story will hold the reader spell-bound with interest from beginning to end.

NO. 10.-THE BRIGANDS OF NEW YORK
'lbi:: 'Wo.l'k Is a st.nrtllng expose of the dangers of the great. metropolis, an'd brings to light many hitherto hidden crimes perpetrated by the crJmi
nals of the city.

NO. i1.-'rRACKED BY A VENTRILOQUIST.

,

In &bit! st.ory the wonderful art of ventriloquism is made to play a prominent part, aad by its aid many a miscarriage of justi~ Is avolde4.

. NO. 12.-THE TWIN SITADOWERS.
ltuougn 1he wonderful congenital resemblance of the heroes, the scenes and incidents of this story assume a weird effect,
abated to the 11\St line.

r

~d the hlt.en!I& fa-.

'

NO. :1R-THE FRENCH DETECTIVE.
!bl8EI who are familiar with the work performed by Vidocq, Lecoq, and other eminent French officers, will 11.nd this book fally equal to 8IJ1't

-

thing written of them.

NO. 14.-BILLY WAYNE, f1RE ST. LOUIS DETECTIVE.
.A tale :>f the great

South-~est,

replete with all the stirring incidents peculiar to that section of the countl'.).

NO. 15.-THE NEW YORK DETECTIVE.
~~;<1am:7rles of adventu?es by a New Yorker in his native city, and the lights and shadows of the cosmopolitan metropolis fumJsha U!lejf,

unparalleled interest.

1'.u.,
J

.

·
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·Jtt JtntrrlJr ~tbr11r1J.
\ ') il>ie)e ~opuliire 91otieflen finb l:>ie beften in bet beutfd)en 'Sprad)e. ,,~ofj bieje grofj 9Jlafte tlon 91otieflen cine unt>erfiifTd)te ~tbid)!un.o
_..... ~~ne ftarfe UntmidJggettJnlt bet ~eutfdyen l:>tt ~ereinigten etaaten if±, unb eine grofle ~1iffe filr ~(merifoner, locldJe 'Die beutfd)•
::dJe ftu'oiren, faun niemaub Ieugnen."
\J1ad1iol11enbc \filrrfr flub in brr 'VeutldJm ~ 1 brnrl) rijdJirnrn:
.,
l +>er Kaiser, von Prot. G. Ellers.... ............... ~>O
lo! Die Somosi e rrl\, vou 11.. WaldmUller . . .......... JO
3 Das Oeheimujsu der alten :Mamsell, R onui.n vo u
E. Marlitt.... . ...................... . .... . ... .. 10
4 Q111sisana, vou Fr. Spielhagen .. . . ....... . .. . ..... 10
.6 Oartenla.uhen-Blilthen, von E . \Vern t- r. ... .. .
20
'6 Die Hand d e r Nemesis. von E . A . KOnig . . . ..... 20
7 Arntmauu's Magd. von E . Marlitt.... . . ... ...... 20
'8 VHleta, vou E . \\1 erner .. ........................ . 20
9 Auf der Rilmmingsburg, von .Iii. Wlddern ..... .. . JO
10 Dl\9 Haus Hille l, voo !\lax Ring ........ . . .. .. .... 20
11 Glilckauf!. von K Werner . .. .................... . 10
12 Goldels<', vou E. Marlitt ..... ..... . .... . . . ........ 20
1.3 Vat('r unu Sohn, vou F . L e wald ..... . ............ 10
14 Die \Vilrl!'(' r vou Paris, voH C. Vl\cano ....... . . 20
15 l>e r Ui11111apt.~chle i!er, von Rosenthal-Bonin. . . 10
16 lngo uud I\igraban, voo Gustav Freytag ... . ..... 20
1.7 Eintt Frn!{e, voll G<lor!{ Ebers . .... . ... ..... ... .. . 10
18 Im l'ararlittse, vou Paul Heyse ....... .. . ..... .. .. 20
19 In beilittu n e mi•pharen, von Sutr o-SchUcking ... 10
20 Gelllbt Ull:l IOl'litlleu, von H . Wach e nnusen ....... 20
21 Die Eichlcofs, vo n M. VOil Reiche nbac h ... ... ... JO
2z Kinde.r dt>r Welt, von P. Heyse. Erste Hal rt., ... ~O
22 Kinder der We lt, von P . Heyse. Zweite Hlilfte. 20
28 BarfUssttle, von B. A11e rbach ... . .... ..... .. . ... 10
2 & Das Nt'8t de r Zaunk U aig~ , von G. Frey tug.... .. .00
25 Frtthli-tlgRl>oteu, von E . " Terner ........ . ... .... .. 10
26 Z('lle No. 7, von Pi e n·e Zuco 11e ........ .. .. .. ..... 20
'.27 Die juuge Frau, von H . Wnche nhnse u ........ .... :IO
28 BuchenhPim , rnn Th. von VarubUler ... .. ....... 10
29 Aur der Ba hu des Ve rbreche ns. von E. A. K onig "'()
30 Bril'{itta, von n.. rth. Ane rlu-..h ... . . . . .... ..... .. 10
31 Im Sc hilliugsh o r, von E . M&.. litt.... ............. "'O
32 GesprengteFesseln. von E. We rn e r . ... .......... JO
33 Der .H('iduck, VOii Hans Wacheuhuse n . . .... .. . . . 20
34 Die StnQnhexe, vou Gr&flu nl. 'KAyserliug .... . . JO
35 lJu.s Ki1uf\Bajazzo's, vo n E. A . K 0 11ig . .. .. ..... 20
36 Uie JlrUde r vom. d e utschen Hause, von G usr.av
Fr~rae: .... . ...... ....... ........ ..... ......... 20
31' Der" ildd it·b, VOil F. Oe rstlicker .. .. . ...• . .. .... .. 10
38 Die Ve rl ohte. vo u R oh. WaldmUlle r .. .. .......... 20
39 De r D op pd~a n ge r, von L . Schticking ... .. . ..... 10
40 Die we is•e Frnu VOLi Greifenstaiu, von E . Fels .. 20
41 Hans Hild Grete, von Fr. Spi e lhageu ............ 10
42 Main Onkel Dou Jua n, voll H . .Hop re n ... . .. .. .. 20
48 lllMkus Konig, von Gustav Frey ta1; ........... .. . 20
44 Die schOneu Ame riki:,.uerinuen, von Fr. l:)p.'el1
hage n .. . .... .. .... . ......... ·.· .. · .. ·· ···· .. ··· · 10
45 Das grosse T,oos, von A. Konig .•.... . .... . ..•.... 20
46 Zur Ehre Gottes, vou Sacher, uod Ultimo, von
Fr. Spielhagen ...... . ............ . . . ............ 10·
D ~ Geschw1s te r, von Gustav Fre rta11:-. ........... 20
Blschot undKouig, ' 'Oil Mariam 1'anger, und Der
Pirate n ko u\'j· von M. J okai.. ... .......... . . ... 10
Reichsgril.fln ise la, voll Marlitt ........ . ..... .. . . 20
Bewegte Zeitell, von Leon Alexandrow itsch ... . .. JO
Um Ehre und Lelleo, VOil E. A . Koni g . . ..... . .. . ~O
,152 Aus eioer kle iue n Stadt, von Gustav Freytag .... 20
53 Hildeg.. rd, von Ern•t von Waldow ........ , . . .. . 10
154 Dame Orau~P . von Hnns \Va c lie ohusen ... . ... . .. 20
M Johannisnacht, von i\f. Schmiut . . .......... . . .. .. JO
li6 Angela, ,·on F r. Sp ielhat?en .. ... .... . ......... " . 20
57 Falsct1e Wege. von J . von Brun-llarnow .. .... . . . JO
58 Versn\1kene Wdten . von \V. Jensen ... .. .... ... 20
59 n ;e \V oh..D 11ngssuch e r , vo n A.. vou \\' iu~erf~ltl . . .. 10

t
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1

h n.u ~. v o n Gustav zu
~2 Soll uu 1I H:lb<'n, von G.
~:!Soll 111111 H l\bell, von G.

Putlitz...... .
Freytag. Erste H&lfte ...
Freytag. Zweite H&lft .
~3 t;c hl o~s (Jriinwald , vo n Charl otte Fielt . .... ... .. . .
-61- Zwei KrenzhPrrf'11, von Lncian llE"rbert .........
-05 Die F.:rlt"'lrnisse eiuer Soh utzlose o, von X. SutroR I .. k "
"- c lllt.' · i a ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
oo Dns HiLiol-prinzes,chen. vo n E . lllarlitt .. . .. . . ....
~7 Die Geyer-IVnll.r, voo Wilhm. von Hiliern . .. . . . .
{JS Itleali s r.1 11. von A . Rei now . . ... ....... .. . ... . . · ®Am Al t«r, ,·011 1£. Werner .. .......... .. ..... ... ..
';0 D~ r KYuig- der Luft, von A. von \Vinte rte ld ..... .
7 1 ntoscbko vc; n P11rma, von Karl E. Franzos ... .. ..
'j~ Schu ld nlld SUhne, voll Ewald A. K onig ........
';3 l o R t' ih' uud Olied, von Fr. Spie lhage n. Erste

10

20
20
~

~v

10
20
~
~

94 In rle.r zwolften Stunde. von FriPd. Spielhagen ,

uud Ebbe uud Fl uth, von M. Widrleru .........
95 Dit' vou Hoht.'lOGtein, voo li'r. Spielhageu. Erste
11iilfte ............. . ... . .................. ....
' 9'5 Die von Hohenstein, von l"i'r. Spielha:;en. Zwe ite
Hi.lfte . . ..... . . .. .. .. ................. ........ ..
P6 Deutsch und Slnvh~ch . von l.11c iau lit>rbert . .. .
97 Im Hause des Comrnerzi e u-Rath•, v()ll Marlitt .. .
98 Helene, von H."' a che nlm ~e n, und Die Prinzessiu
von Portugal, von A . Me issner ..... .. ..........
99 .Aspasia, VOil Rober& HarnmPrling ..... . ..... ....
100 Ekkehard, v. Victor v. Sche ffel. .. . . ..... . ..... ..
101 Ein Kampf um Rom, vou F. Dahn. Er•te Hal ft« .
101 Ein Kam pt um Rom, voll F. Dahn. Zweite Hiilfte
]()';?Spinoza, von Berth. Auerbach ......... . .........
103 Von d e r Erde~
· ., Moud , von J. Verne .. .....
lOt De r 'J'orlesgrus• ue r Leg1one n, von G. Salllaro w.
105 Reise um den 1o nd, von Julius Verne ...... . . . . .
106 Furst '!net Mnsike1j· von Max Ring ......... .. . . ..
107 Nena 8ah1h, von . R e tchffe . Erst.er Band ... . .
107 Nena Sahib, von J . R e tc litl:e. Zweite r Baud . ... •
107 Nena Sahil>, von J. R e tcliffe. Dritter Band ......
108 Heise nach dem Mittelpunkte der Erde. vou J .
Vrrne .. ... ........... . ........... . ... .... .......
109 Die s ilherne Hochzeit, von R. Kohn ............ . .
no Das f\pukelrn.us, VO ii A. ' ' OD \Vinterfeld ····· · ... .
111 Die E r he n dt'S 'Wahnst o11 s. von T. Marx . .. . . .. ..
112 Der Ula n, von J o h. van Dewall . . .. ..... ... .....
113 U m h oh e n Pr<'i•. von E . Werne r ...... . . , . . .......
lit Schwarzwiilder Dorfgeschichteu, von B . Auerbnch. Erste .H&IFte ...........................
114 Schwarzwiilrler Dorfgescbichten, VOil B. Aue ri>a c h. Z"·eitP Halrte . ......... . ........... .....
11 5 Reise nm di" Erde, von Julius Verne ..... .. .. ..
116 ca-al'S 1£11tl e, VOil s. J . :rt.. (Sc hluss VOD 104) . . ..
11 7 Ant Capri . •voll C'arl IJetlet. ...... . ... .... ... . .
118 Severa, von E. Hartn e r .... . .. .. . .... ... : .••• .
IJ9 E in Ari<t der Seele, von Wilh. ,·on .Hillern .....
JllO Di" Live l"l':"nas. voll Ht»·mano Willfried ..... . ...
121 Zwanzil'!'ta.usend l\Ie ileo llDterm l\.1efl:r, von Ju Ji us
Verue .... .... ... . ... ...... . . ... . ... . ... . , .. ·- ·
122 ~!utter und Sohn, vo n A. Godin .... . . .. .... .... .
123 Das Hans des Fabrikante n, \'OD G. Samarow .. . .
124 Brud e rtlicht nnrl I,i<'h e, voll L. Rcbilckillg ... . ..
125 Die R o nwrfahrt der )i;pigone n, von G. Sa.marow.
Erste Hiilfl., . .. ..... .. ........ ... .. . . ....... .. .
125 Die ROm e rfnhrt der l!!pigo uen, von G. Sa.marow.
,
Zweit" Hii.lfte · · .... .. .. · · · .. · .. · · .. .... .. · · · · · ·
126 P orhles 1111d Porkele•sa. von J. Sch•rr .. . .. .... .
127 Ein FriedensstOrer. von Vi ctor Blilthgen, und
Der hei1111ic he Gn•t. von R. B.r r ... • · ...... . .. ·
128 Schone Frauen, vou R. Edmund Hahn ............
129 Bakch e n uml 'l"hyr~nst rlLJ!'('I\ vou A. Niemann . .,
130 Getr euu t, R om a n vou E . l'nlko ... . ............ .
J31 Alte Kett e n. Roman vo n L. Schiickint? .. ...... ..
1 :~ Uehe r die Wolk<' II , von Wilhl'lm JenS<'n .. . .... . ..
13.1 Das G.:ild des Orion. vo u H. R osenthal-Bon in ....
Ia! Um ct•n I! alb m ond, VOil Gr. 8amarow. Erste
Hiilfte .. . .... . . . ...... ... ... .............. .. .. .
13! Um d e n IIalbmond, von 'Gr. Sama.row. Zweite
l!iilrt6 .. .. .. .. .. . . ........... ... ......... . ......
135 Troµhadour-Novellen, von l'. H<'yse ..... ..... · ·
1:11; t)er SchwP<\en-Sc111itz, von H. Wnc h P nhas~ n ...
J37 Die Bettlel'i11 vnm Pont d • Arts nnd Das Bild des
Kai~er8, von 'Vi lli . Hauff .. ............. . .......

175 Das Vnmact.tniss, von Ernst Ecksteia.
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Zweite
Kalfte ..... . .............................. .. ..
Hel'r und Frau ~ B~w ... r. vo11 P. Liodau ... .. ....
Die Nihili•teo. von .J <>h. SehPrr ..... .. .......... .
Die Frau mitrf~n l{a.rf1mkt'lste 111e u,von llJ. Jila.rli ~t
Je tta, vo11 U•·orge Tit~ ·l1 , r ... . ................. ...
IJie St.ieftoChu.. r, vou .J . Srn it'h ...... . .. . . .• •...
An der H e1lquelle. voll Fried. Spielhage u ...
\Vas der'l'odtt:"ukopf t'rziiltlt. von M. J okai. .....
Der Zh:e unerbaro n . v"n M. J okai.. .......... . ...
Himmlische IL irtlische Li ebe, vou Paul Heyse
Ehre, H.omau von 0 . Rchuhin ... . . .. ........ .... .
Vio lantl\, Roman VOil E. Eckstein ............ .. .
Nemi, Erziihlunt? von Jl . Wacl1enhusen .... . ...
Straudgut. von Joh. von Dew,.11. Er•te Hall'te ..
Strandgut, von J oh . von Dt• wall. Z\\'eite Ii alfte.
H0mo sum, vou G<'org Eb~rs ......... .......... .
Eine AeJ!'rptische Kont g-stochter, vou G. Ebers.
Erste Hiilfte .. . ........ ........... .. .. .........
Elne Ae ~yptische Kolligstochter von G Euers
Zweite~Hlilfte .............. . . .' ...... ."....... :
Sanct Mic hae l, von E. Werne.r. Erste Hiilfte . . .
Sanct Michael, von 1£. Werner. Zwaite HiiUte .
J~ie NObrnut. voo Georg Ebers. Ers te. lllilfte . .
Die Nilhraut, von Georg Ebers. Zweite Hiilfte .
l>iA Andere, VO il ,V, Heimhurg ......... .. ........
Eiu armes :Miidchen. ,von ,V, Heim burg . .... ....
Der Roman d er Stiftsrlame. von Paul Heyse . ....
Kloster Wendh11sen, von W . Heimhurg ... ... ... .
Das Ve rmiichtuiss Ke.ins, von Sacher-lllasocb .
Erst.e Hliifte ..... .. .. ....... ... . . . . ............
Das Verm&c htniss Kai us, VOD Sacher-Mru;och .
Zweite H&lfte ............... . ... ... ....... ... ..
Frau Venus. von Karl Frenzel.. .... ... . ..... .....
Eille V iert..l&tuude VatPr, VOD F. w. Bncldander
H e imatklnng, von E . Werner ...... . .......... . .
H erzeuskrisen, Rf)nia.o von w. Heim burg ......
Die Schw e•te ro. Romanvon G. Ebers .... ..... ..
De r Egoist. vo 11 E. Werner .... .... . . .. ..........
Salva.tore, von Ernst Ec kste in....
. ...........
Ln.mpenmtillers Liesctie n. vou W. Heimhurg ...
Das eiusame HauR, voo A dolt 8treckrus• .... . ..
Dte vel"iore11e Handschrift, VOii Gustav Freytag.
Er• te Hiil'rte ................................ . .
Die \oerl<>rene Handscnrirt, von Gustav Freytag.
Zwe ite J·liLlfte ........ ... ... ...... . .. : ........
Das Eu le rihau s . von E. l\1arli1.t ..... . .. . ..... . ...
Des H e rzens Golglltha. von H. Wachenhusen . . .
Al.ls d('m Lebeu meiuor a.J ten Freundin. VOil
w. H ei mhnrg .. ....... . ......... . .... . . ... .•. .
Die Gred, Roman VOil G. Ebers. Erst~ H&l(te ..
Die Gred, Roman von G. Ehers. Zwelte Hii.lfto
Trudchens Heirath, von Wilh. Heim burg ..... . ..
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